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Liberated from the class war – the environmental issue 
 
The two years that followed, being 23 and 24 years old, not so much happened; that 

means not with girls and thus, in a way, nothing happened at all. Life had to do with ‘girl’. 
Only Two Made Life, not just One. I did a lot of sports in that period, as i wrote earlier, often 
up to five times a week, apart from casual table tennis trainings with my brother in the garage 
in our parental house in Vries. Crazy. All of this next to my study sociology that, 
‘unfortunately’, and not unrelated to the fact that my band had stopped existing, i finally 
started to take serious. I got ‘into it’. I started to be much more interested in what i read. It had 
suddenly a content – to exaggerate a bit – instead of in the first place being a heavy luggage 
that i should drag with me to be able to pass the next examinations. My marks, even though 
they had not been really bad earlier, increased remarkably. From then on i read the entire 
books – and that was really quite something for me – which threw me even more up to the 
mind than ‘just’ the lack of physical contact with a girl could explain for. In itself this blow 
was not the end of the world. In a holistic development of the human being, sooner or later a 
thorough meeting with and an exploration of the world of the mind is bound to happen 
anyway, without but usually with books, with or without lack of direct contact with a girl. 

Interest and creativity has to be directed at something. Now that my band had stopped, 
and there was no girl with whom i could go into processes that were life itself, i was driven in 
the lifeless arms of my study, sociology. Instead of becoming Life, i learned to study life, as 
an alternative – not stating at all by this that this would be only bad: if one doesn’t know the 
distance from life, it is difficult to Know Life too, one tends to stay relatively unconscious; 
just as staying in the distance cannot bring Conscious Life either but will stay a theory, a 
possibility. 

Something changed in my unclear and very vague but still future plans. For years the 
situation had been as follows. As long as no better ‘plan’ showed up i was ‘planning’ to 
succeed my father in his profession as a criminologist. In the course of years he had, certainly 
for such a ‘side-subject’ in science as criminology, managed to build around him quite a big 
department of researchers. They were doing research that the Dutch world of law – certainly 
the judges – didn’t always like, to say the least. They didn’t like it when my father with clear, 
unequivocal figures proved the existence of class justice: the judge convicts people of lower 
social class to (much) higher (jail) sentences than people of higher classes. Before he had 
proved this fact, the word ‘class justice’ didn’t exist. It was simply assumed – especially by 
the higher and middle classes – that justice was just. My father was from a very poor workers 
family but had worked and educated himself up to eventually become a professor in 
criminology. The first years of my life we lived in great poverty – my brother slept in a 
drawer – unlike later, when my father made promotion after promotion. My father was not at 
all interested in money though, and according to him he was no happier in the times of plenty 
than in the very poor days. 

Anyway, i somewhere felt or knew that i was the only one who could succeed my 
father when he would retire eventually. I told him so. Just like him, i had this inner drive and 
fire to fight injustice. I didn’t mind having a job, good or bad, or no job. I wanted to do 
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something in the world, something relevant, something that made a difference – a difference 
for others, not for myself. He was open for the possibility of me succeeding him, although we 
didn’t talk much about it. Criminology or whatever, in general my idea was to first get a good 
job or work myself a way up to a good position and once i had a good name as a competent 
researcher, reliable, dedicated to the truth of facts, then suddenly, when it was too late for the 
establishment to still deny me or the decency of my way of working, i would finally say the 
truth and do research that they wouldn’t be pleased with at all. The Trojan horse idea. 

Only, starting my doctoral studies, my interests had just changed or were in a process 
of being thoroughly redirected. I had already chosen ‘sociology of law’ as my main subject, 
the main direction in which i would specialize myself. Just in that year 1985, however, i had 
very quickly become interested in environmental issues. I started reading a lot of what 
happened around me in that respect. Not only the shocking ‘Report of the Club of Rome’, i 
read also material of organizations that were independent, free from any form of 
governmental interference, including (later) alternative organizations that advocated a totally 
different way of life and the organization of society, a way that was not based on enrichment 
of ourselves at the expense of nature and animals, and also of ourselves as a matter of fact, of 
humanness. I felt i needed to do something with this what i now knew. The many letters i had 
read were not just letters, they described reality. I couldn’t just let the world go down as it 
seemed to be doing steadily, as if it didn’t matter at all – like so many did. I did care.  

Becoming a criminologist couldn’t contribute something i felt should be done for the 
world. It was obvious to me that environmental destruction was incomparably much more 
important than doing some fermenting in the judicial world, which in itself would not be bad 
On top of this an insight dawned upon me that had been slumbering in me for quite a while 
but now became totally clear. I did not – like my father did – (want to) defend the interests of 
the people of the lower classes. I had discovered by then that they weren’t any better than the 
people of the other social classes. They destroyed nature as well. If they had the chance to 
climb the social ladder, their part in the destruction of nature would be just the same as the 
part of the people who were now mainly responsible for it. They also tortured and ate 
animals. They ran after their stupid little pitiful interests, just like the people of the higher 
classes did. Basically, there was no difference. Why, for heaven’s sake, should i defend 
people who themselves were attacking others, their wives, children, animals, nature. In all 
fairness, i, ‘my’ heart, had always been repulsed by so many, if not most people lower in the 
lower classes my father secretly or openly praised, by their roughness, grossness, their mean 
laughter about matters related to sex, by the often heartless way they treated animals, by their 
insensitivity, by so many things. In our study sociology we had to study very many texts and 
books of Karl Marx who, next to providing his theories, adulated the proletariat. From then on 
that my eyes started to finally open to what happened in the world, brother Marx could go to 
hell as far as i was concerned. I was fed up with the guy. I never really liked the energy in all 
those texts we had to study, even though the views and ideas were interesting, worthy to 
know and recommendable to read, even when you don’t agree with his views. Much later my 
intuitive dislike of Marx would be confirmed when i read that, in his personal life, he was 
egocentric, racist and not able to show heart – not forgetting, however, that it’s always tricky 
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to believe what people write about another one when this contains more than mere facts; it’s 
always better to directly feel in the heart. The more my Heart manifested itself on earth in the 
course of time, the less i believed in the duality of and the division between supposedly great 
ideas someone holds and his personal life, between consciousness and earthly life (or: 
unconsciousness)1 – until i eventually lost all my interest in ideas as such. My dedication to 
Woman, to the actuality of Her earthly state and life, had become radical. Man’s 
consciousness as far as this was separate from Woman’s world, could no longer expect 
clemency from my side. The Heart was Fed up with this split that had caused so very much 
suffering here on earth. 

The class war was just part of a stupid – dual, as i would say later – fight. Not 
coincidentally, Hegel, with his dialectics, was one of Marx’ sources of inspiration. It’s 
tempting to choose, and then to choose the underdog in a fight – myself i had been far from 
free in this respect – but in the end this means we let ourselves be fooled, by the Deluding 
Force. In this case, when the lower classes won the fight, something that in the past the higher 
classes were still afraid of – and not without reason if you, for instance, look at the 
communists taking over of the power in 1917 in the former Soviet Union – and they’d be in 
charge, they wouldn’t suddenly turn into angels. If one of the first things you do when you’re 
taking over power from the tzar, is killing his entire family including his four young 
daughters, you’re at least not any better than the abhorred enemy of the working class. This 
murder was something that made me cry from anger and grief and helplessness when i 
learned about it, when i saw the pictures of the innocent girls, and imagined how the bayonets 
went into the girls’ bodies. They were not immediately dead after the execution, when bullets 
hadn’t worked since, as the not totally credible story went, they had bounced off the jewellery 
that the children carried on their bodies. 

The environment – the world therefore – was declining and we should fight for the 
working classes while this decline was going on? That seemed to me to be totally absurd. 
What was the sense of a victory by other same people without an environment in which the 
victory could be celebrated. I would not be part of this fight, so much was certain. In itself i 
was not suddenly against the working class, of course; only, i was not conscious enough yet 
to realize that i didn’t want to support the Force of Unconsciousness as it manifested through 
people of whatever social class, didn’t want to support heartlessness. And at that moment of 
clarity to not join the fight, not that one between the classes at least, i had – for me, at least – a 
great realization, simple as it was: i am not my father. 

This felt like a big relief. I didn’t need to copy him. I was not him. Through de-
identifying myself from the working class – or in general the have-nots, the underdog – i also 
de-identified myself from my father. Let him or whoever take care of the supposedly poor 
workers, not me. Something more important needed to be done in the world. Again, the 
emphasis here was not on what i could do in this respect, but on the world. If other people 

                                                
1 Marx may seem a strange example in this respect, since it was he who said that one should not talk 

and write about reality but change it. But i’m talking here about the discrepancy between his 
personal life and his grand ideas. 
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could – to use too big words – save the world, all the better. But, apparently, they couldn’t. 
Most people – including even my father to some extent – were asleep. They didn’t want to 
know what was going on, living, producing, consuming, destroying, the way we did. 

No matter the grandiloquence of it, my little brief life should be in total service of the 
most important issue(s) in the world, i believed, certainly not in service of maintaining 
Unconsciousness. This was my basic attitude – and it still is, although for many people this 
might not seem to have taken a form that is easily recognizable as such, as this service, since i 
work on a deeper level of life now, still in full service of the world, of Woman, however. 

Therefore, at the last minute – or, in fact, after the last minute – i changed from 
‘sociology of law’ to ‘policy and empiric research’. Policy of governments, policy processes 
in general, seemed closer to what i was interested in. I would choose ‘political science’ next 
to this and as many elective subjects related to the environmental issue as possible, at my own 
or at other faculties in the country. So, i did ‘environment and politics’, ‘environmental law’, 
‘or environmental sciences’ and more related subjects. 

 
Food, science and Chernobyl: losing trust in the authorities 

 
In the meantime, and not related to my study, i had also got interested in food. This 

interest had slowly come up during the second year of my study when i lived on my own now 
and had to take care of myself: how to cook a good meal. I increasingly connected myself 
now with ‘food’, i got ‘into it’. Before this deeper connection established itself, my first 
meeting with ‘food’ after i started living on my own, was hilariously naïve and also very 
instructive in another way, although co-preparing the ground for a serious investigation of 
food. Food had become part of my own responsibility now. This was October 1982. 

It was the first time i did shopping in my new life. I was in a big supermarket with 
many many shelves and many many products. Alice in wonderland. I had hardly ever been in 
a supermarket. I came to the cakes department. As i have said earlier, i had never liked sweets 
in whatever form so much except for cookies, cakes and the like. In general i liked hearty 
food. They had a very big choice in cookies and cakes over there. At home, as a boy, there 
had been one box with cookies. I was used to asking my mother for a cookie, and if it was all 
right to take one. This had never bothered me, but still, standing there before ten meters of 
cookies, there was no asking now, i could buy everything i wanted. 

I started my investigation of the cookie department with shortbread. Looked like a pie 
of eight pieces. At home when it was tea time, a welcome break from studying, i took a piece. 
This tasted good, a bit fatty in fact, too fatty and i didn’t like fat, but all right, overall it 
seemed good. I took another piece. And another one. In short, i ate the whole pie of 
shortbread, without any consideration if i should stop after one piece or not. The rest of the 
day i was so sick that i decided to never do this any more. And i didn’t. I was cured. Cured 
from greed. Life itself, being in contact with and not separate from the body, had cured me. 
Just like it had happened earlier with trying a cigarette once, a cigar of my father, his hard 
liquid, with trying beer, and trying marihuana. 
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I was always ‘cured’ very soon, in fact immediately, just by trying things out without 
having any positive or negative prejudice or opinion. More and more it turned out that i didn’t 
like and was even naturally repulsed by anything that was anti-life, anything that was 
dimming, blacking out consciousness. This was not my choice. In itself i was not against 
drinking a bit, for example. There was no ego involved in my discovery of the fact that, again 
and again, all these things that people craved for just didn’t fit me, didn’t fit my nature, but 
were instead against Me somehow, against Life, against Consciousness, even against Truth. 
They veiled or distorted and, on an earthly level, screwed up the Truth – not only one’s 
health, as people’s ego was rather concerned about. 

Only my love for ‘girl’ couldn’t be cured somehow. It seemed nature was incurable. I 
liked to be sick from a girl, from love, not from those stupid addictive childish substances. 

I must admit that i liked my ‘method’ of trial and error. I had no norms. I was, to say 
the least, not the most suitable person to copy things from other people. I was not susceptible 
to any kind of fashion, anything that other people, friends, family, majorities or even all 
people would do or think. When i was about eight years old, perhaps nine, i was cured from 
the ‘sin’ of adjusting to the others that, already at the time, was weak in me. In our street the 
fashionable activity had suddenly and against my will become ‘fishing’. Normally my brother 
and i had a big part in determining the fashion, but somehow this stupid and unexpected turn 
we weren’t able to prevent. I thought it would pass by soon and we could continue our games, 
real games with a ball. But it didn’t and one time i let myself be persuaded and ended up with 
a stupid fishing rod in my hands. And damned, a fish bit. I had hoped i would get away with it 
without bite. I felt disgusted seeing the poor small fish dangling in the air at the hook that i 
had put in the water. I couldn’t blame the fashion. I was responsible for the fact that this 
terrible event happened, that the fish was in pain – only because i didn’t feel like playing 
alone that moment. A friend had to help me getting the fish off the hook, i couldn’t do it. I 
was too shocked, and worried that, inexperienced as i was, i might hurt the fish even more 
than was necessary to get the hook out of its mouth. I told him to be careful. And the fish 
went back into the water – in pain. Thanks to me, a completely senseless suffering had been 
added to life. I never fished again. I never adjusted again – at least not when this would have 
negative consequences for another, human or animal. 

As i said, in the beginning, after the shortbread, my interest in food grew gradually, 
but now it grew suddenly rapidly. I began to even read books about food. Not only alternative 
recipe books but also scientific books, thus informing myself about fats, carbohydrates and 
proteins, vitamins and trace elements. For a long time on end i could study tables with all 
kinds of foods, showing their percentage of protein, vitamins and so on: vegetables, fruits, 
nuts, grains, dairy products, legumes, herbs. This didn’t mean that my relationship with food 
merely became a mind relationship. I intuitively felt – rather than thought – that with 
something so basic to life as food i needed to be in Relationship. But it is true, at the time i 
was very much an advocate of science or rather the scientific method or principle: to honestly 
investigate everything. This way, we gathered well-founded material on which to properly 
base decisions. 
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Realizing that it may sound rather self-assertive, nonetheless of the hundred and four 
students who had started sociology the same year as i had, i considered myself the only real 
‘scientist’. Although in the first years i didn’t like reading books, i felt and saw in me – what i 
thought was – the scientific attitude: the truth and nothing but the truth. It was exactly this 
deep unwavering love for truth that i saw in no other student, not even one – to my surprise. I 
was even shocked, i remember, when i realized this during doing some project with 
colleagues. Why did people agree on being tortured for six or seven years or more with a 
seemingly endless chain of exams, if it wasn’t for some higher goal. Only a higher goal could 
outshine all this, in itself senseless, suffering. But no, generally speaking people turned out to 
be rather interested in themselves, in developing themselves or their knowledge or 
understanding, in getting the desired diploma, in getting a good and hopefully well-paid job 
later – although at sociology this latter attitude was certainly and fortunately not so 
widespread as it was in other studies. 

I gloriously confused truth and scientific discovery and research at the time. Being 
increasingly in the mind in the course of my twenties – science gave me quite a hand in this 
respect – i assumed science was the closest to truth one could get. It is endearing, how naïve i 
was. How understandably stupid it was to listen to the from life separate Mind urging or 
seducing me to believe that the mind – with science as its showpiece – is life or at least as 
close as one could get. Looking at life, accurately observing life, investigating life, dismantle 
life, dividing it into many pieces, many particles, was, however, not only an activity separate 
from life but also furthering the separation between Life Itself and looking at life, between the 
Whole Body (including the brains) and the, unconsciously arrogant, Mind. The latter meant 
not Feeling Life any more, not being in touch with it any more, literally not being Touched by 
it. It meant not getting information in a direct way any more, but in a roundabout way. 
Ultimately, it even meant the killing of life due to the lack of the True, Direct, that is Heart-
felt, Relationship with it, not knowing what one is doing any more, occupied if not obsessed 
one gets with discovering and conquering the parts, while not understanding one’s place and 
actions in the Whole any more. 

In my blindness, i didn’t see through the blindness of science, through the inherent Lie 
of the outsider looking outside, deluding people by suggesting to have found life – or nearly – 
even though it is true that individual scientist may be more modest. For a long time i was an 
advocate of science, naively thinking or hoping that if we had ‘objective’ figures (or, rather, 
as objective as we can get), people, politicians, would make the right decisions in the benefit 
of all, of the Whole. I was not yet thoroughly informed about the huge Force of Self, of 
selfishness and especially self-centeredness (or egoity), that ruled the world – not only in 
politics and science (and, needless to say, in companies) but everywhere and, roughly 
speaking, in everyone, whether people were ‘bothered’ by a higher moral or not. I had not 
really come down to the lower human spheres. 

I read about the tons of chemicals spread out over our food in order to increase the 
production – of money, in the first place, not food. Science, at the root of the poison, helps ((a 
considerable part of) humanity) survive; it doesn’t support life – on the contrary. It, 
mainstream science at least, helps raising quantity, while reducing or killing quality. I started 
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buying organic vegetables and fruits in a tiny shop not too far from where i lived. The area of 
this shop was perhaps one fiftieth or one hundredth of the area of a supermarket. This was 
symbolic for the proportions in society in which purity had to live in the margins and poison 
had gloriously made it mainstream, was defined as ‘normal’ – even to the degree that people 
were, overtly or often rather in a repressed way, aggressive to what was pure, just because it 
was the aberration from the norm, from what was considered normal. Later i couldn’t help but 
see the similarity with the ego that was considered normal, including the whole law system 
built around it, and the purity of Heart that was exiled to the margins, denied, avoided, 
ignored, or ‘at best’ something to read about in the bible or another book. 

 As for me, i couldn’t help but be aware of all the residues of chemicals on my plate, 
in my mouth, in my stomach, in my blood, when i ate ‘normal’ non-organic food that, no 
matter what the claims of soothing scientists were, was bluntly poisoned food, in fact, food 
that, in addition, was much less tasty than biological non-poisoned food, as i discovered. The 
mind works in a strange way. In the beginning of my change in purchasing behaviour i 
applied this awareness only to vegetables and fruits, not much if at all to other products, for 
instance grains. Interestingly, this blind spot might very well have been maintained by the 
awareness of the fact that organic food products were (much) pricier. I’m afraid it had been – 
combined with the fact that somehow chemicals on the fruits and vegetables were more 
‘visible’, less deniable. With other products the chemicals might not have entered the food so 
easily, i secretly hoped. Altogether, it even took one and a half years i think until i bought also 
bread and all other food products exclusively of organic quality. The slowness of my progress 
in this respect – from the first serious awareness of heavy chemicals in our food to a radical 
but logical and natural choice of buying only organic foods from then on – was also related to 
my, and most people’s, misplaced trust in public authorities. I was so naïve to believe that the 
government was there for the people, to protect them, primarily not against foreign enemies 
but against all kinds of dangers that private companies, in their intimate dance with science, 
invented to make money money money, while not caring too much if at all for people’s 
health, let alone animal’s well-being or the environment as the whole. Leaving ‘the parts’ free 
to run after their private lower interests means, with the modern technologies, the decline and 
ultimately the death of the whole, even though the parts seem to survive, for a long time still – 
in a physical way. 

I didn’t thoroughly see yet how governments and big (but in general) companies – and 
also, later, and for the greater part, i could add (mainstream) science to this ‘club’ – were one 
conglomerate, one network that has the same instead of other interests: in the first place 
economic growth, figures instead of humanness, instead of feeling good and leading a natural 
life. The government allowed our country to be poisoned by farmers who were greedily 
producing more and more of worse and worse quality, allowed and almost forced us to eat 
poison, and even drink water of let’s say not-maximum quality, since also the drinking water 
had to be cleaned as much as possible from poisons that the government first, in its 
clumsiness, allowed the companies to produce and spread throughout the environment. I had 
always difficulty understanding the logic of such procedures. Why not immediately oblige 
companies to not pollute the environment, to adjust their production processes accordingly, 
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instead of afterwards, via taxes that everyone needed to pay, to try to clean at least something 
of the inflicted damage. Sometimes, seeing people’s stupidity, i wanted to eat my hat. That’s 
why i never wore hats. 

My view on things changed. No longer did i project ‘safety’ outside, on parents or, 
their ‘substitute’, the public authorities. I had to find it by myself. The biggest shock in this 
turnaround, in losing trust in authorities, came in 1986 when the Chernobyl catastrophe took 
place. In Holland and i guess everywhere, we had always been manipulated to believe that the 
enemy came from outside, in that period from the Soviet Union, as a bugaboo. Although i 
never really believed this, only then i realized – much more, it got me – that ‘the enemy’ was 
in my own country, if not inside ourselves. The government could, despite big demonstrations 
against it, decide for nuclear energy just like that, risking the lives and health of millions and 
millions of people and animals living now and in the future. And, alarming as it was, they had 
no idea what they were doing: politics had not been invented at all to get the most intelligent 
people with some overview on the highest places of power. Many many generations after us 
would be burdened with ‘our’ nuclear waste without any solution for it, because ‘we’ wanted 
to have more and more and more, use and profit from all latest technical inventions – we 
would die for them. Authorities were isolated walking heads deciding about life and death 
without having contact with Life Itself. They forgot about life. Life had disappeared in their 
good prestigious jobs, in their three-piece suits. 

When i read the news about Chernobyl i was in some kind of a shock. I biked to 
university as always but everything felt different, surreal. I didn’t see life in people any more. 
They were all dead, zombies – still seemingly moving, however, and this made it all very 
strange and gruesome in a way. In the street, at university, in the shop, everyone pretended 
that life would just continue as before, as if nothing happened. No one was willing to give up 
their unjustified, misplaced belief in technology, in science, in governments. Everybody 
hoped and expected the invisible disaster would just pass without any perceivable 
consequences. They assumed the authorities, including science, would deal with the matter, 
would provide safety. The Dutch right wing government’s great memorable solution was their 
advice to the population not to eat spinach for a little while. What manliness. What a 
backbone. Standing so firmly up against the mighty spinach lobby who were against the 
advice and felt discriminated against – instead of humbly confessing that they as politicians 
felt powerless, that this was beyond their control, that they had gambled with nuclear energy 
and hoped for the best, that they had been greedy, and assumed and advocated that nuclear 
energy was safe, but they were wrong, they shouldn’t have played Russian roulette with 
people’s lives. After the advice not to eat spinach for a little while, the population felt rescued 
by our heroes in the government. Women immediately wanted to sleep with the heroes, since 
they were sitting on the right seats, they were in power. It didn’t matter whether they did right 
or wrong, whether they were busy, gradually but relatively fast, making the planet unliveable 
for their grand grand children. Power was a value in itself for Woman. Men were only after 
power because Woman was interested in it. If power left Woman cold, of course no man 
would run after power. 
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Seriously, beyond the lust for what seems to be power for the many: what very weak 
men manned our – and in general – governments, even when considering the fact that 
governing such a complex society and governing in general is never easy. Let’s face it, in the 
end they were tiny pitiful slaves of the economy, the economy that had nothing to do with 
Life Itself but with greed. Where was True Leadership. Where was any form of Heart in all of 
this. There was not even a slight form of repentance, of confession, after the tragedy of 
Chernobyl. Life had to go on. Nuclear energy had to go on, since money was invested in it. 

In addition, there was hardly any follow up, a serious monitoring of the consequences 
of the nuclear disaster. People didn’t want to know – let alone governments or the nuclear 
lobby. People felt safest in unconsciousness. If people felt powerless they would rather shut 
their eyes, their Heart, than to face the truth or to actually feel their powerlessness and their 
fear. They directed their attention to something they did have – or, illusorily, felt they had – 
control over. This is not the way to learn, of course. It was not an intelligent strategy for 
survival. 

This kind of accusation against political misconduct shouldn’t be in a (spiritual) 
autobiography, one may assume or feel. But a serious attempt to manifest the Heart on an 
earthly level, in the Human Body, doesn’t happen in a vacuum. It is not in favour of keeping 
Consciousness pure, not against consciousness manifesting itself on an earthly level. It must 
not only Know, but also know on an earthly level what is going on. I’m serious when i say 
that as long as women keep fucking with men who screw up the planet, who screw up 
humanness, who are slaves of economic figures, who invent (or even use) killing machines 
and technology without feeling responsible, who lie in public and privately, who are slaves of 
power, sexuality and spiritual or worldly status, the Heart will not Manifest Itself on an 
earthly level. Politics, change, starts in the bedroom. Sadly or not, Woman’s vagina is the 
gatekeeper, the only ‘person’ men listen to in their state of Unconsciousness. If it closes for 
them, they are Forced, by a Force bigger than themselves, to become Conscious, to become 
(more) Responsible. As long as their penis is allowed in Woman’s vagina they, in their 
simplicity, assume everything is all right. They are not urged to become Aware of what might 
not be right. They don’t care, basically. The ego cannot Free itself from slavery. A bigger 
Force – that resides Beyond Ego – has to do it. 

 
Let’s return to the subject of ‘food’. I was not aware of the fact that, with my 

sensitivity and especially since i had physically associated with ‘girl’, with Iris – and i cannot 
overlook my one nightly association with Pandora in this respect either – i was susceptible to 
adopt patterns and inflictions from Woman. When i was about twenty, a strange behaviour 
developed in me that i displayed mainly after doing sports, in the late evenings when i got 
home. It regularly happened that there were moods of eating quite an amount of food and that 
of different kinds, foods of many calories and that were not well digestible together. From the 
difficulty of digesting the unholy mix i felt a bit sick. I would then put two fingers in my 
mouth to be able to throw up. And so i did. Whether this was a sick behaviour in itself or not 
– my body felt like naturally getting rid of something inside, not totally different from when 
cats displayed a similar behaviour – i knew now from the inside how the state feels that 
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usually girls have: the state of wanting to get rid of ‘dirt’ in yourself or in your body. The 
difference between these two is not easy to feel. Also i knew the state or urge to, first, get the 
‘dirt’ in. 

In my case i didn’t become addicted to this behaviour, but i can imagine people, 
women especially, do. The physical sign causing distress was the belly. I felt that a belly, or at 
least mine, should be as flat as a pancake. Until then i didn’t have a belly, strange as it may 
sound. However, finally associating with the earth, especially via the few meetings i had had 
with girls, ‘things’, ‘forms’, unconscious inflictions, ‘formations’, ‘dirt’, started manifesting 
in and as the belly. Later on, i saw girls and women doing the same. They wanted to get rid of 
the ‘dirt’ that was accumulating in the belly, especially from puberty on. Call it the 
manifestation of karma or dirt or form that one experiences as a burden and that one naturally 
– also on a Deeper Level – wants to be freed from. It seems immature to associate this ‘dirt’ 
with the food coming in the body – and immature it is – but it’s not totally ridiculous. On 
every Level of Consciousness (or: Life) there is ‘dirt’ manifesting itself, giving one an 
uncomfortable, un-free feeling. Food is associated with one of these Levels, the basic Level of 
existence, the Level that is most ‘formed’ of all Levels – just like food seems to represent 
‘form’ more than items of other Levels or Spheres of Life. Food, as the first form, is easily 
appointed as the enemy, the enemy of the Formless, of the Free Heart not bothered by, not 
made heavy by, not imprisoned or tortured by ‘form’. 

Fed up with the strange behaviour, but also with the development of ‘belly’, i decided 
to eat three, healthy, sufficient, meals a day and that was it. No extra food consumption in the 
evenings. No vomiting any more. After all, this harshness didn’t structurally help in 
preventing a belly to manifest itself, even though people would have hardly considered my 
belly a belly. Before my association with ‘girl’, i – and to people’s astonishment – could 
make my belly as flat as two and a half centimetres when i pulled it inwards. There was 
nothing, it seemed. There was just a potential space for Woman’s Earthly, and up to then 
Dark, ‘gifts’ – just like my Heart had to be filled by Her, by Her Pain of losing or having lost 
Her Heart to whatever extent or depth. The times of two and a half centimetres were over. I 
had to start chewing, digesting, transcending, the first contents in my belly. Vomiting, 
apparently, didn’t help. Form didn’t help – as it, later, turned out to never help. 

Next to this, there had been a whole pattern of behaviour that showed the struggle of 
someone born as a Heart – Formless in Its Nature – to Descend or, let’s rather say, Contract 
into Form. Not being much into talking, into giving an oral form to what seems to live inside 
and to contact with other beings, is something i have mentioned a few times by now. Also, i 
had shit in my trousers for ‘too long’, making my mother almost desperate sometimes. For 
quite a while, until i was four i think, i couldn’t yet adequately use the lower earthly muscles 
to keep it in. At volleyball people were amazed how flexible my shoulders and arms were, 
making them perfectly suited for receiving the serve of the opponent when i put them exactly 
along each other. I was not well solidified as human form. When, after having met Iris, too 
much strain was on my groins, i had a rupture in the belly wall. In general, it seemed that in 
my case the collective tissue was not strongly present, not functioning normally. It was not 
easy to stick me to the earth somehow. 
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Other signs for how long it takes before the Heart – if it forgets or resists to sacrifice 
its purity – can Manifest Itself as the human body in the earthly realms, were that i didn’t 
make love until i was thirty years old; and also that it was not before my thirties that i started 
giving definite forms to my creativity in the forms of cd’s and books, making it available for, 
in principle, a (bigger) audience. That one song of Hemisphere that had landed on a 
gramophone record had been more like an incidental occurrence. 

 
Returning to chronology, during the period of my doctoral study at the age of 23 to 

and including 25, girls did not (incidentally) invite me any more to stick around in their 
earthly realm. The subject of ‘girls’ was not very present in my life in that period, to say the 
least. I can’t say this was progress. I wasn’t on a deep path to total detachment. First one must 
attach before one can detach. It was rather ‘due to lack of’. Anyhow i was still interested in 
girls. How could i not be. How could i kill life. I was not that big. It just didn’t happen in the 
slightest, in the form of close contact. There was only looking from a distance in the dance 
halls. At sociology, still no girl had arrived. I was no longer Called, as had happened, at least 
to some extent, with Brigitte, Iris, Maja, Liz, Britt and Nathali. 

What was happening behind the scene was that i gradually became less attractive as a 
young man for a girl to potentially open to. As i have said, i was increasingly driven up into 
the mind in the course of my twenties, despite the fact that i did a lot of sports. One did not 
exclude the other. What was at least as important – but related, in fact – was that i couldn’t 
yet get rid of or Transcend ‘something’ i had taken upon and in myself, in body and spirit, 
since i had started associating with girls. Girls, in a way, felt and looked at themselves when 
they looked at or attuned to me. And this was exactly what they did not want. They, at least 
on a deeper level, wanted to get rid of themselves – as ‘self’ – and be taken by and into 
something Beyond themselves through associating with (a) Man. They wanted to – if not 
Unite with Man, then at least – Look at Man, not at Woman. This was very understandable – 
but not for me yet, and for no one truly yet, as a matter of fact. 

‘I’ was just declining, unnoticed – unnoticed except by my sports trainers and by the 
unconscious eyes of girls based in their lower parts. After all, the girls, on the grounds of their 
nature, should pick out a good man for themselves, should Find Man. They increasingly 
seemed to avoid me; they were simply not interested any more as they were before. This, in 
turn, made it of course more difficult to still go and talk with a strange girl. Yet, in ‘my’ mind 
i didn’t recognize the pain of an existence – my existence – being tolerated, instead of 
celebrated, instead of participating in Life. 

Interest had to be directed at something. Since i was not at all interested in porn or 
prostitutes – i didn’t even consider such possibilities as many seemingly ‘normal’ men would 
at least do in my circumstances and perhaps they would make use of these substitutes, to have 
at least something for whatever that was worth – i directed my interest and attention at my 
study and informed myself about environmental matters. I even bought sociology books that 
were not on the list of obligatory books. How far did it all have to go. 

 
Traineeship at the Ministry of Development Aid – Long hair 
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After the 5th year i planned to bike from Groningen to Norway with one of my two 

best college friends, Sjon. Lacking experience with long-distance cycling, i thought it was 
better to practice a bit. In my recklessness i thought i would bike 200 kilometres from Vries to 
Amsterdam in one day. Stupid. The first 170 kilometres went quite all right. Then, very fast, i 
got tired and i damaged my knee. Nonetheless i didn’t give up. And, injured, i started the trip 
to Norway soon afterwards, via Germany and Denmark. In the last week of our trip we stayed 
peacefully in a wood in the South of Norway, no camp site, no water, no shop for the first ten 
kilometre. Just cooling down from the mad crowd and crazy society in the summer heat and 
in the wild of Norway. I made bread myself on a single and simple camping gas noddle. This 
was all very well, but those three weeks i hadn’t seen even one girl. Could i touch the earth by 
biking 1200 kilometres over it, by walking in the beautiful wilderness, by lying naked on the 
ground, on the grass, the soil, the leaves and the moss accompanied by the many – many 
mosquitos, i mean. 

Everything went all right, i – or my mind at least – was interested in my study, my 
marks were fairly high, my perspective was very good now: i would certainly be a good 
scientist, or maybe end up near the heat of policy-making, i did a lot of sports, and just one 
year to go: do a traineeship and write my final essay. On top of all this i had managed to get a 
dream internship, at the Ministry of Developmental Aid. Two brief phone calls were enough 
to settle the job. I would help them with environmental matters concerning the Dutch 
development aid policy and projects in certain target countries. Everything went all right – 
including the fact that being so busy i, if at all, hardly noticed that ‘i’ or ‘something’ in me or 
my body was declining, including also the fact that i was not much aware that i missed being 
close to a girl. Every year i wrote a manuscript about ‘her’. That should do. I wouldn’t have 
known what to do with the awareness that perhaps i did miss being with a girl, making love to 
her in whatever way [see note 11 – p.246], and giving my love to her. 

The mind didn’t and doesn’t have answers to this. ‘The girl’ was simply not there. Iris 
was gone. Liz was gone. Maja was gone. And Nathali was gone. They had checked me out 
and i had been found too light, too light for the lower spheres and simultaneously too Light in 
the higher realms of the human being, which made me too confrontational due to the purity i 
still obviously carried in me. The mind, in its poorness, its limitation, can only find solutions, 
no Truth. It doesn’t Understand Deeper Processes. Everything went all right, i was just 
declining, that was all. Just a little bit more and i could, proudly or not, join the army of dead 
society slaves. 

When i opened the door of the office at the ministry for the first time, my boss who i 
hadn’t met yet, and who was just in the middle of a meeting with a female colleague of the 
department of Environment, thought i was wrong and asked me in a friendly way where i 
needed to be so he could help me find my way in the labyrinth of the ministry building. When 
i said “I am the trainee, we have talked on the phone”, he fell back in his chair, completely 
shocked, confused. 

“I… i expected someone else.”  
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It was as if he had never seen a man with long hair, at least not in his office. 
Nevertheless, we got along. I turned out not to be so bad after all, even though in that office 
business i could not show the quality that the mere fact of having long hair provided: having a 
better, closer relationship with nature, and thus better senses regarding picking up nature’s 
signals, as a military study of the American army research department showed: 

To have more human meat that could be sacrificed for the Vietnam war, also Indians 
were recruited by the American army. Since Indians were known for their good skills and 
intuition in nature, they could use them well in the thick, unclear and dangerous bush in South 
East Asia where the enemy was stronger. They hoped and expected the Indians could sense 
where the enemies were. Only, once they were active in Vietnam, the results, the expected 
advantage of using Indians, did not come true. As a standard procedure in the US army the 
Indians, at their recruitment, had their long hair been cut off, just like anybody else. There 
was an army researcher who was so clever to link the loss of their nature qualities in Vietnam 
to the loss of their long hair – as far as i’m concerned, this was not much less genial than 
Einstein’s discoveries. After research on this subject showed a positive correlation, and 
subsequently using long-haired Indians since then, the results in Vietnam significantly 
improved – for the US army that is. 

The conclusion is that normal natural long hair keeps one connected to nature, keeps 
one more sensitive, preserves a nature-based knowledge and intuition, a sixth sense if you 
like. Cutting off one’s hair is more than a societal fashion and handy trick through which one 
is not bothered by the long hair while doing one’s job. In the course of time society has 
become increasingly distant from and even hostile to or adversative to nature. When persons 
carry too much ‘nature’ in them – and long hair is certainly one of the characteristics of this, 
as this example shows – society has more difficulty in fitting them into its own system and 
letting them produce for the economy as they should, as viewed from the economic 
productivity perspective that has an inherent difficulty with nature, with wildness, even with 
humanness. Cutting off long hair is good for an economy that needs meek slaves that cannot 
feel any more – or at least feel less than, on the grounds of their nature, is true and normal – 
but can perfectly (even though preferably not too independently) think and execute their, 
limited, relatively simple, task. 

Strangely enough, the ground-breaking research didn’t, besides its use in the army, 
have much effect in society. I don’t think the general public had been informed about it, due 
to the above mentioned reasons. There was no shock-effect, and people just submissively kept 
cutting their hair off – even though it was, coincidentally, in that period, the sixties and 
seventies, that more men and women let their hair grow for reasons that were in the end 
related: allowing more nature, less fake civilization. Let’s face it, in the case that people had 
been well informed about the shocking result of this research, most people, unbelievable as it 
almost is, still preferred to have short hair, ‘simply’ because they prefer ‘culture’ above nature 
– except when it comes to sex. Conquering nature is more appealing than being part of it. 
Also, people are so incurably afraid of acting differently from the majority, even at the 
expense of their own nature. When fashion returns to wearing wigs, that’s what they’ll do: 
wear a wig. 
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My – short-haired – boss was high-up in the normal hierarchy of a ministry. His place 
in the picking order was, together with seven other specialists, right under junior minister. He 
was, despite his short hair, responsible for the environmental side of the development aid 
projects of Holland, at that time a new main point for attention which had only recently been 
added to the other, older, regular bench marks. 

During the breaks, i preferred to be in the company of the female secretaries above, 
what happened a few times accidentally, sitting in between the staff male suits, who were 
talking quite abstractly about this and that, and in whose presence i felt completely out of 
place, as i had felt never before. It was, indeed, as if they were so far from nature that it was 
not easy to detect much humanness in them, even though, of course, as always, some had 
gone further in this Heart-killing unfaithfulness to Themselves than others. The secretaries 
were not my type either, but at least i could not avoid catching them being human again and 
again, and in general i felt more relaxed in their company than with the hard-boiled suits. 

Once, when during work i read that every year ten thousand people in developing 
countries died – not to mention the many more people who had become seriously ill – from 
the use of chemicals in agriculture, chemicals that were forbidden to be used in Western 
countries due to proven toxicity – but that Western chemical companies were very willing to 
sell to the Third World as the developing countries were called. With this information i ran 
into my boss’ office and showed him the shocking figures. To me figures were not figures. 
The Heart couldn’t truly separate letters from reality. Reading the figures, naturally allowing 
contact with what i read, i saw before me all these scattered bodies dying or dead already 
after, probably, suffering severe pain. And goddamned, it still continued. Inside, i could really 
become angry from such madness – even though it conflicted with my clumsy decision not to 
become angry any more, not to express it as such. I had run to my boss’ office with a speed as 
if i maybe could still save a few lives when i was fast enough. My boss was somewhat 
shocked about my shock, but tried to appease me anyway. 

“Calm down, Maarten,” he said. “Relax. I know all that.” 
Again i was shocked, now by his reaction. He even used both his hands – outstretched 

going up and down – to temper me. As if i was the problem and not the people being killed 
because of Western company greed and indifference. He explained me that if at all we would 
and could do something about it, it would be a long journey in subtle diplomatic negotiations. 
It was no good to get excited about such things. 

“But people are dying there…” 
I didn’t or didn’t want to understand why we couldn’t share our honest feelings or 

indignation about serious matters such as this one. Why, for heaven’s sake, should big 
companies be protected by governments instead of being shown and forced to take human 
responsibility. What did we have governments for then, if it was not protect the weak against 
the greed of the powerful. Were these ten thousand victims just ‘bad luck’ or an unfortunate 
conjunction of circumstances? Was the world so cynical? Why not support the poor farmers, 
why support those who could take care of themselves anyway, who had millions and millions 
if not billions in their account credited with red letters of blood. The deadened hands of my 
boss didn’t succeed in tempering me, my honest bodily response to this great injustice that 
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can still make me angry. It felt to me that my boss was afraid of ‘body’, of any form of 
spontaneous uncontrollable reaction and had to render the danger harmless as soon as 
possible. This didn’t mean, by the way, that he wasn’t doing a good job, as far as his mandate 
went. And, in principle, even when the Heart is not allowed in its wildness, even when It is 
grossly overshadowed by the mind, It can still be a far and unfamiliar inspiration in the 
background. In fact, i felt my boss was a good man. 

Nonetheless, and not only due to this incident in my boss’ office but in general, i 
became quite frustrated in people’s attitude at the ministry. I had almost already made a 
switch from becoming a scientist to working in the field of policy – simply because that 
seemed to be the place where things were happening, where a difference could be made, 
where i could exert an influence. But now i was disillusioned here too. I had assumed that at 
least the people who worked at the ministry of Development Aid were driven by something 
similar that drove me, a feeling of wanting to do something good in and for the world, to 
improve things, to fight against injustice. But it appeared that ‘improving things’ was at best, 
or at least in the first place, the accidental (though fortunate) content of their job. If their job 
happened to be part of ‘making things worse’ they would have done that. 

The latter was something that many ministries, under the inspiring guidance of the 
ministry of Economic Affairs, were actually doing, as i realized after reading many 
governmental reports, policy documents, books, reports of meetings between delegations of 
different departments and also essays by non-governmental organizations. It was just their 
job, what they did from nine to five, also at the ministry of development aid. There was no 
drive. No spirit. No sense of (in)justice. No Heart that manifested as such. Not much would 
change in a good way by these bureaucratic institutions – and, resigned, the workers in the 
departments seemed to accept this. Not wanting to totally degrade the good intentions and 
deeds of them, but many institutions seemed to be part of the problem instead of a solution, 
given the acceptance by most of the players in the concerning field of greed and selfishness at 
the expense of others and nature as a whole, institutionalized in laws, rules, treaties, as 
exploitation was. Economic greed seemed the new God for people who, in the contemporary 
epoch, had no religion or had lost it, or only practiced it on Sunday, when they didn’t have to 
work. 

If one studied the policy reports, sooner or later you always ended up at the point of 
this new God: economic interests. If people in the Third World got ill from economic greed of 
the West(ern companies) by use of pesticides for instance, then, on the grounds of economic 
logic, a possible solution would be to raise or find money somewhere and build a hospital. 
The holy economy should in no way be obstructed. It was blasphemy to say and stay firm to 
the poor petty egos of the companies that, no, they have played enough with their toys, with 
poison, with figures, with people’s health and lives. The egos might not like daddy any more. 
It was people’s task to suffer – for the economy – the economy itself should stay free from 
suffering. Trade, investments, capital should be free, whereas people were supposed to be the 
slaves that were given other names, like farmers, consumers, targets or whatever – an 
ideology utterly repelling to me. How, for god’s sake, is it possible that, in more recent times, 
a company like Monsanto is allowed to squeeze out, suffocate, make unhappy and indirectly 
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kill so very many people, because of profits, fucking profits, fucking markets, fucking 
economy, fucking capitalism, fucking selfishness under the cover of ideology. Only the 
deadness of Heart of politicians and their voters can tolerate this. Capitalism is a lethal, 
unrecognized disease of the Heart. 

Being a trainee, with a salary of 50 guilders a month (22.50 euros), i made the longest 
days at the ministry. Yet, i felt ashamed that i got this money while i could do so little for the 
people in the Third World. I could only work very hard and long. 

Again, like with sociology, there were no girls to be found in the huge ministry of 
Foreign Affairs to which my ministry belonged. Not one. It was worse, in fact. One guy, a 
high-up like my boss, started chatting with me in a greasy slimy way. He asked me how and 
where i lived. How did i deal with the issue of eating? Oh, did i cook for myself? Well, if i 
cooked anyway, it wouldn’t be a bad idea that i would cook for him too, hahaha. I could live 
with him in his delightful house, big enough for me to move in. No problem, if i felt like. No 
rent to pay any more. A win-win situation, wasn’t it? “Just think about it, eh?” 

I found it a weird ‘conversation’. I was still too naïve, not to immediately understand 
he was a homosexual. Having grown up with my parents i had learned that people just meant 
what they say, that there are no double bottoms. But i kept thinking about the situation 
afterwards. Something was not right and repulsed me. Of course, i rejected him when a few 
days later he asked me what i had decided and i gave my answer that i preferred to live alone, 
and also by avoiding him since then, which was not always possible. 

When a second colleague of my boss, also one of the eight higher-ups, also tried to 
come closer to me, although endearingly awkwardly – he put a hand on my shoulder which 
was totally out of place – a little bell started ringing in me finally, even though something in 
me still didn’t want to wholly acknowledge that what i felt was true. That was number two. 
Still five higher-ups to go. But fortunately the others left me alone. It seemed the two gays 
had never met someone like me in their domain of the ministry, such a prince-like boy, i 
mean. Both, in their own way, admired something in me, as i felt. Especially the second guy, 
the old one, couldn’t do anything any more when he saw me. It was as if he looked at God or 
Jesus. Through other eyes than usual they saw something in me that they, unfortunately, 
related to sexuality and having to get closer in this respect. The world seemed quite fucked up 
because of this stupid sexuality that veiled, overpowered or even destroyed something deeper 
that could be Met without this distortion. It’s not that i found sexuality itself stupid, but rather 
the fact that, on earth, it ruled over love. 

 
Grandmother 

 
One event that had occurred just the summer before my traineeship, had deeply 

touched me. My grandmother, the mother of my mother, died. Seemingly inexplicably, i cried 
about this and quite intensely in fact. ‘Inexplicably’, since i didn’t feel close to my 
grandmother, to say the least. This was simply a reflection of her state. She was far gone from 
Contact. She died from Parkinson’s disease at the age of 87. It was not just that the death of 
someone i had known all my life was touching or that death itself touched me more now that i 
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was almost 25 years old. What touched me especially and what made me cry so much was the 
awareness that she had not lived. She had lived such a very cramped life and she had to die in 
the same cramp. Nothing had been released. Nothing had happened. Even on her death-bed 
there was no form of release, of letting go. In that moment of realizing my grandmother’s – 
un-felt – pain, i felt love for her. And i didn’t feel it was too late to feel this love for her now, 
just after she had died instead of before her death. When she was alive there had been shots of 
love arising in me when i saw her sitting in her chair, already affected by the disease. But 
somehow these shots of love immediately bounced off the armour around her heart. 

I was almost getting mad from her unlived life, and i could only release some of this 
madness by crying. It was her own madness that i cried, her, understandably, going crazy 
from being so stuck, from having no way out. But this was not totally clear to me yet. 
Certainly christianity played a role in her being stuck. Apparently, it had poisoned her so 
much – yes, there existed material but also immaterial poison with big consequences – that on 
her death-bed my grandmother said to her own children: 

“Go away. You are the devil.” 
She was afraid she wouldn’t be allowed in heaven with the three sinners around her, 

her children that she had born on earth and none of whom believed in God any more. What a 
sad end that made the tragedy of her life only bigger. She died in utter loneliness and 
separation – and, in addition, she had given birth to three ‘devils’. I had difficulty processing 
all this, living such a life without love – or at least she hadn’t managed to express the love 
that was, potentially, there – and then to die like that.2 I just didn’t get it, that it had to go this 
way. All that happened was that she passed on the cramp that she had inherited and drunk 
from this world – with all its illusions being the background of that cramp – without doing 
anything with it. Born stuck and die stuck. It seemed so senseless, so hopeless. 

And this was ‘only’ my grandmother. Didn’t things go in a similar way everywhere in 
the world. My grandmother’s death caused an unexpected river of tears in me about the 
world. The injustice, cramp, lack of freedom, lack of feeling, exploitation, inhumanness, were 
not only to be found ‘outside’, in harsh capitalism and their supportive institutions, they were 
inside as well. This experience certainly played a role – before its time – in my later switch 
from the outer to the inner realm of human existence. At the time i was not much into 
Consciousness yet. Consciousness, i supposed, was rather a subtle form of grosser forms and 
processes – instead of Seeing that it gives Form to Itself. 

Indeed, my grandmother passed on her unfelt cramp to the next generation(s). Since 
my grandmother passed away, my own mother, from one moment to the next, couldn’t cry 
any more, already for 24 years. Only once could she ‘succeed’ in this, when she saw a cat so 
wounded and looking so miserable that this realization pierced through the legacy, the 
inherited contraction, through the – in the end, impersonal – resistance to feel and express 
                                                
2 ‘It never rains but it pours’, as the saying goes. Half of the Parkinson patients suffer also from 

psychosis. It is possible that without this tendency my grandmother would not have been in a – 
repressed – panic on her death bed, and wouldn’t have sent her children away. The tendency for 
psychosis may well have made the fear that was embedded in the christian beliefs she held, so big 
that she could only take such a drastic ‘decision’. 
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emotions. Indeed, in 25 years i had never seen my grandmother express an emotion. By 
associating with my grandmother’s death, with her inability to live, with her stuck forms, with 
her inability to allow some Heart in her faithfulness to this cramp, i associated with the earth, 
with people’s, humanity’s being stuck in general, not just with my grandmother. This next 
and considerable shot of ‘cramp’, of Form without Heart, added to ‘my’ decline eventually 
resulting in a breakdown one year later. Therefore, also meeting my mother from then on 
meant meeting her similarly being stuck, meeting a similar (albeit less extreme) resistance 
against living a whole-Hearted and whole-Bodily life that certainly included the full range of 
emotions: firstly, being aware of them and, secondarily, being able to actually express them in 
appropriate situations. 

 
Political research: non-decisionmaking – the Dark is normal, the Light suspect 

 
After four months my traineeship at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was finished. I 

didn’t return home immediately, however. I decided to do a political research for my final 
paper and for that i had to stay in Den Hague where ‘the power’ in Holland is located. All 
decisions on a national level are prepared and taken in Den Hague, but there are no girls there, 
that’s the problem with Den Hague. Lots of perfect suits, no girls. I was not attracted to suits. 
In the first room i rented in Den Hague i was stuck with an old grumpy complaining 
remainder of a woman of 80 years old, my landlady. The cat compensated a lot for this, if not 
for all of it. Cats had always been my favourite animals. I loved them so much. They were so 
very beautiful. Every step they made with their little and cute paws was a true expression of 
the World of Being. How much humans could learn form this. Nine years later i would see a 
woman walking just like a cat. What a woman. I’ll come back to her, later. 

Unlike girls, cats didn’t resist my love. They liked it when i approached them with 
love and stroked them, and they responded. They purred. Cats were so free, so independent, 
resting in their being, and they were clean. The opposite of, for instance, dogs – that, except 
for a few every now and then, i had always disliked much. It’s true, being bitten by a dog just 
below your genitals, doesn’t help you to praise them. Dogs were somehow an – honest, but 
still an – expression of the world of form, fucked up as they were according my anthropo-
biased eyes: nervous, restless, dependent, aggressive, radically un-free, dirty, smelly, and, 
probably the worst, constantly wanting something from you. 

On the other hand, every cat was a king or queen, unless perhaps they had been too 
‘damaged’ by their owners. I myself felt like a cat. As a boy of eleven years old i sometimes 
imagined what would happen if some boy, named Lullo, would hurt one of our cats. Even if 
he was the toughest of our class – and he was the one i imagined was capable of doing this, 
indeed, insensitive and self-obsessed as he was – i was sure i would totally beat him to jelly. 
The fire in me compensated a lot for my low body weight. In some situations an up to then 
unused, untouched force can be set free and be at one’s disposal – so that it almost seemed 
that something in me was longing for a drama with a cat, so that this force could become 
activated and could manifest itself on an earthly level. Something in me was getting fed up 
with the attitude and nasty behaviour of tough guys in general and especially of that tough 
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guy of my second to last class of primary school, Lullo; and this ‘something in me’ seemed 
involved in a premature process of preparing to fight in return the men with big mouths but no 
heart who nevertheless seemed to rule the world. This might have contributed to a split in our 
class that year and an actual physical fight between the ruling half and let’s say the outcasts. 
Although fighting was not my thing i hadn’t withdrawn from it somehow and played my part, 
fighting with the history specialist with whom i biked for many years to secondary school in 
Assen soon afterwards: as kids we were flexible. The outcome of the battle would have been 
easy to predict if it weren’t for the fact that Wouter, my later bass player, had chosen our side 
and he was the strongest guy of our class. The winner was finally undecided when the lessons 
started again, but the mess was big and lasted for a period. 

My father had taken my brother and me to James Bond films – i liked the title songs 
sung by Shirley Bassey or whoever. In the middle of the night he let us watch boxing matches 
live on television: for example the famous fight of Mohammed Ali against George Foreman. 
It was a challenge to fight against sleep. Anyhow, we underwent our exciting fate. But he 
never ‘managed’ to make us feel drawn to become tough guys – which he wasn’t himself 
either. Those types never became my heroes. I was never into someone who tried to make him 
or herself bigger than he or she is – including myself. My time would come, later – and if not, 
then not. 

For the second half of my stay in Den Hague, i moved to another room, quieter than 
the first that had an eight-lane road below my windows. Completely on my own i did my 
political research. Even more than the processes of decision-making, i was interested in ‘non-
decision making’. In my period as a trainee i had been busy with the ecological aspects of 
governmental development projects and ecological policy of the involved countries in the 
third world with whom Holland had a development aid relationship. Now i wanted to 
investigate why there was no policy, no law, and hardly any political attention for the – big – 
problem of environmental damage in developmental countries as a consequence of the 
activities of Dutch companies. This was a complex question. But i thought i could do it in 
eight months – the maximum remaining time for completing my study sociology at university 
– to formulate an answer. I sent a letter to many political parties, ministries, employer 
organizations, scientists and environment-protection organizations in which i explained what i 
was up to and requested an interview. 

And so i interviewed many high-up persons and other people who had been for a long 
time already into the subject of environment policy and the third world and who were 
supposed to know (more) about it. However, concerning the latter, the subject was not non-
decision making for nothing. Things were not so clear. What became clear at least was that 
there were big interests involved of companies and government, of ‘Holland’, big interests in 
the dark that explained why there was no attention to the problem. Things that were forbidden 
for companies to do in Holland, were allowed – tolerated – when it came to countries of the 
third world. It was not put down in black and white that there was and should be no policy, no 
decision-making, no law – except for two specific regulations. The advocates of the ‘free 
market’ – free especially when it came to making profits at the expense of the environment in 
developing countries – managed quite well to prevent the subject from entering the political 
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agenda. This success occurred already a few decision-making stages before politics could get 
seriously involved. 

One interview i had with the political party that was and is the greatest advocate of the 
‘free market’ – that is: free exploitation of natural (and human) resources – was quite 
shocking to me. The member of parliament (later Parliamentary Undersecretary) of ‘the 
liberals’ who i interviewed, a famous ex-world champion swimmer, a fat jolly woman, was 
the spokeswoman for the subject. A guy sat next to her. Apparently, his task was to check if 
everything went all right, not only regarding her physical safety – which was not such a big 
issue in those days – but also to assist or correct her if she had said or was about to say stupid 
things. To my dismay, which i hid, she knew nothing about the subject, absolutely nothing. 
But she was cheerful anyway; she was not bothered by her ignorance of her own subject. It 
was just a subject; what it was about happened far away. At a certain point, when she noticed 
from my questions that i knew much more about the subject, the parliamentarian started 
asking me questions. She liked to know what i thought regarding the complex matter. Perhaps 
she could learn something. She seemed sincerely interested, indeed, in what i might have to 
say on the issue. Unlike most men, who cannot admit they don’t know something and start 
philosophizing ‘ins Blaue hinein’ (randomly), possibly guided by hidden interests, she 
seemed more human or female and felt like having a more open conversation about the 
subject with the attitude of ‘let’s see how far the two of us get’. 

Perhaps it was a pity – i was not against having an influence, small as it would have 
been, on the non-decision politics of the liberals – but in that context i couldn’t accept the 
invitation. This was not because i hadn’t yet recovered enough form the shock of seeing that 
apparently there were people who represented the people of our country who knew nothing 
about their own subject, but because i ‘had to’ be faithful to my ‘oath of science’. I was not 
allowed to influence the ‘object of research’ in any way. How cynical and paradoxical. Now 
that i could unexpectedly contribute a tiny bit to letting things in the institutions become more 
human, now i, of all people, was the one who ‘had to’ play a role, by this obstructing (the 
possibility of) true contact. Absurd. Was i also, in turn, ever since i had got seriously ‘into’ 
my study sociology, already caught by the world of roles, of ‘lie’, of inhumanness – because 
of a faithfulness to some dead agreement, to rules and norms; in this case: excluding 
humanness in scientific research? Wasn’t this the way things were with everyone, or at least 
with many people: one bow for ‘the system’ (that in its nature had a very hard time 
incorporating humanness), and the next thousand bows followed ‘naturally’, mainly in the 
dark, since Consciousness didn’t want to be reminded of this seemingly necessary 
submission. And wouldn’t all this only become worse when i had a job some time later. 

Theoretically, this bow of me was terrible. But, in all fairness, i was rather shocked by 
the world of politics that had fallen off its throne, its pedestal. Politicians appeared to be just 
ordinary people who don’t know either and who try to make the best of it. Well, tried the best: 
not more or less than other citizens. Their ‘mission’ as well turned out to be just a job, but one 
that was more visible, in the news, than other jobs – with a more important difference though 
that, since their job happened to be in the power centre, their endeavours had (much) more or 
more serious consequences than those of people with other jobs. But the politicians 
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themselves were not special. It was not intelligence that brought them to occupy an influential 
position in society – nor even knowledge. It is true that the woman politician was exceptional 
in the extremeness of being uninformed and not really involved in her field. But she was not 
the only politician i had interviewed and i had been close enough to the political scene in 
general to see-feel that my being shaken awake was not unjustified. 

Again, another possible future for me – becoming a politician – could be crossed off 
from the list of serious options, the list in my head that, by now, had become already rather 
empty. Life would turn out to be a long journey of allowing, in all honesty and truth, to again 
and again be disillusioned by whatever the world of form had to offer concerning this or that 
kind of activity, job, state of being or relationship, so that, in the end, all forms – Form itself – 
would become transparent, would appear to be non-ultimate, non-substantial, temporary, 
unsatisfactory in itself. Then, only ‘Me’ would be left, What was Existent Beyond any 
possible form, yet manifesting Itself in and as form. 

Some senior of the employer organization was suspicious of me. It turned out that he 
only agreed to an interview to be able to interview me, to find out what i was going to do with 
my research, if i would publish it or not, and what had been the results of my research up to 
then. Companionably i beat him on the shoulder: “I’m sure we can make some deal, Brian. 
Don’t tell me, i know you’re experienced with this kind of stuff. I’ll just put the report in a 
drawer and throw away the key. Right?” 

But seriously, it was only half a year later, when i was in a permanently very lousy 
state, that the thought appeared quite a few times that i shouldn’t have drunk the tea the guy 
had offered me. I had felt in my whole body how suspicious they had been towards me; it 
wasn’t impossible they had put something in the tea. I remember how – in a strange way and 
even when i was not busy in my mind with possibly getting drugged – i was in doubt whether 
or not to drink the tea, which unfortunately i did after all. And i didn’t even like it. 

At the Ministry of Economic Affairs they were suspicious too. The uncanny feeling 
crept over me that i had gotten into a dark and dangerous web – while i only wanted to do 
something good for the world. My trainee period and now this research right after were my 
first obvious and very palpable confrontations with the resistance ‘of the earthly forces’, 
protecting its lower interests against any interference of higher ideals, of higher justice, of 
humanness, of attempts to save the earth, to protect the Whole against the accumulated 
disastrous consequences of individual interests of the parts. 

A few months after the interviews with the strange atmosphere, soon after i had 
returned to Groningen, there had been a burglary in my room. Only one somewhat more 
expensive object had been stolen, a part of my music equipment. Next to this only the tapes 
with the recorded interviews were gone, all of them. The hundreds of other tapes, with music 
on it, were left untouched. Was the theft of the relatively expensive device just a red herring? 
i didn’t know. The problem with the Dark Force was that it operated in the dark. It was very 
difficult to get some light to shine on it, to gain certainty about its sneaky operations. 

It was an uncomfortable revelation to discover that when someone tried to do 
something about some ‘evil’ by putting attention on it, trying to shine some light on the 
abuse, it was not the injustice itself that was picked up, not the problem itself that was taken 
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seriously and addressed, but the attention was going to the person who just tried to do 
something good and he even became the suspect in the case. Not the dark, the ‘evil’, was 
suspect – because it provided money – but the lighting, the lighter. Not the polluters and 
destroyers of nature were suspect, but someone or the ones who felt they should protect 
nature, protect life against destruction. 

How sad, that ‘somewhere’ everybody knows things function this way, everybody is 
‘somewhere’ somehow in contact with the dark unspoken rules on earth – ‘somewhere’, 
because Consciousness is never completely gone, even not in the dense realms of existence – 
and by far most people keep silent. They feel safe in the dark. It seems to have provided them 
their existence and seems to provide the continuation of it. 

 
The breakdown – the realization of ‘having’ a body 

 
A paper of 30 pages would have sufficed to get my bull. Silly or not, i made one of 

150 pages. That is, the main paper. The attachment had another 165 pages. In itself i did a 
thorough job, as far as was possible with my limited means, connections, manpower (one 
person), time (eight months) and money (none). One of my sayings at the time was: “If you 
do it, do it well.” 

At some point in the beginning of July 1988 i was ready with writing the ‘book’. Still 
seven weeks were left for typing it. If i didn’t make it, things would get ‘problematic’. By all 
means i wanted to have the ‘doctoral’ old style. The next draft would get a new style. Because 
of the government that tried to save money as always and that found this more important than 
investing in good education, the study program of the next class was less than two third of 
what my draft had to do and therefore such a doctoral new style was, unavoidably, much 
devaluated. No problem, i thought. Seven weeks is a lot. I just would have to type the whole 
summer until the end of August and that way i’d easily make it. Only, not if you have never 
typed before. Then 315 pages is a lot. It was the time just before everyone got a computer, so 
i typed at my father’s place. He had one, with a screen of green letters on a black background. 
The air in his house was terrible, chain-smoker that he was. The computer was terrible too. I 
didn’t know yet that i was sensitive to electro-magnetic radiation. The old screens radiated 
like hell, and were bad for the eyes too. But i thought i would make it anyhow. I worked very 
hard, doing long days. Yet i didn’t proceed as fast as i had assumed i would. 

By the end of July i ate my lunch at my own place as i had become used to – to escape 
the difficult energy in the house. During lunch, sitting at the kitchen table downstairs, i made 
a calculation. If i worked further in this tempo – crazily high – when would i be ready… The 
conclusion was: after the deadline. No doubt. 

When i realized this, i fell down with my head straight in front of me, exactly into the 
sandwich on my plate. It was one with peanut butter. I cried. And i cried. I was exhausted. All 
my reserves were gone. I had tried, i had given it all, and i failed. This time my big will power 
– that i had been well aware of – hadn’t made it. The size of the task was too big. Or time was 
too short. I failed. This was the first time in my life that i really felt i failed. When i was 
thirteen years old i had once failed in being the fastest runner of the football club – no less 
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than two guys were faster. This had maybe not been nice, but it was incomparable to this 
now. The breakdown was complete. My body was totally weak. In theory i could perhaps still 
move but there was no force left to support potential movements. So i sat there for a while 
with my face in my sandwich, not able or willing to move any more. Empty. Done. Defeated. 
The control over my life stopped here. 

Up to then i could decide and do everything in my life as i seemed to want – even 
though it was not ‘me’ in the end – but now i had bitten off more than i could chew. I had 
almost made it to complete such a huge project in such a relatively short time. Apart from the 
empiric research there was also quite some theory in my paper for which i had to read many 
books and other stuff. For the time scheme, i had taken everything into account: constructing 
theory, interviews, working out the tapes, a lot of processing, a lot of writing, drawing 
correlations… only not that stupid typing, down to earth as it was. The heart (the incentive for 
the project) and the mind (to invent and work out the whole project) were set right, but that 
stupid brainless typing, putting the whole project in a definite form so it would become 
available to others, had broken me. I felt completely burnt out. 

For the last three years, since my band Hemisphere had suddenly replaced me by 
another guitarist-singer, i had been working, working and working. Now, just before the 
finish of a long school career of 22 years in the detention barracks, it all came to an end. The 
moment i realized i can’t make it, this is beyond my capability, all the reserve energy on 
which i had already run for so long by then, disappeared instantly – as if finally a proper form 
had been given to my real physical-energetic state beyond will power. For now, i was done, i 
couldn’t type any more. I decided to take a break of ten days and see what i could still do 
afterwards in the remaining time. I wouldn’t make it on time anyway. 

After a week, however, the secretary of my father offered typing a part for me. 
Unexpectedly, this brought me back in the race. I gladly accepted the very nice offer, even 
though this meant a lot of extra work: i had to write down everything again in a neat 
handwriting this time, so that she could read it. But together we made it in the end, in the very 
nick of time. After seven years of study, on the very last day, August 31st, i biked as fast as i 
could – which was easier than typing – to the private address of the man who was, officially, 
my supervisor. ‘Officially’, as i had done the whole project by myself, from beginning to end. 
I had spoken with him only once, in the beginning. Then he got seriously ill and almost died 
from a mysterious disease. The doctors had no idea what it was, which might make one more 
humble or modest when it came to the importance of science in the matters of health and in 
general. 

I wouldn’t have talked with my supervisor too much anyway, although i liked him – 
unlike the old grumpy replacement that he had assigned to me. Although my supervisor was a 
typical representative of the colourless man, i felt some good heart in him that, even though it 
would not truly manifest itself as him, was in him anyhow, perceptible to me and i suppose 
for some others too. I felt sorry he had to go through his hell ‘alone’. Later, after having had 
much experience with Woman myself, i would have been ‘suspicious’ about what kind of 
woman he was with, if perhaps – without blaming her for anything – wasn’t she just a ‘size 
too big’ for his heart. But this subject – the heart-killing Force with its serious physical-
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energetic consequences – didn’t exist in ‘normal’ life, in which people don’t want such 
seemingly uncontrollable and dark Forces to exist. 

I put the two papers, the main one and the attachment, in his mailbox and felt truly 
sorry for him that he had to read all this, and that even by the coming night, Sunday night. 
And by jove, he did it, he made it, the great guy. He ploughed through it on his sick-bed – 
almost his death-bed – through my whole bloody paper and he gave me an 8 which he had to 
pass on latest that morning for all the official things to be ready on time for the diploma 
ceremony. I had made it after all, i had finished my study on time – in the injury time, with an 
average of 7.9. I had ‘won’. My body had lost. And my body would never be and function 
any more as it had done before. The change was radical. I felt this. Only, i didn’t know that it 
would last and that it would never be the same as it had been. The body didn’t follow my 
mind any more as a slave. ‘I’ had to listen to the Body now – to, in the end, become One with 
it, to let the Heart Live and Feel as Body. 

The next four years, from my 26th till my 30th, i had to lie down for half the day on a 
bed. A new period in my life started – from being highly active to minimal action. It was 
quite something for me to get used to this. It was especially difficult to get used to and accept 
what i – without being happy, amazed, grateful or whatever about it – had always taken for 
granted: giving my body ‘orders’ that it naturally responded and acted on, didn’t exist any 
more. 

I had wandered through the fields and the woods. I had done so much sports, almost 
every day. I had had, since i had met Iris, one injury after the other or simultaneously. I had 
held – not many, but at least a few – girls in my arms and we had stroked one another, kissed, 
‘made love’,3 albeit, as viewed from the ‘normal’ perspective, in a limited way. I had biked 
from Holland to Norway. I had climbed in trees, climbed mountains. I had travelled through 
Europe. I had peed and shitted every day. I had danced like crazy. I was interested in food, in 
nurturing the body well, i ate healthily and with appetite. And yet, in all these bodily activities 
and generally in my life up to then, i didn’t have a body somehow. 

Only now, now that it didn’t function any more as it ‘should’ – if there had been a 
norm for this – the realization of this occurred. This realization didn’t mean that i already 
accepted the malfunctioning of my body, in general its limitation, any limitation. The 

                                                
3 The Dutch word ‘vrijen’ – literally translated: ‘to free’ – has no proper English translation. I have 

always found this somewhat strange and intriguing, even though, of course, there are many 
examples of words that cannot be properly translated into another language. ‘Making love’ in 
English means having sex, physical penetration, but what if a physical form is given to love in 
which the whole body is active but there is no penetration. To me ‘to free’ is a perfect word to 
describe the freedom one can experience when two persons give in to their feelings of love in a 
physical way. It doesn’t necessarily include physical penetration but doesn’t exclude it either: free 
is free after all. Linguistically, i feel a bit handicapped in a book about ‘man and woman’ to speak 
of ‘making love’ when there is no penetration as was in my case normal up to a certain point, or, 
otherwise, to restrict myself to ‘cuddling’ which is not a proper description either of ‘to free’. 
Intriguing as well is that, as an alternative to ‘free’, English has come up with ‘making love’ 
instead of for instance ‘allowing love’, since love cannot be made after all. 
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realization of having – or Being – a body was therefore certainly not full yet. And it would 
not be for the years on bed that followed. In fact, ‘my’ mind was very stubborn. Instead of 
surrendering to the situation, to the body, it tried to repair it. It went to the doctor with the 
patient and told her the symptoms. 

To my surprise the doctor refused to do something. Nothing was wrong with the body 
according to her. When i came back a second time after a while – because the body still didn’t 
function properly: in fact, it was hardly a shadow of what it had been, of how it functioned 
before: sometimes i literally crawled up the stairs – she said, and she couldn’t hide her 
irritation, i was a hypochondriac. I looked the word up in the dictionary and, reading the 
meaning, i was stunned by the attitude of the lesbian. Would she have treated my supervisor 
the same way? It was weird. If i went to the bicycle repairer when my bike didn’t function 
any more or badly, he didn’t go in a struggle with me trying to convince me that the bike was 
perfectly all right: that the wheels didn’t move any more, was merely part of my imagination. 
I didn’t get why she assumed i was merely pretending to be sick. As if it had been for the 
mere pleasure of my mind that my head had fallen into the sandwich – even though a funny 
picture in itself. As if i couldn’t feel the difference between before and after the breakdown. 

I had an entire list of about twenty complaints since my breakdown (a few had been 
there earlier already but they had aggravated or relapsed), so-called atypical complaints, that 
weren’t easy or were impossible to relate to one of the official diseases as they were neatly 
ordered in the medical books. Like a constant (bad) headache, a constant beep in my ear, (the 
worst:) being bereft of energy, hypersensitivity to a multitude of things like noise, passing or 
stationary cars with their motor on, crowds of people, the sun, computers and television (or 
electro-magnetic radiance), trouble with joints in general, not being able to sweat, my 
connective tissue had stopped working it seemed, my body felt like it had fallen apart, like 
there was no substance any more to keep the whole thing together, the tonus of the muscles 
wasn’t right any more. Instead of being humble and saying ‘we, medical science, don’t 
know’, quite a few doctors have the tendency to become irritated or worse: the patient has the 
wrong symptoms, something must be wrong with him or her that he or she doesn’t fit with the 
books. 

My doctor wanted to send me to a psychologist. This was something i didn’t 
understand either. I admitted to her that it was a strange behaviour to fall, just like that, with 
my face into a sandwich that, next to spread with peanut butter, had also a layer of the salty 
yeast substance ‘marmite’ on it. But i didn’t ascribe this to not being totally all right mentally. 
Since i couldn’t work or even find a job in my miserable state, i received welfare and, to be 
entitled to this, i had to be checked out by a doctor of the municipal health service. This guy 
wasn’t able either to find any medical reason why i shouldn’t be able to work, so he declared 
me fit for work. Perhaps he meant that when i dragged myself upstairs, i could have painted 
the stairs in the meantime, that i should become more creative. 

The next disillusion. The next occupational group with some official authority fell off 
its pedestal. This time it was the health care. I began to see, better and better, that they were 
all just people, they all didn’t know, they were just doing their job, most of them were not 
interested in me nor in anyone, not really. So, i decided to find out by myself what was wrong 
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with me, with my body. With the little energy i was sometimes granted, i went, for a few 
hours, two or three days a week, to the university medical library – there was no internet yet –
and started investigating what could have happened to me. The reasoning behind this was 
simple. If i found out the truth, something could be done about it and i could resume my life. 

I read a lot about the various hormones especially, and it seemed as though i was on 
the right track. It’s not that i liked my investigation. It was a necessary evil. I found it quite 
terrible, in fact. The internal functioning of the human body wasn’t my interest. I rather felt 
like saving the world, to put it in an exaggerated manner. At least i wanted to make a relevant 
contribution to the ‘solution’ of the world’s biggest problem: the destruction, degradation and 
pollution of the environment – and, related to this, also people’s attitude towards animals 
greatly concerned me. I definitely didn’t want to sit in that dry library. But the ’machinery’, 
my body, had broken down and it needed to be repaired in order to do what i really felt i had 
to do here on earth. 

In the meantime, i agreed with my doctor to visit a psychiatrist. I consented in the 
assumption that a psychiatrist might know more about hormones and he or she could make it 
clear to the doctor that, on a psychological level, there was nothing wrong with me. I thought 
the reasoning of the medical world showed a radical lack of intelligence anyhow in saying: if 
we cannot find anything physically, something must be wrong in the psyche. The psychiatrist 
couldn’t find anything wrong with me, indeed, and after three sessions we stopped. That after 
these three sessions i maintained that my energy level was still very low, was for my doctor 
the proof that i was a hypochondriac. Again, after having been mild on unintelligence and 
having cooperated with her will, i gave up on her, now definitively. 

Up to then there had been only two times in my life where i had had a big struggle 
with a woman, which was quite unusual for me, indeed: the teacher-examiner of “oppression 
of women” and now my doctor. Both happened to be lesbian, but i didn’t see a connection 
between these facts – yet. It was certainly true, however, that i triggered something in them – 
and this ‘something’ was related to Man. Our fight started beyond ourselves, even when we 
didn’t want to fight. In my indestructible Love for Truth i was much more Man than i thought, 
felt and wanted to be. Nonetheless, after these experiences, and deluded by Duality’s 
temptation to choose one side (of Her, since Duality is Female), i was unwavering in my 
choosing woman and against man. Those two particular women didn’t represent Woman 
somehow, i assumed. 

Not only had i decided to have a female doctor – before i knew her – also i found a 
female dentist, which was something that was not so easy to get at that time. Some years 
earlier, apparently assuming that singing is something that could be learned or at least 
improved, i took singing lessons from a female teacher, just as i would do again some years 
later in the beginning of my thirties. This didn’t take away the fact that, in practice, i quite 
liked a good number of men, no less than i liked women. It was on some level, however, that 
‘i’ resisted something that i, half-consciously, thought was ‘man’: their hardness, their 
aggression, their killing, their lack of love, their insensitivity, their air of knowing better, their 
showing off, their making a fool of someone, their self-based competition, and so on. 
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At a certain point, at the age of 24, i even bought a female bicycle. I can’t deny the 
suggestion that, next to a stronger identification with seemingly female qualities, this choice 
was, partially and not really consciously, prompted if not dictated by the urge to actually 
associate with Woman, to meet women, not to completely lose contact, since my association 
with girls in my twenties was deplorably low for a heart that needs to become wise on an 
earthly level through close association with the Other, the Opposite Sex – notwithstanding the 
fact that the lack of meeting girls was a natural thing to happen in that period of weakening 
energetically. Not Conscious of the fact that the Process with Woman Happens for a 
considerable part – albeit certainly not only – in an Inner way, i tried to look for Woman 
outside, not completely trusting the fact that She would Come when the time was Ready, 
when from Inside i would be Ready for (the Meeting with) Her. And so i tried to give fate a 
little hand. 

Regarding my half-conscious choice in the battle between the sexes in favour of 
Woman and against what i thought was ‘man’, you shouldn’t have told me in that period that i 
was deluded – well, possibly the later ‘Me’ could have explained. But certainly, i was 
deluded. A love for Truth was not enough to not be deluded. Such a love for Truth doesn’t 
mean one Sees the Truth. If i could, not really correctly, leave out the Realization of Truth 
through intense meditation, getting to Know the Truth is something that needs to rise, evolve 
and ripen through life. It has to get challenged, stepped upon, be confronted with the Dark. I 
wasn’t yet in Touch and couldn’t See in the Dark at the time. What was hiding in there, i 
couldn’t see. Reality seemed to be only – or mainly – what obviously showed itself in 
manifested forms. I didn’t have an Overview of the Whole, of how the One as Two 
Manifested Itself as Man and Woman, which included the notion that men on earth were, 
generally speaking, quite ‘good at’ manifesting, giving a form to, what hid in Woman’s 
Darkness, so that it seemed that, to mention just one thing, men had more of or a bigger ego 
than women. 

I confused ‘man’ with the men who tried to be man but were deluded by Form, by 
Woman’s Deluding Side of the Coin of Duality. Primarily, Man doesn’t have to do with 
Form, however. Man as He Is, Is Truth, Reality, the Formless Reality Beyond the Form. The 
men i – and most women – falsely associated with ‘man’, the tough insensitive guys showing 
off, were in fact the opposite of Man. They became (part of) ‘Woman’ by being busy with 
form, in their continuous and half-conscious attempt to prove they were ‘man’ and to show 
thus that they were a perfect candidate to be received by Woman. In the Deeper – Real – 
Reality, however, Woman, on the grounds of Her Nature, cannot Receive these form-men, 
simply because there is no Man in them. She – the Earthly Natural reality that, ultimately, 
turns out to be Embedded in the Deeper Transcendental Reality That Man Is – can, in fact, 
only Open for and thus Receive Man Itself; She cannot Receive a man-form. Form is not the 
Ultimate Reality of Nature. When you Descend Deeper into the Nature of Reality, it turns out 
that, Ultimately, Woman can only Receive Man’s Formless Heart. 

To be clear about it: when i say i was deluded, i don’t mean that i was deluded in 
choosing the wrong side of the coin – choosing wrongly because, as i have said, i wasn’t in 
Touch and couldn’t See in the Dark yet and thus couldn’t properly Distinguish what was 
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happening on Earth behind and below what it seemed to be in my naivety. The delusion was 
about choosing any side, about choosing itself as a reaction to a, not fully Conscious, 
preference. Choosing… as if the Whole, the One as Two, needs to be improved. It means 
choosing against the Whole and in favour of the part. Choosing is what Woman does, 
however; it is not Man’s Nature. A Man who unconsciously – or seemingly consciously – 
chooses, loses His True Masculinity. The men who try to show off, who choose to be 
Received by Woman, have lost the Man in themselves. 

 
By the way, the woman doctor also died after some years, being only halfway through 

her forties. Although i felt some compassion for her upon hearing this, also the nasty thought 
arose that she just pretended to be dead, that she was a hypochondriac who didn’t want to go 
to work but just wanted attention. What to do, the arrogance of the (seemingly) healthy can 
only be humbled by becoming ill themselves – although dying goes a bit far in this respect, i 
must admit. I, for one, had learned my lesson. On experiential level, next to the realization of 
Truth when i was 36 and the breaking up by my big love when i was 30, this loss of sense of 
control over the body was the biggest blow in my life concerning dropping the illusion of 
control. On theoretical level, i had already been driven in the direction of determinism, which 
meant for me not only that everything has a cause or more causes than one and thus that, for 
instance, blame didn’t make sense, but also that there are always Forces at work over which 
there is no individual control. 

In the library my research lead to the conclusion that my physical-energetic problems 
were closest to what Hans Selye had described as ‘post-traumatic stress disorder’. I made 
notes and walked right into the hospital, without referral note of my doctor and i said i wanted 
to speak to an endocrinologist. I don’t know how i did it, i was not good at talking socially, 
not at all good at persuading or manipulating and things like that, and my spontaneous 
behaviour was against any ‘legal’ bureaucratic procedure in hospitals, but i made it. Certainly, 
my knowledge of hormones played a part in convincing the woman receptionist. I told her 
without wavering: “My ACTH-level is not right”, instead of giving her my list of symptoms. 
And i added: “My own doctor doesn’t cooperate. That’s why i entered here on my own 
initiative.” 

The endocrinologist, after having investigated me, gave me a hand as the sign that the 
conversation was over. He was not convinced something was wrong, or at least he didn’t 
notice anything indicating an endocrine disorder. I stretched out my hand, and in this brief 
moment, he saw something. He said: “Show me your hand.” He looked and looked again. The 
colour was not all right. The lines of the hand were too orange-brownish. He said: “We’ll take 
you for two weeks into the hospital for research. There are three possibilities. We’ll have to 
find out which one it is.” So i stayed there internally. It was terrible to just lie and hang 
around there for two weeks in that typical hospital atmosphere. I got the impression that many 
patients would rather get sicker there instead of recover, if only for the tasteless, powerless, 
non-organic, food one got to eat there; for me they at least left out the meat on the daily menu. 
I preferred dry potatoes. 
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In the overall deadness hanging there in the air, as a survival mechanism i tried to 
bring back some life in the whole business. One of the things i did, was playing baseball with 
oranges on a ward with a roommate. I got to this idea because of a medical instrument that 
they used there regularly and that looked very much like a baseball bat. The nurse couldn’t 
help laughing. In the meantime the story circulated through the hospital that there was a 
patient (without medical background) who had walked in just like that and had told the 
specialist that his ACTH level was out of balance. At a certain moment there was a battery of 
specialists and students at my bed who all wanted to see this guy. Nowadays, with internet, 
this situation would be less exceptional, i suppose. Anyhow, the doctors didn’t find anything 
wrong with the hormones examined in those two weeks. It was all for nothing. The first 
endocrinologist who had said there were three possibilities regarding my brownish hand lines 
didn’t pass by to say that he had misjudged this. 

I was not there yet but at least getting closer to the point where i would have to do and 
even preferred to do everything on my own – physical life, and in general Life Itself. I 
couldn’t rely on society, on people who were part of and thus had become ‘the system’. 
Society, or ‘the system’, didn’t know, didn’t Understand. This was inherently so, by 
definition. Only, i didn’t know this yet, not in all necessary radicalness. Only if one was free 
from ‘the system’ one could openly, without prejudice or hidden fear (related), investigate 
and feel what was the case in whatever situation. Society had somehow an inherently blinding 
function. The advantage of this was that the inherent Fight of society with the Heart was very 
challenging and, if one was open to this, it made one increasingly conscious. Without friction 
no consciousness. 

To comfort my worried father, i still visited a friend of his, who was, again, a 
psychiatrist. But also this man said there was nothing wrong with me from a psychological 
viewpoint. The only thing he mentioned was that i had a bit of an authority problem. He had 
told my father that i couldn’t accept him, the psychiatrist, nor anyone as an authority who 
knows better. This was not true. It was true that i couldn’t accept the friend of my father as an 
authority – just on the grounds of the fact that he happened to have studied psychiatry. It was 
simply so that up to then i had never actually met anyone who Knew better than me. Only 
later i could identify this acknowledgement as being part of an already more developed (albeit 
not earthed yet) Function(ing) of Consciousness. The 6th chakra – but also the 7th chakra of 
oneness – was more open than was ‘normal’. And the Heart Itself – the Seeing Heart – was 
(much) more present. 

Saying this, never having met anyone who Knew better, was not the same as being 
arrogant. It was just so. Denying reality, burying myself in the Unconsciousness of the mass, 
would have been stupid and arrogant and a bow to Unconsciousness. Several years later, 
when, for the first time, i read something of a master – i read his Consciousness, in fact – i 
immediately accepted him, or accepted the fact that he Knew better or Saw better than me. 
This proved that i didn’t have an “authority problem”. I only Respected Natural Authority, 
based on Seeing and ‘grounded’ in the Heart itself, not if it was based on a role in society, on 
a certificate or whatever silly thing. It even proved that the psychiatrist was the one who had 
an authority problem as a matter of fact, if he couldn’t accept my natural authority over him. 
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The Heart – even though It was ungraspable and could not be put in roles, in words, in a clear 
order or in clear hierarchies – was the Natural Authority to me, and i hadn’t met That in the 
psychiatrist. Humanness was the Natural Authority, not authority itself. 

All this was simply so, even though it was not Clear to me at the time. Things don’t 
have to be (totally) Clear yet to be already So. Also, again only later, i would Distinguish 
between Humanness (or the Heart Itself) and the Function of Seeing, which turned out to be 
something different. Seeing was Seeing, Knowing, but only Seeing on an Earthly Level was 
Human, was Embedded in the Heart and in the Pain of the Earth. Seeing without Feeling the 
Pain of the Earth, of Form, was Separating, Dividing; and this Power of Consciousness 
without Humanness, without being Sacrificed into the Pain of the Earth, into (the Pain That 
is) Unconsciousness, could potentially even be dangerous. Only if Both Consciousness and 
Unconsciousness were Consciously – and not unconsciously – Allowed and Recognized as 
Being Both Inseparable Part of the Truth, was Humanness there. 
 

Recalling the long period of progressive decline, breakdown, forced resting and in 
vain trying to recover – let’s say from the age of 23 to 30, although, still completely obscure 
to me, the decline had already started since i had met and associated intimately with Iris – it 
seemed like one long dry girl-less period to me. Whereas before i had at least, on the average, 
every year one kissing event with a girl, these years after were dry, indeed: no juices of a 
woman to meet and to mingle with mine, not even the saliva of the mouth. 

Of course, as i have said, the decline made me, in a way, less attractive for girls. But, 
let’s face it, even before the decline started in a more obvious way, when it was not noticeable 
yet, there was already something in me – or should i say in girls, in Woman, even though in 
the end these two sides of the coin go together: they are one package, one Whole – that made 
them choose other boys or men. ‘Men’ who bowed to Woman’s Inherently Egoic world that 
consisted of (form-)interests were allowed by Woman. ‘Men’ who had sacrificed Man, their 
Very Own Truth, into the lap of (a) Woman were seemingly allowed. Only, the lap of (a) 
Woman is not the Gate to the Earth for Man. This is a big misunderstanding. Although Her 
lap surely plays a(n Integral) Role in the Whole Process of Man (or: Consciousness) Coming 
Down to Earth, it is, once again, the form that is deluding here. In the invisible reality it is 
Woman’s still unTouched, Closed, not Enlivened, not Awakened Unconscious Heart That is 
the Gate. Only through Woman’s Heart Man can Enter (a) Woman. The Form is always 
Secondary – albeit not irrelevant. 

Instead of ‘Enter’ – which might seem to refer to a mere Energetic Process – i had 
better say: only through Woman’s Heart Man can Make Woman Realize She is Always 
Already Part of Man, Make Her Realize and Surrender to the Fact that, on an Earthly Level 
also, in the world of Form, it is Man That is the First Principle: the Formless (and not 
primarily the Form) Represents and Is Reality. Man, in the Ordeal of Man and Woman 
Meeting and in Their Interaction Realizing the Truth of the One as Two, Needs to be ‘so very 
Man’, so extremely, Needs to be so very undeniably Heart, that Woman simply cannot but 
Recognize His Heart, that there’s simply no other option left any more, no escape, no second 
plan, no alternative. Man, on the grounds of His Dedication to Truth and Faithfulness to 
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Himself as the Selfless and therefore to Her, through His Humility and through Giving the 
Power of His Consciousness in the midst of the Pain ‘and’ Resistance – these are not 
different, ultimately – of the Earth, of the Form, Creates thus Woman’s Recognition of His 
Heart here on earth, of Man Itself. Woman’s Recognition of His Heart Is Her Reception of 
Him. No vagina, no energy, no softness, can replace this Principle. Man Works on the 
Opening and Recognition of Woman’s Heart, not on an opening of the vagina, of the Form. If 
the First Principle is Respected, then in the world of Form something will also happen and the 
form will become more and more important but only in this Recognition of the Heart as the 
First and One and Only. 

It was not my (personal) decline, but Man’s Decline here on earth – or, in fact, not His 
‘decline’, since this word indicates that once He was Stronger here on earth and He would 
now lose Something. He was never Here. His True Power, His Being Consciousness was 
never Down here. It could never be Accepted and Received by Woman (Earth) so far. 
Woman(’s Darkness) had always been too powerful on earth for that – and men, who, 
potentially, carried a stronger Male Force, had, despite the Man in them, still been too afraid, 
too lazy, too unconscious, too weak therefore, too un-Whole – ultimately: carrying too little 
Heart – to Allow Man’s (Potential) Light to Shine on, Pierce through and Radiate Itself from 
within Her Darkness. Woman defends Her Dark Caves so very powerfully and cleverly that 
hardly anyone Knows at all that She is Doing this. 

In general i could say, i – and, naturally, i was far from being the only man in this 
respect – seemed to Refer to or Represent the Higher Spheres in Woman, whereas the let’s 
say tough, hardboiled, separate men Represented and provoked something in the Lower 
Spheres of Her Body. Woman, when confronted with ‘me’, chose the Lower Spheres, even 
though, often half- or un-consciously, She felt sorry for Her choice, for Herself. Her time to 
take the Higher Spheres in Herself existentially serious – instead of mainly the Lower 
Spheres, above all: ‘safety’ and ‘reproduction of Her form, via sexuality – had not arrived yet. 
It was not ‘me’ who was rejected. She Rejected Herself. She had to Betray Her (Own) Love. 
This was not up to Her. But She seemed to Ask Me to Do something about this. She was 
stuck Herself. If there seemed to Be no Man, She felt forced to choose. And if She had 
already gone this far, if no-choice seemed no option, She chose the Lower Side of Herself – 
despite the deluding words that came out of Her mouth which indicated another choice. 

She simply could not Overcome Herself. She could not choose the Heart, even if Her 
closed Heart screamed She wanted to do so. So He had to Do It. A man is no Man if He hears 
Her Call and doesn’t Do anything. A man is no Man either if He doesn’t want to hear Her 
Call, since at least intuitively He knows that He will enter a hell of a lot of trouble, enter a 
huge Ordeal, if He takes Her Call – and the Pain out of which this arises – Seriously, if He 
Responds. The big Ordeal – That i was not consciously Aware of (yet) – was to Make Woman 
Understand that, in Truth, i, Man, Am not (representing) just one Side of Her Own Duality – 
in my case this seemed to be Her higher, subtler, loving, more conscious parts – but Both, at 
the same time and inseparably. Man as He Is, is One, One Whole, and therefore He 
Represents Both Sides. As long as He lives one side, not knowing of the other, Man falls prey 
to Woman’s ruthless Sword of Judgement and He cannot Be Recognized by Her as Man, as 
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Whole, as the Whole That Is Beyond Her Own Duality, Her Own being Torn in Two. She 
Sees Her Own Split reflected by Him and cannot Recognize Him, cannot Love Him, cannot 
Surrender to Him. 

As long as ‘I’, Man, don’t manage to Make Myself Clear to Woman, to Show Myself 
to Her, Woman has to keep switching, in Her mind or for real, from being with a man of the 
‘lower’ energetic type, and at least feeling a (continuous) energetic exchange of energy with 
him but lacking ‘heart’, lacking real Contact, to a man of the higher, more loving type, but not 
becoming fulfilled, not becoming One, by the latter either without Her Lower Spheres being 
Touched by his heart. Only He who will ‘Integrate’, Actually Live Both Sides, Both Extremes 
of Woman as One as His Body, who will Live the Light and the Dark, the Formless and the 
Form, as One, One Heart, will Be Recognized by Woman as Being Beyond Her (Duality), 
Being Man Therefore. Needless to say, i was far far far from that at that time. I didn’t even 
fully Realize and in fact i didn’t Understand at all anything of Woman yet, of Her (tearing, 
painful) Duality. In My Pure Male Naivety – ‘naivety’ in regard to being here on earth not 
only as Man but also as Woman – i thought, or rather simply assumed that She was like Me, 
She was One too. 

 
The return of Fiona, by lack of a girl 

 
In recalling the long girl-less period of my life from 23 to 30, i always forget that i had 

some kind of an affair when i was 26. It was with Fiona, of all girls. Something in me doesn’t 
like to be reminded of the affair. My failing memory was not unrelated to the fact that Fiona 
was the opposite of ‘juicy’ and her appearance rather confirmed my own ‘dry state’ of that 
time than it countered it. Also, i didn’t feel for her what i normally felt for a girl to whatever 
extent or depth, whether she was called Iris, Liz, Nathali, Maja, Jette, or even what appeared 
in the short meeting with Eline: Woman. I couldn’t help it, but it was true, i couldn’t feel 
much Woman in Fiona. 

The affair happened sort of by accident, which is of course no excuse. I met Fiona in 
the centre of Groningen in September 1988, not long after i was ready with my sociology 
paper. And she took me immediately to her place where she lived together with her boyfriend. 
I was invited to an upcoming party at their place. Somehow, we kissed there in the corridor, 
while her friend was just one door away in the room with the guests. I felt a bit uncomfortable 
with the situation. Fiona said, however, that it was no problem. When interests that were 
important to someone had to be met, the rest was ‘no problem’. 

We started seeing each other more frequently. My attitude towards her hadn’t changed 
much though. I liked her still quite a lot. She should have been or become a good friend again, 
if not my best one. But in her the pull to me was so strong that it seemed to be necessary for 
her to give also a physical, intimate form to this. She ‘profited’ from the fact that i was getting 
increasingly dried out and hardly met any nice girls any more. In my studies i had met none. 
In my practice period at the ministry i had met none. At the student volleyball club that in my 
new physical-energetic state i had already had to leave by then, i had met none. Only in the 
streets, when biking through the city, i saw sometimes a nice or even an extremely nice girl, 
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always beautiful – beautiful to me, of course, and it was strange to me that other men had 
different tastes, very strange but all the better: it gave nature more chance to bring the 
beautiful girl and me together. It felt totally natural that, usually if not always, such a girl on 
the street, also liked me. I could feel this in the flash that our lives crossed and never would 
cross again. I didn’t believe in one-sided love or attraction. It didn’t make sense to me. 

Believe it or not, such a flash of a meeting could make me happy for days, even if i 
knew i would never see the girl in question again. I was just so happy that she existed. I could 
like and love a girl so incredibly much. I could dance for joy when i was home again. By the 
end of my twenties i seemed to be almost gone from this world, not nourished as i was by sex 
or other forms of intimacy with a girl. So i didn’t mind that i didn’t have the girl on the bike 
in my hands. I didn’t mind so much that i would probably never see her again. I was just 
happy that such a beautiful female being existed, i increasingly etherealized. 

The girls on the bike were the hope in the drought, the drought that i was not so much 
aware of, not in myself and not in the world. The latter is an important addition. Although i 
was far from Realizing it: there was nothing wrong with me. I was ‘just’ busy copying the 
drought of the world, of society i mean, of people, who, to be part of the club, submitted 
themselves to the lifeless society and, for that, sacrificed Something Else that didn’t exist in 
society: Love, Life Itself, or: ‘Man and Woman’, the Very Heart or Core of Life Itself, What 
you cannot see but is Always There. It is Always There but if you deny It, put your ego above 
It – or, rather, if the ego puts itself above It – or if you submit to the Inherent Lie of society, 
of the many, of the majority, in general: of ‘the others’, it gets lost, clouded and you forget Its 
existence and you start taking all the forms in the world for real, including yourself, your own 
form. If It gets lost, you get lost. 

The girl on the bike was the sign or even proof of the fact that there was always a 
chance of Manifesting Love, and thus the Heart Itself. Nature would Always create new 
beautiful girls. The Union was, in principle, always possible, i felt. In fact, and even though 
somewhere these notions were in ‘my’ Consciousness, i wasn’t thinking about them. I just 
became so very very joyful when i only saw her cute delicate face – the rest of the body was 
still irrelevant to me, non-existent. It was as if i became alive when i saw or had seen a girl 
that i found beautiful. Anyway, drought or not, there was always a fire in me, strongly 
present. In those moments of seeing a girl, the girl, on the bike – and the days after – its 
flames flared up and could finally leave, break through the prison of the stove. There was a 
direction where they could go. The happiness was even bigger when she saw me and ‘my’ 
Heart reached her in that flash of passing by. This is not as impossible as it may seem. The 
flash of seeing someone for the first time ‘reveals’ everything already. Only, usually (almost) 
everything is still in the Dark and it would take a long time of intense interaction to get it all 
in the Light, to become Conscious of the content. 

The fact that i wasn’t in the physical presence of a girl was totally secondary to me. 
The form, the form of Love, was secondary. I actually Loved the girl, and certainly not just 
her outer appearance. That was what it was about. It was about Love. The rest, whether i 
would meet her or not, which form Love would take, was not up to me. I had to leave this to 
Deeper Forces. 
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The world of Iris, Maja, Nathali and the beautiful girls on their bikes was somehow 
too far away from me now. I was already too full of the ‘shit’ that i had associated with and 
taken over from the world – via ‘my’ girls especially – too full of humanities’ contractions, 
too full of unSeen, not Transcended things, inflictions, feelings in the dark, unConscious 
cramps, to be agreeable to be with. I increasingly lost ‘my’ normal energetic force because of 
that. The fact that i became so authentically happy from a passing girl meant, however, that 
the Heart in me was still Alive and bathing in the Light and that it was not deafened, that it 
had not been deadened into a ‘me’, that it didn’t forget to Recognize the Union with the girl. 

In this situation, not long after my breakdown, Fiona and i met. She was more into 
love and didn’t care about nor notice the borrowed cramp that hadn’t been returned and i 
carried inside. Fiona wasn’t beautiful. In that sense we didn’t match so well. On behalf of 
nature partners’ appearances ‘should’ match more or less – appearance wasn’t just about outer 
appearance. Well, we weren’t partners. I didn’t feel an impulse to stay with her, although, it 
was true, i was never busy with that subject. Love happened always now, never in the future. I 
didn’t understand the future, i didn’t understand interests. 

After three or four months of our renewed involvement we somehow took our clothes 
off in bed, i don’t know why. Anyhow, i felt forced to try to enter her body with my penis. 
Perhaps i would manage to do this as far as the physical aspect was concerned, for truly 
wanting it was something i didn’t manage to feel. In itself, my penis was hard enough, so 
technically it should have been possible. It would have been my first time after the failure 
with Pandora 6 years earlier. I tried and i tried but i couldn’t get into the bloody vagina. And 
at a certain point, just like six years earlier, i got fed up with the stupid trying. Nature was not 
about trying. If it didn’t go naturally, let’s then just stop the show finally. It had been quite an 
effort altogether and, added to the fact that i was not really ‘into’ it anyway, i turned round 
and away to lie on my back, uncomfortable with the whole situation but at least satisfied that 
it was finally over, the kind of hell. But Fiona said immediately: 

“Hey, you don’t give up so easily, do you?” 
If i had been more embedded in the dark, i should have said: “For you i do.” 
But i was a silly servant of Woman, not at all Embedded yet in his Manhood. So i 

went hanging above Fiona again to try to get the damned penis in her once more. God, i 
didn’t like all this fuss down there. It was just not my thing. What did this clumsiness have to 
do with Love. Why did she want me in, why in her body? All this effort and discomfort and 
even pain and shame and fuss for what. For what! In all fairness, she was much dryer than 
me. Certainly her vagina was completely dry – exactly the opposite of the endless flood of 
Pandora. But it was also stiff, shut off. Despite my lack of experience, it seemed to me like a 
fort that no man would ever manage to enter if they felt like it. And she was even married… I 
got really fed up with the whole show now. This time i wouldn’t let myself be persuaded to 
try to go in again. It was her problem, that want – want without physical support for it – not 
mine. I must admit, however, that if she had a problem with something and i was with her, the 
problem became mine as well somehow, even when, originally, i didn’t feel it as such. 

So again i ‘failed’. Or, in fact: Nature Won – again. A Deeper Nature Protected’ me 
against going the wrong way, going into the ‘wrong woman’. First, six years ago, it had been 
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too much, too juicy – without love – now, when there was at least some love, it was too little, 
too dry. First Nature turned my penis in the weak position just when i would go into and 
surely would have drowned in the flood. Now that my penis could go into love and it was 
hard thus, the desert of the female body closed its gate and kept it totally closed. Before i 
would finally be initiated, i had to meet these two sides of Woman, the two forms of her lack 
of fulfilment, her being cut into Two: Body without Love or Love without Body. Neither of 
the Two manifestations of Woman could be Entered by Man. 

The situation seemed hopeless. At the time i was not yet so relaxed, not yet quietly 
embedded in an overview from which i can easily say now: it was not me who failed. In the 
end, there exist only Impersonal Forces and they make me – and anyone – do and feel exactly 
what needs to be done and felt. I Intuitively Knew that, sooner or later, i ‘Have to’ Go in, also 
physically. Although i was not so much bothered by what seemed to be my two failures up to 
then when it came to entering a woman’s body, i could not totally relax yet in the fact, in the 
Seeing in fact, that it was not up to me at all, that i didn’t have to do even anything. When my 
body moved – for instance towards a girl – i, still, thought it was me doing that. I 
unconsciously assumed that when i didn’t move in her direction, nothing would happen. I 
didn’t Understand yet that Woman Calls Me, ‘my’ Heart, that i don’t have to and even cannot 
do anything by myself, that i’m not bigger than Nature. That it is absurd to try to do Nature 
by myself. 

It seemed, vaguely, but on some level noticeably, that something changed in Fiona’s 
attitude or position in relation to me after ‘my’ failure, after the refusal of her vagina to open 
to ‘me’, after Nature quietly decided that being lovers in the world of physicality didn’t work 
out between us. Yet this change was not very obvious. One or two months later her man went 
abroad for a week for his work as a musician. I could visit her house freely now or even stay 
there for a few days. To my surprise i felt some impulse to do this when we talked about it. 
When the week of her man’s trip actually arrived, however, it turned out that something had 
indeed changed in Fiona’s attitude towards me: she didn’t contact me any more and we didn’t 
meet even once during that week. It was all the more funny since now, finally, i could feel 
some impulse to still, after all, go into her body – if i shouldn’t say, which was closer to the 
Truth: into Woman’s Body, for i felt not much attracted to Fiona’s body. 

It was the same pattern as in secondary school: when after her illness we could finally 
be together, her impulse towards me seemed to have disappeared – or at least as long as her 
impulse was active through me and ‘i’ seemed to want to give a form to it. In fact, this 
disappearance was not really the case. But it is true, when Man and Woman finally have the 
opportunity to meet, the other side of the coin may well show up suddenly: resistance to 
Meet, as part of Woman’s natural resistance to Unite with Man(’s Heart). The Separating 
Force suddenly becomes obvious, active, when the light is on green, when obstacles are gone. 
Duality Has to Manifest Itself. In a way it doesn’t matter who takes which role – although 
there’s more to say about this. Some people ‘play’ one role, one side of the Duality, the 
separating one, to an extreme extent. Other people ‘play’ the other role, the uniting one. 
Others, in turn, switch from one role to the other. If a man and a woman take Man and 
Woman, the Manifestation of Their Love, seriously, however, the unconscious play stops and 
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Man needs to Learn to be an increasingly perfect (and Conscious) Mirror of Woman, Learn 
not to add anything of what seems or seemed to be himself, but to follow, feel, meditate and 
Transcend in His Heart Woman’s Duality with respect to wanting to come closer and wanting 
to separate. This repeated and deepening Transcendence doesn’t mean that in the end man and 
woman will be together on an earthly level and live happily ever after. That’s still up to 
Deeper Forces. But it means at least that Man’s Heart ‘Descends’ that way and subtly Spreads 
Itself through the Earthly Ether. 

It’s not a punishment or a shame that Duality needs to manifest, seemingly screwing 
up Love, seemingly inhibiting Love from Manifesting Itself on an Earthly level. No, it is 
Reality Itself. Only by Realizing and Allowing instead of resisting and trying to improve 
reality, will Love be Here, will Love be Clear, Outshining (and not destroying, for good) the 
seeming Drama of Duality. Anyway, the Deeper Truth – of which Duality is an Integral Part – 
Has to and Cannot but manifest obstructions on the way, so that the Union cannot Happen, or 
at least not yet. First other things need to be ‘done’, experienced, felt, seen, Realized. For 
instance, as just one ‘detail’, another Body needs to be Found. 

Fiona and i didn’t fit at all. Even though i seemed to be in an energetically weak 
period i was not meant to lead a weak life with Fiona and in general not meant to lead a life of 
weakness. I Had to Fulfil a hidden Promise that i seemed to carry inside me but that, in fact, 
‘I’ Was. I needed to do something, Reveal something, whatever it was, but anyhow not live a 
nice life with a nice woman, also not when i loved her. Fiona would never be able to be part 
of the Process of Unfolding and Manifesting the Promise i carried in my Heart. With her, very 
nice woman as she was, i would have died, not having been able to Give Who or What i Am. 

I can’t remember if we still met – once, if at all – after the promising week in which 
we didn’t meet after all. How many experiences did i or this Body still need before Realizing 
that the promise, the normal kind of promise, the normal dream of man and woman, would 
never and could never be fulfilled – certainly not with a woman to whom i felt only faintly 
attracted (and that only due to the lack of Woman around me), but also not when this Body of 
‘mine’ would meet and make love to the ‘best’ female Body in the world, whatever that 
meant: let’s say, the female Body that was fitting my Body best. Only the (Full) Realization 
of this inherent failure, this smarting impossibility, could and would Change everything. For 
now, however, i was not yet convinced of the impossibility of fulfilling the promise of the 
heart, of manifesting on an earthly level what lives in the heart, of combining Heaven and 
Earth without a quantum leap. 

 
Maja calls – oversensitivity: the Heart can no longer bear it on Earth 

 
Even when i had already been convinced, i would have been just as happy when 

suddenly, after five years, Maja called… Her gorgeous low female voice that resonated 
through her entire body and that was all of a sudden coming out of the receiver, was a balsam 
for my whole body. (Being in Contact with) this girl provoked the fire in me that was so 
present and waiting to flare up and burn into the world, into Woman. The difference with 
Fiona could hardly be bigger, it seemed. It appeared that after her exams of secondary school 
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– Maja had attended Atheneum as well, just like me – she had gone abroad to work for a year 
in an Israeli kibbutz. There she had met a South-African guy and had moved for a few years 
with him to his country. 

Somehow, i could talk with Maja for a long time about nothing, about all kinds of 
subjects and then go to the next; it didn’t matter if it was irrelevant or totally irrelevant. With 
Maja, in the sphere of us together, i was not bothered at all about this somehow, as i was 
otherwise, with other people. If the world was on fire, if people and animals were suffering, if 
there was something important to realize and to do, we couldn’t just talk about nothing as if it 
all didn’t matter, was my normal attitude – despite the fact that i also laughed a lot during 
conversations, although this was usually related to what i considered absurdities. Anyhow, 
with Maja i was able to bear everything, simply because ‘bearing’ fell away; the burden of 
human karma fell away when we were together, regardless of the specific form our contact 
took. Something in us was so, if not perfectly, matching that, in this let’s call it Pre-Union – 
or a strong Premonition of the Oneness of Man and Woman – everything fell away, every 
possible infliction was no longer an infliction. A world of Being was very present instead of 
and in spite of all kinds of stupid forms that we seemed to talk about, that we seemed to be 
busy with. No single form was serious any more when we were and felt together. It was all 
relative – relative to Love. 

I was happy that Maja remembered me and that her impulse to contact me was 
stronger than her resistance or fear. Once every year we phoned with each other, once a year 
this happiness, once a year in that period of the second half of my twenties that were so 
difficult in an energetic-physical respect. Once a year. Wasn’t Maja waiting, unconsciously 
checking me, till something was ready in me… She was. But this turned out only later to be 
so. 

These four years of being forced to lie down on bed half a day every day, from my 
26th until my 30th, my whole system, whole functioning, energetic patterns, underwent a huge 
transformation. I became very sensitive – oversensitive – to many things, and in general. 
Simultaneously, i was, in an energetic sense, much blown up to the head, to consciousness 
that seemed (but was not really) separate from the body, although at the same time i had 
become aware of the seemingly self-evident fact that i had a body. It was rather that the 
Process of Incarnating the Heart as Body had started, and the mind that had always in fact 
been active, stood out suddenly as overactive. In a way it functioned as a counter-force 
against Incarnating as Heart, distracting Me from Feeling too much, too intensely. My 
difficult task was to let the mind rattle without taking it too seriously. This was all the more 
difficult since i didn’t know there was a ‘task’ going on, a Process to be allowed: i didn’t 
know anything yet about deeper processes in the human being. No one in the environment i 
had grown up in, or in my student environment, was busy with this. It turned out that in my 
life i had to be a pioneer in everything i did, or at least in what i did that was of any 
importance. 

In the first place, forced by all kinds of undeniable unpleasant feelings and sensations, 
i felt much more in my body than before my breakdown. My Heart could no longer stand it on 
earth. My Heart had absorbed too much stuck pain of people without being able to do 
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something with it, to Transcend it, to keep life liveable. Rather than giving up on the Heart – 
as most people ‘did’, as i intuitively saw, when they were subconsciously confronted with the 
seeming impossibility to live as Heart in the world, in society, in the Body – i let myself be 
‘kicked up’ energetically, not being able yet to (successfully) fight in return, to properly, 
consciously deal with the resistance of the Earth(ly Forces) to the Heart. 

Some people had a harder time with me now, my father and brother especially, it 
seemed. My father said he couldn’t talk with me any more, that i was ‘stubborn’. Well, even 
though not so consciously, ‘my’ consciousness was developing in the background and i no 
longer agreed to quite a few things he said which i would have agreed to in the past. ‘My’ 
resistance to the untrue things he said – or, rather, his resistance to (a deeper) truth – was 
reflected by and easily noticeable in my body that, as i have said, had become very, extremely 
sensitive and started manifesting the cramps of people, of the world, in much more obvious 
ways than before. And to the outside world it seemed that they were my particular cramps, 
contractions, resistance. But the mechanisms of mirroring and projecting are hard, or 
impossible, to explain to people if, basically, they are not truly willing to See – let alone when 
they don’t understand it themselves yet, but merely feel these invisible things happen in a 
half- or sub-conscious way. In this unclear subject of taking things over, of transmission of 
energy, one of the very few things that people accept as realistic is taking over the tendency to 
yawn when they see someone else doing this. It is accepted because everybody accepts is a 
reality. But there are endless other, energetic, things that people transmit and take over. 
Because this is not generally known, not ‘officially’ accepted as a normal part of reality, 
people don’t (want to, don’t dare to) take this seriously. 

When i had received my sociology diploma in September 1988, when that ‘hell’ was 
over at least, i felt like treating my family to a diner in a restaurant. I wasn’t, however, 
looking forward for the moment that i had to explain my father – the last one in our family of 
five that was not and would not become a vegetarian – that i didn’t want animal corpses to be 
ordered, to be eaten just because i would deem it necessary to celebrate something. Why, i 
simply reasoned, should an animal be the victim of my silly ‘lust’ for celebration. It’s not his 
or her fault that i had made a wrong decision, firstly to start studying sociology and, secondly, 
to even finish my studies. My father got angry on the spot when he heard the good news that 
no animal had to die for my failure. He didn’t want to get it, why he wasn’t allowed to order 
meat: what was this strange kind of celebration if there were restrictions. What to do. To me, 
morally-just behaviour was simply more important than keeping good social relations with 
the family or with whoever, even though this could raise or rather reveal rather some tension 
now and then. Sulking he ate his meatless diner. I was a bit shocked by his attitude, shocked 
by the fact that my own father could behave like a little child that wants to have his little 
corpse or else he starts to whine. And also by the fact that he, not being an exception in this 
respect but anyway, turned things upside down in such a way so it seemed to people that i was 
the problem, i was making problems out of nothing, while he was treated unjustly. The 
problem of killing (animals) in the dark should have stayed in the dark. It might spoil the taste 
on the tongue and the nice cosy atmosphere. Blood seemed cosy to the many. Acting morally 
just, however, made one inwardly strong. 
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Completely Freeing oneself from one’s family, acknowledging the difference between 
you and (other members of) the family is an unavoidable step on the way to Realization of 
Truth. I was quite lucky that in my case this Freeing took the soft way. There were hardly any 
confrontations necessary, give or take a few of them. I was very lucky with my family 
anyway. 

My brother, in a letter he had written me, said he couldn’t reach me any more. I 
appreciated that he wrote this letter but couldn’t do much with the content. In a way it was his 
– first – girlfriend speaking through his hand that wrote the letter. And indeed, whether 
instigated by my mirroring heart or not, his girlfriend had some criticisms of me, as i had 
heard from my brother. I didn’t know yet that Woman, by her nature of not being fulfilled or 
Whole as Herself, is full of criticism of ‘man’, at least when She is resisting Man. I was not 
yet used to this new role of undergoing criticism by Woman, not acquainted yet with the 
transition from the Son to the (potential) Man. As the Son i had never received serious 
criticism from my mother, except for that one time when i nastily ridiculed my sister. My 
‘girlfriends’, or the girls i had kissed, had been with me for too short a time to start criticizing 
me. Only Fiona, at some point in the beginning of our renewed acquaintance, almost friendly 
complained of how bad i had treated her when we were at Secondary school, something that 
highly surprised me: i had always taken her into account. Only, this didn’t mean that i chose 
her interests when, for instance, on the grounds of my nature, i preferred to dance with Iris 
instead of with her. It seemed that Woman confused serving her interests with being treated 
well. If i didn’t serve her interests, this could only mean that i treated her badly. I would have 
many opportunities afterwards to learn that Truth was not the strongest aspect of the girls i 
loved. 

Also, my brother was changing since he was with his first girlfriend. I could say she 
had a big influence on him, but it goes further. If a woman is stronger than a man – as usual – 
the man sort of becomes the woman, he becomes the spokesman of her mind and ovaries, of 
how she, her ego, likes to see or sees things. A woman changes a man much more than he 
knows and likes to admit. In itself, some changes don’t need to be considered something bad. 
Usually, however, a man loses ‘something’ – Himself – and starts living in some kind of a 
fog, in a confused state that he is not aware of, the state that Woman is in when she doesn’t 
Meet (nor Surrender to) Man. If he would be aware of the confusion, Recognize it as such, it 
would be, in principle, no problem: Man stays somewhere present. But this is seldom the 
case. Man, by entering into a (sexual) relationship with Woman, Associates with Woman’s 
State of Inherently Confusing Duality. ‘Man light’ – the light version of Man – thinks much 
too lightly about entering a relationship. This doesn’t mean at all that he shouldn’t enter a 
relationship with (a) Woman – on the contrary – but it could be said that it would be better if 
he knows, learns, follows, feels what’s going on inside him in the overt and hidden dynamics 
of the relationship – instead of simply disappearing as Man, letting the Male Force simply 
strand in the Dark undersea caves of Woman. 

On a deeper level these changes didn’t fundamentally alter the relationship between 
my brother and me that, if there was any change at all now and then, alternated between good 
and very good, as far as i was concerned. My brother had always been one of my best friends, 
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in the background or in the foreground, and also the one who didn’t come and go as my 
friends usually did. ‘Girls’ was up to then the subject we didn’t talk about. And, it was 
because of this dark spot, the ‘cramp’ or unconsciousness regarding ‘girls’, that he hadn’t 
informed me that his girlfriend was not only staying with him a lot – in our house with two 
small rooms and a small kitchen – but was actually living there with ‘us’. I didn’t know this, 
but i felt strongly that i couldn’t bear it in the house any more. Something in the energy of the 
woman was ‘too much’, even though in herself she was relatively all right. ‘Woman’ was too 
much. She had a strong Female Force. I couldn’t recover from my breakdown in that living 
situation, in small house in which you hear (and feel) everything. It only made it worse, to be 
honest. I needed space, space, space…, In my state of the time, being so sensitive to 
everything, certainly of people’s karma, their unfelt things, it was terrible to have no place for 
myself where i could be, just simply be. If the Heart is continuously being stabbed, under 
pressure, it is almost impossible to recover. 

I started escaping, first, in the winter of 1988-1989, to Terschelling. Then, in spring 
1989, and despite my bad state that was not very eager to bear the heaviness of travelling, i 
went for a month to Catalonia, Spain. I considered this less bad than staying with the woman 
in one house. I had got used to travelling alone, that was not the problem. Sometimes i met 
really nice people; we stuck together for a few days and then went our own way – even 
though, it is very true that in a few days nasty stuff doesn’t have time enough to come to the 
surface, which, through prolonged contact, always shows up sooner or later. Being as 
sensitive as i had become, was there another way than being a lot or almost continuously on 
my own and now and then crossing someone else’s path, briefly, and then going back to 
myself again. 

At least for the spirit of never giving up on Woman, on Meeting her, on letting Her 
Return to ‘my’ Heart – no matter how bad my state was – the trip to Spain was already good, 
if only for that one moment. Crossing a street in Terragona with my rucksack, i passed a 
group of four women. One of them was the most beautiful woman i had ever seen in my life. 
That she turned around after we had passed, smiled at me, talked about me to her girlfriends 
and obviously fancied me, was incredible in the state i was in, having lost about ten kilos 
already and heading for a few more until ‘i’ was only 57 and a half left at the lowest point. 
This small event only reinforced in me the Knowing that in principle there were no limits: any 
woman of the world could be with me if Truth decided that this must be so. What some 
women saw in ‘me’, regardless of forms, of my energy, was indestructible, and this was 
exactly What could (Re-)Unite Woman with Man. Basically nothing stood in the way of 
Woman and (‘me’ or) Man, even though i didn’t yet know what it was that apparently (albeit 
not basically) stood in the way – for the beauty queen also went on with her life without me. 

 
The definitive burial of the illusion of ‘free will’ – the Truth is Holy 

 
In that period of recovery that wouldn’t come, i got drawn towards new things. As i 

was forced to spend a lot of time in bed i listened a lot to music. I stopped playing guitar and 
singing songs that i usually composed myself: i had no energy for this, and, of course, it 
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wasn’t inspiring either that i didn’t have a band any more in which i could give a public form 
to my musical creations. But i discovered classical music. I certainly would not have been a 
good classical music reviewer: as long as the music was quiet, preferably mainly or only 
adagio (slow), i liked it. In the beginning i especially listened to the big names: Mozart, Bach, 
and also Haydn and Schubert, and for the rest all the adagios i could find from whichever 
composer, Barber, Max Bruch… Vaughan Williams became my favourite when i discovered 
him. In general, i liked English classical music, which flowed up and down like the English 
hills where i had once seen ‘my first girl’ with the striped t-shirt. I liked Italian music a lot as 
well, Vivaldi and in general Baroque, of course not forgetting the great adagio in Gm of 
Albinoni in the arrangement of Giazotto. American classical music, however, was something i 
disliked whole-heartedly, even though i was open for exceptions like of course the 
magnificent adagio of Samuel Barber. In general, it was already too modern to me, and 
modern classical music was something i hated. To me it sounded like the ego itself, made 
audible in the form of sound, just like the separating ego had been made gloriously visible in 
Mondriaan’s terrible later paintings: a few coloured or white areas in between dead straight 
lines. 

Next to classical music, i discovered Leonard Cohen. I knew him already from my 
parents, but had not really been interested at the time. Now i drank in his music. It was as if 
his music was about ‘me’ and i was the singer too – but not in a self-centred way. It was 
rather about ‘me’ as life itself. I loved the sad undertone in his voice, in all his songs. This 
was much more real, much closer to some deeper truth of life, than whatever i had heard 
before. Other music became so superficial, not to say senseless, if compared to Leonard’s 
music. 

This change of interest meant or in fact reflected quite a change, a fundamental change 
in me. Not long before i was interested in something like ‘happiness’. I considered myself to 
be ‘happy’. I thought life was about being happy – well, at least on a personal level. 
Whatever happened, as long as i was happy it was no problem – as i had learned from my 
father. That whole period of the second half of my twenties was one big undermining of this 
stubborn illusion. And (listening to) Leonard Cohen’s music was the invisible but actual 
sawing through the poles on which the illusions were built. I got increasingly interested in 
‘life itself’ instead of in ‘me’, instead of learning or experiencing how to attach happiness to 
this ‘me’, how to feel good. In fact, i had never been really interested in ‘me’, but i half-
consciously thought or assumed i was. I had a very strong will but this didn’t mean that this 
will-power should be aimed at fulfilling a ‘me’, my supposed own ‘me’ or other ‘me’s. The 
project ‘me’ that we learn to serve if not ‘adore’ in society, had never been strong in ‘me’, in 
this Body. Now, before it could actually take hold on me, rule over me, it had started to 
stagger already. ‘I’ was a hopeless project for Ego, for its self-centring Force. My big Love – 
even though it was hardly allowed any direction, toward (a) Woman, and to Manifest Itself 
therefore – was just too Strong to get ‘Me’, to belittle Me into a poor me blindly running after 
its supposedly own interests and those of the ones who it would choose to love. The sadness i 
heard in Leonard’s music resonated with and was not different from the sadness i felt in 
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‘woman’. He gave voice to what i felt in Woman but which women themselves denied or 
overlooked, ‘overfelt’, discarded, whether on purpose or not. 

Next to listening to music, there was another thing that, in the absence of girls and 
energy, i found i could do while lying exhausted on bed: reading, not very surprisingly. As i 
have said earlier, i never liked reading and i hardly ever read, at least not from my own 
motivation. Reading was dry, it wasn’t life itself. There was no action in sitting in a chair and 
reading about actions. Nothing happened actually. While reading it was only letters to 
consume, endless and endless letters, no life. You got rather fucked up from it when things, 
actions, emotions, you read have to be processed by a body in rest. My parents, worried about 
my development when i was twelve, had even given me a little money for every book i read. 
But my love for reading only really started now. Life had forced me away from life, from 
action. Several Dutch writers were my favourite at first: Maarten ’t Hart, who described being 
in love with a girl or woman in a way that resonated with my heart, Bob Den Uyl for his great 
humour, the Flamish Marnix Gijssen, and above all the Dutch-Surinamer writer Albert 
Helman. In general i liked authors in whom i could feel some ‘heart’ and vulnerability, even 
when they were somewhat or even much ‘kicked up’ to the head, just like almost anyone. I 
was also kicked up at that time, so this was no problem. I read 70 or 80 books per year – 300 
books in four years – incredible for me, compared to how i was or had functioned before. 

Also philosophy was something i started to read – next to literature that, by the way, 
included much more than only Dutch writers but also – and for a considerable part, in fact – 
consisted of a battalion of the Russians and French writers; Andre Gide for instance became a 
favourite. Somehow in this period of my life, having the time for it now, i had to thoroughly 
explore the possibilities of the mind and, as it turned out later, the impossibilities or 
limitations of it. My favourite philosophers were Sartre – even though i didn’t really get it, his 
existentialism, or didn’t fully agree, and i wondered if he understood himself what he was 
saying – Camus – although, even more than Sartre, rather for his novels – Nietzsche: “Thus 
Spoke Zarathustra” – this book made me run ‘the wrong side’ even faster, uphill instead of 
down. There was a force in this book – and, of course, in the writer Nietsche himself then – 
that had the tendency to reinforce one’s ego, although at the same time it seemed to break it 
down, paradoxically. Not that it’s not bad, to first run uphill and then down when you can’t 
yet dig a tunnel through or see that the mountain is not a problem and you can just leave it for 
what it is. In principle, on top of the hill the overview is way better. Only, it’s too far from 
discerning what you actually see down in the valley. 

And, especially and unequalled, there was Schopenhauer. Schopenhauer certainly 
helped me see through the total nonsense of the existence of a free will. I never liked it when 
people, who apparently were against reality as it was, called him a pessimist. If someone 
managed to describe reality better than others, why put him down as a ‘pessimist’, which for 
ego is an invective. I had to see that when people are confronted with a higher or deeper truth 
that they – or their ego, in fact – does not like, that touched too much the illusions of their 
ego, they try to punish the messenger, which was a discovery that would be quite relevant in 
my later life. As a statement to this i called the band i formed in the beginning of my thirties 
‘Schopenhauer’. 
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To me it was clear – and to my regret i seldom saw this principle, this attitude to life, 
around me – that Truth is Truth, Reality is Reality, and no one was ever morally entitled to 
adhere another truth than Truth Itself just because it suited the Ego better. How many many 
times would i still have to be amazed by people who again and again and so easily let their 
self-interests prevail over Truth. How many times before i would totally Accept this to be so, 
to Accept that the world is like this. For me Truth was Holy, ‘Holy’ without the religious 
atmosphere that normally hung around the word. You could not simply adjust it according to 
your personal preferences and seemingly unique and creative state of being fucked up, 
wounded and resistant. Truth was selfless. It is true that at the time i didn’t See my 
unwavering Love for Truth so sharply as i do now, but it was already stronger than in anyone 
i knew or had ever met, including writers. My whole Being was involved, not just my mind. 
Without Truth i was nothing. 

I noted in that period: 
There we are! 28 years old and a bit. Finally grown up. 
The free choice, the free will, is the biggest nonsense that seems to exist. 
Finally, i am relieved of that strange ambiguity: everything has a cause, and yet i am 

supposed to be able to freely choose, for instance to go left or right. 
Relieved i am in my chains. 
Suddenly, something – the (free) will – is supposed to come out of nothing, something 

has suddenly created itself (or would be created by God). This would mean that you have 
created yourself. 

The big bang, also something silly: suddenly there was the big bang. 
Knowing this, i hope i can still laugh now. 
But have no fear. I must laugh. There is no choice. 
My brains are being tickled too much, through thinking about this non-matter. 
People who believe in free will are just as religious as Christians, Muslims, believers 

in reincarnation and so on – just as stupid too. 
If this, being blinded by the promise of the free will, happens to scientists, it becomes 

embarrassing, especially when they bring us the happy message: ‘I can do what i want, can’t 
i?’ 

‘My limbs can perform what i like them to do’ is elevated by them to the highest 
wisdom. 

Everyone should be in the position to live up to his or her un-free will as much as 
possible, so this stops when this goes against the un-free will of others. 

Considering the non-existence of free will, the question is why Darwin, as the founder 
of the evolution theory, is viewed as the god of it. 

It is hard to comprehend that, with this insight, the world just continues as it goes. 
But, it goes. 

The will itself rages on. 
[Loose notes made at age 28] 
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The insight of the impossibility of a free will was in a way a pre-realization of the 
Truth that was Realized almost nine years later and that said that there is no ‘self’, no ‘i’, 
everything is Selfless in the end. Only, it was the mind that realized this at the age of 28, 
without a serious involvement of the body, if any involvement at all. The later Realization, 
that occurred after having Entered Woman’s world of form, of Corporeality, involved the 
Body. 

Not knowing much of the Body yet – even though i had been floored, but it was still 
the mind that tried to solve the problem of ‘body’ that doesn’t function as it would like – i 
was right on track to become an all-round intellectual, whether or not i could do something 
with this in a professional way later on. Since i wasn’t the type of man who would be kind of 
satisfied with merely philosophizing about life, i also read books on how to organize society 
in other, alternative ways that were more in tune with the higher potentials of human beings, 
as opposed to current societies that were for the greater part based on following the lower 
drives in human beings, competition, greed, aggression, self-centredness and so on. Not only 
did i read books about how to organize practical life based on small-scale, ecological 
principles, also books about anarchism written by anarchists. The latter really touched 
something in me and made me enthusiastic: i felt a fire in my heart had been aroused. The 
biography of Bakunin was so great to read, i couldn’t put it away. But i also read Kropotkin 
for instance, to name another anarchist. 

Indeed, i was not at all in favour of a system in which ‘egoism’ was even in laws as 
the organizing principle of society in which the ruling clique ‘as a matter of course’ takes the 
greater part of the resources for its own benefit and ‘grants’ the rest of society their share as 
well only because and only to such an extent that this rest will not revolt against the ones at 
the top of the hierarchy. What a lousy and destructive system of depleting the earth as fast and 
thoroughly as possible to fulfil our supposed needs instead of satisfying basic human needs 
and for the remainder ‘invest’, spend time and energy on human development. We shouldn’t 
be slaves of Ego and live and die in the Dark satiated in material stuff. 

It was true that anarchistic literature didn’t write so much in terms of Ego. My Heart 
was rather touched by the moral, ethical components in anarchism than by the mere political 
ones, although i agreed with their premises as well. I liked to read about ethics. “Animal 
Liberation” especially, the book of Peter Singer regarding animals ethics, made a big 
impression on me. In fact, it was a recognition of how i saw and felt things already well-put in 
words, rather than something new to me. I have forgotten if i read Peter Singer’s book before 
or after i became a vegan, in any case in that same period. In April 1989, when the possible 
sexual meeting with Fiona in her house could have happened but didn’t, i stopped consuming 
dairy products. When i was 14 years old i had stopped eating meat – and fish, i have to add, 
since to some people, strangely enough, fish is no meat – and now i added cheese, yoghurt, 
quark and eggs to this. Somehow society has managed to hide the fact that to obtain our 
innocent milk many millions of just born little bulls – the ‘wrong sex’ that is not producing 
milk – are taken away from the mother instantly after birth – which is also true for most of the 
newly born cows, by the way, or else they would drink ‘our’ milk, greedy as the young cows 
are – to be ‘educated’ to become veal, veal with severe anaemia (otherwise the meat wouldn’t 
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be nicely white) to be slaughtered half a year after birth. The classroom for the training to 
become good quality veal is a little box in which they precisely fit, very efficient. The – lucky 
– cows, the other sex, instead of reaching their natural age of about 20 years are killed at age 
4 or 5 when their milk production falls below an economically profitable degree, when it 
becomes financially more attractive to turn the dairy factory into meat. 

Just born cocks – half of the offspring of the hens is male – are economically not 
interesting. Again the wrong sex. Standing on the running belt conveyor, walking and 
chirping, in a surprised way looking out of their eyes, they are selected by people working at 
the conveyor belt and are routinely put in the destruction machine. 

Also honey was a food product i didn’t want to eat any more. Often swarms of bees 
were just left to their fate after their honey was taken away, their food for the winter – which 
usually meant death. Or the honey was replaced by lifeless granulated sugar that weakened 
them and there was every chance they wouldn’t make it through the winter either. 

My drive for moral action seemed bigger than my respect for my body that was just 
mine after all: in my state depleted of energy i decided to do a research for the Dutch Vegan 
Society, which would take half a year.4 I was asked to do so by the chairman of the vegan 
association who i respected a lot and, in fact, looked up to a bit in that period – something that 
was quite exceptional for me: however, he had the moral integrity to be able to evoke this 
quality in me. I liked the ease – almost indifference – with which he put morality into 
practice, for instance wearing ‘respectable’ black shoes made of plastic when he went to an 
important meeting with some organization or ministry. Chris lived in another part of the 
country so now and then i travelled to his town to work at his place; we cooked together and i 
slept at his house. My task was to gather as many facts as possible, figures especially, data, on 
all the things that happened in or were related to the animal industry, in Holland but also 
worldwide. 

For the research i was, amongst many other things, supposed to meet and sort of 
interview someone who was supposed to know a lot about this all. Well, as a matter of fact, it 
turned out that she knew exactly nothing about it. Perhaps Chris, who referred me to her, just 
wanted to couple us, since normally he was totally serious in his work for the vegan society. 
She was a nice girl of my age, indeed, not especially beautiful but, as it often goes, this ‘lack’ 
was ‘compensated’ by something very nice in her, something i felt at ease with. It’s true that a 
man feels simply at ease with a woman when she’s open to him. We were on the same 
wavelength and i started becoming aware of an openness to me, indeed. To do at least 
something with this unexpected situation for her, she started giving me things, for instance 
stamps, when she heard i had collected them. When the goodbye was nearing and she had 
walked me to the bus stop, we were a bit awkward, we didn’t know what to do. There was 
certainly something between us; only, the chemical attraction, so to speak, was not big and 

                                                
4 I mean, if something went wrong with my body, from working while i should better rest, only i was 

to blame, only i was responsible. One shouldn’t add to the suffering of other living creatures 
though. 
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this was exactly what could have given me some impulse, what could have provoked some 
action in me, a breakthrough, in such a case. 

So nothing happened. She waved at me when the bus with me in it was driving off. I 
waved back. It was sad somehow. And even now, writing this, i get tears in my eyes. It was a 
– definite – goodbye to the possibility of simply and nicely being with a loving woman who 
would be satisfied with and loving me for the rest of her life, not needing anything else, just 
me, that was enough, the rest would always be secondary. I was just not born for the easy 
way. I felt so utterly sad driving away in the bus and once still looking behind and seeing her 
standing there alone, her shoulders down, getting smaller and smaller. It was hardly bearable. 

“I will come back,” i wanted to shout. 
But i realized: Come back, yes, certainly, but probably not to you, at least not to your 

form. This realization was not only based on practical reasons – i never passed by the area 
where she lived – but also on the grounds of the Deeper Process of Man and Woman that i 
was secretly being Prepared for: i first had to meet another type of Woman before i could 
meet women who were satisfied with me as i was, who recognized my heart to whatever 
degree of consciousness, and who could simply love me. This experience also added to being 
prepared for the Insight – that came some years later – that i took over and felt people’s inner 
state(s), and from women all the more, certainly if there was ‘something’ between us. Below 
her appearance, although she hardly tried to keep up a pose, i felt she was extremely sad that i 
left, that she would perhaps never meet a man like me any more with whom she could feel the 
same click, the same wavelength and love. But even if i had stayed with her, i would have had 
to meditate her inner sadness. She, i, everybody, was again and again, if not continuously, 
confronted with the fact that man and woman could not really be Together. 

I finished my research and sent a thick packet full of handwritten papers to Chris. I 
didn’t have the energy left to type them. Strangely enough i didn’t receive any reaction to my 
work, even though the papers with all the figures were meant to be published, and the sooner 
the better. I didn’t like the fact that i didn’t hear anything from Chris any more. For half a 
year i had given the last scraps of my energy, my earthly force, to this project of the vegan 
society. And i had no idea what happened with the result. In the silence, i felt some cramp 
about it, however, a cramp that, still being under influence of blind rationalism, i was not sure 
yet if it was my imagination or that it was reality. In any case, the year after i had finished my 
research, i was not inspired to follow up on my own initiative. 

That year i still didn’t manage to do nothing. I should have taken ample of time to 
recover from the effort i had put in the research, but i was restless, lying there on bed in my 
little room upstairs while the suffering in the world just went on and on. Animals were being 
mistreated without being able to defend themselves. I was so touched by what i had read and 
felt and knew including by all the data i had gathered for the research, i could not just do 
nothing. I could not just know about the mega abuse and that’s it. To me the data were not 
cold figures at all. Every datum that i found and processed was alive to me. I could actually 
see the 25 chickens compressed together in a little box, from the beginning of their life till the 
end. They would never see daylight. They, understandably, went nuts from one another and 
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had to peck at one another, there was no escape – until their beak was burnt off because they 
damaged the living economic capital that lived with them in the same box. 

I decided to join an illegal animal liberation group. I didn’t care about law. Law had 
not much if anything to do with morality. It was made by and meant for the establishment, to 
defend their interests. Tormentors of animals were officially, legally protected by – if not part 
of – the establishment. The whole system of humans misusing animals for their own poor 
egoic interests stunk like hell, to my taste. I phoned a few numbers and i was told i would be 
called back, probably by someone of the group ‘Lekker Dier’. The guy who phoned me said 
honestly that in all probability we were being tapped by the government and from now on my 
phone might be tapped as well. I should take this into consideration. I did. This inconvenience 
bore no comparison to the suffering that animals had to undergo. So, i was all right with it. 

I was expected at a train station, in Den Bosch, in the South of Holland. I would hear 
more about what we were going to do when i got there. We couldn’t openly speak over the 
telephone. I went there in rubber boots. Leather shoes were not allowed or at least not 
appreciated. The plan, they told me in a big old dirty van, was to dig a hole in the garden of 
the Dutch minister of agriculture who lived not far away from Den Bosch and to put dead 
animal corpses in it that came from the slaughterhouse and were considered not suited for 
human consumption. I swallowed. God, with my big love for animals and my sensitivity this 
was such a dirty job – i could already faint when a nurse took someone’s blood or my own. 
But i realized, of course, that i couldn’t keep my hands clean forever enjoying my pure love 
for animals on my sofa. Something needed to happen. Action was demanded of me and 
anyone who knew and felt with their hearts what was going on behind the walls of the animal 
factories. They asked if i was okay with the plan. They knew it was my first time i was to take 
part in such demonstrative political action, to which several people of the press were invited 
under the condition that they would not inform the police. I said i was totally all right with the 
action, but added that i wasn’t sure if, in my current physical state, i could do much digging 
work. I could start with putting up the banners, although some digging was needed for this 
too. I got a spade in my hand. We were nearing the house. We passed it. We couldn’t stop. 
Everywhere police. Fuck, we were found out. We had to return. We were lucky the police 
didn’t get us, in fact. My new companions brought me to the station. They were sorry i came 
all the way from the North for such a failure, but of course it went this way sometimes, as 
they said. You never knew in advance. 

In the train and home, i let everything pass through me. For now, it was a detail that it 
had cost me 50 euros for nothing – and no animal had profited from it – but if i got more 
involved i was not sure if i could pay the trips with the little income i had. More important 
was the fact that, although i shared the same ideals as my companions, i didn’t feel at home in 
the group – even though, it was true, i had been with them only once. There was no group in 
which i felt at home, it seemed. With the purpose of liberating animals and raising 
consciousness about animal abuse, it was of course irrelevant if i felt really at home with the 
others or perhaps not at all. It was not about me. And yet, in this first confrontation with the 
world of action, of really doing something, i was forced to, in the end, conclude that this was 
just not my way to contribute to a better world in which animals would have their place 
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without being misused, tortured and killed by the human animal. Probably i would not go into 
science any more either. My task might rather be to write about animal abuse, animal rights, 
just like Peter Singer, rather than participating in direct action, even though i appreciated very 
much that other people would do that, people who by their nature were more fitted for it, as i 
saw. They were more in their body – from which i was launched out for now, it seemed. I had 
to accept that my body and whole being in fact was not fitted for this kind of and a lot of 
action somehow. I hadn’t created and couldn’t change myself. 

Intuitively i felt i have to go deeper than participating in good actions, but since i 
didn’t know anything about Consciousness and Mediation yet – also the Heart wasn’t a term i 
was really acquainted with – i didn’t know what this ‘deeper’, more essential level, could be; 
and i thought that probably writing about animal abuse was my way to contribute something 
good. Anyhow, i already felt clearly that i wouldn’t reach the potential of what i had to give 
to the world through physical action. Partly spoiled by the materialism of Marx and many 
others, i couldn’t yet envision the great value of what Consciousness could do – let alone the 
Miracle of the Heart Itself That was Matter and Spirit as One, Form and Formless as One, 
Unconsciousness and Consciousness as One. 

About a year after i had finished my research for the vegan society, i finally called to 
ask what happened with it. Chris just said that he couldn’t use my research, since i hadn’t 
written down the sources of all the figures i had collected. 

This was quite a disappointment. It was too late by now to find again the literature 
with all the figures back, even if i had had the energy for it, which i had not. First, i was and 
felt like a winner in life, now i lost and failed again and again. My study was something i 
hadn’t been able to finish on time by my own effort. With table tennis i lost games now, only 
just, whereas in the past i used to win in the third decisive set with 21-19 if it came to it and in 
general i won almost every match, usually easily, rather than with a small margin in the third 
set. At a certain point i even had to completely quit playing because my energy level didn’t 
allow 3 or 4 intense matches an evening any more. The fact that my body couldn’t sweat any 
more since my breakdown certainly played a big role in this. 

Earlier, the two other members of my band Hemisphere suddenly performed with 
another guitarist/lead singer, without taking the effort to inform me. I had no official work 
and was not even able to work. I had done the work for the vegan society between periods of 
lying on bed, on days that i just managed to do some work. Whereas i had been the first of all 
my friends – at the age of 16 – who had gotten involved with girls, i never got into a 
relationship eventually, as almost the only one. And now i had screwed up the research, even 
though i was pissed that Chris had never told me to include all the sources of information but 
only to collect data. Furthermore, the life of moral action didn’t seem to be mine. My first 
attempt was a failure and the prospects for a follow up weren’t good either. 

It was True, for Going Deeper into Life i Needed to Know both sides of life, winning 
and losing, succeeding and failing, having energy and lacking energy, being healthy and being 
unhealthy, being close with a girl and being completely without a girl and without hope. I 
would have gotten hung up, been a maladjusted person, if i had kept on winning and 
succeeding. I would not have been suited for the in Depth Work on Man and Woman that, 
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without knowing it, was ahead of me. But i was still – naturally, but nonetheless – attached to 
what was supposed to be the good side of life. I didn’t want to fail. I didn’t see the point of 
failing. I was still not really used to it, i couldn’t identify with failing. It had nothing to do 
with me somehow. It seemed that the circumstances made me fail. I, however, was a winner, 
as i somewhere felt, even though i didn’t feel this literally in the form of such a bit silly term 
as ‘winner’. 

It took still quite a few years before ‘I’ Radically Realized that i didn’t exist, not as a 
winner, not as a loser, nor as someone who switches between the two. Despite the fact that, by 
being unambiguously shown that there wasn’t something like a ‘free will’, my mind was now 
prepared for the Insight of ‘no-self’, it still took quite some time before ‘I’ – but, then as 
Consciousness Itself – Realized the radical Insight that Only Forces Exist, that ‘i’ had 
absolutely nothing to say. One must understand that the issue of the absence of ‘free will’ is 
not just an interesting philosophical matter. If a Deeper Intelligence is ‘supposed’ to Manifest 
Itself on an Earthly Level, one cannot go around this issue sooner or later. Without Seeing the 
fundamental Lie of the ‘free will’ it is simply not possible for humility to manifest itself 
through or as you: the Ego will keep ruling in the Dark. Without humility, Truth cannot Be 
Realized, not really. Without humility, the Process of Man and Woman, of Duality, of Being 
Humanized, Being Incarnated as Heart, can hardly start if at all, let alone can one gain 
fundamental Insights in this Process of Man and Woman that is so Basic to the human being, 
to Life Itself. 

 
The factors leading to the fall 

 
Could i have prevented ‘my’ breakdown – and, if so, should i have done this? What if 

i had known all the factors leading to ‘my’ fall. Let’s marshal the factors that were, to 
whatever extent, involved. I give this subject extra attention, as it has played such a big role in 
my life, that is my whole life, not only during the period that the breakdown was most 
obviously manifesting itself. 

 
�  My association with girls, with Woman’s world, with the Female Man-Killing 

Force that i didn’t Know or Understand yet at all – Woman’s Kali Force, as it is called in 
some spiritual literature and traditions, and which is always present but usually operates 
underground. Certainly, this Force has to be taken totally seriously by men with an open 
sensitive heart like mine, but it is for all men when sincere, True Love for Woman and 
therefore for (and as) Man Himself at least mean something to them. My experiences with 
Iris, Pandora and Maja deserve a special mention in this respect, albeit each contributed to 
‘my’ fall in their own way. And i don’t mean this in a judgemental way at all when i speak 
about ‘contributing to my fall’. It had to happen anyway: the earthly energy wanted to be 
Integrated by the Heart. Apparently, in this blend, this strange cocktail, there was no other 
option at first than a ‘mess’, a thorough weakening that resulted in total breakdown. 

Through my ‘intimate’ association with Woman i also associated with the 
Heartlessness of the world, the heartless world of form. Attuning to a girl that i liked seemed 
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merely nice and romantic, a lovely promising dream, an unambiguous joy – certainly with my 
heart-nature – but it weakened me more and more, especially if i didn’t Understand, didn’t 
Feel on an earthly level what was going on in ‘me’ through this intimate association. It was 
Woman’s dream, not mine. I was successfully seduced, at least partly, and for now already for 
more than my energetic ‘system’ – that didn’t exist separately from my Heart – could handle. 
I had fallen into Woman’s world. My (lack of) energy showed, mirrored, Her state of 
(un)consciousness. Energetically, i had become Her state of emptiness – empty when Man is 
not There with Her – Her real state beyond what it seemed on the face of it, beyond Her 
seemingly inexhaustible Energy that is so deluding. I manifested the other side of Woman, the 
one She didn’t want to See or Feel. 

The good thing of this was that, sooner or later, i could start Fighting back – since, for 
successfully Fighting back, Man needs to (get to) Know the Two sides. Or else, if i stayed 
unaware of the other, unwanted, side, if i stayed blind to the earthly reality of the Fight 
between the Male and Female Forces and its tangible consequences, i would have been an 
easy prey to the Female Man-Killing Force and Kali could have put my skull around Her neck 
too. 

I said ‘I had fallen into Woman’s world’. Paradoxically or not, this meant at the same 
time that i got ‘kicked up’ as i called it later, pushed upward in an energetic sense – but the 
physical body suffered the consequences of this as well. In a state of being ‘kicked upward’ 
the joints, the groins, the collagen and other physical parts, couldn’t deal with pressure 
exerted on them. Ever since i had got in contact with Iris, with Woman Earth, i got kicked up, 
or at least more obviously so. Before, before i had touched Duality via Iris, ‘my’ Heart was 
simply everywhere, not High or Low. Before, i was hardly consciously associated with the 
Earthly Force, that is: Consciousness through ‘me’ had just automatically gone away when 
there was a contact or it became too intense, like when i fainted during the biology lesson of 
human reproduction or walking away when sexual jokes were told. Now with Iris, something 
in ‘me’ – or the Response to Woman’s Call – Wanted this contact with the Earth. The fact 
that i no longer ‘escaped’, but got involved with Woman – very modest as it was – meant 
being kicked up from this strong Earthly Force and being weakened all over. Going Down 
meant being ‘kicked up’, because of the recoil effect, because of the, only now bodily-
energetically-spiritually felt, Resistance of the Earth to Man’s Heart. Before, with my mother 
i hadn’t experienced this. 

Theoretically, i could have handled the whole thing – at least better – and possibly 
prevented the breakdown from happening, if i had known that i, my heart, my whole body, 
needed to breathe, literally breathe through the cramped state of the heart in this world, 
consciously breathe as much and as deep as i could bear. In reality, the opposite happened: 
also my breathing lessened and became superficial. It was ‘naturally’ decreasing with 
diminished feeling and the lack of a normal energy supply. 

 
�  (What seems to be the opposite of the previous factor:) My lack of association with 

girls – while my ‘being’ or the way i was made, asked, if not screamed, for this association. 
My love for girls was so big that it wasn’t healthy if this love couldn’t take a serious form in 
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life. A Potential, a relevant quality in you, that doesn’t manifest itself can make one actually 
sick or break down. The love inside me ‘should’ have flown or radiated from my heart to 
someone, to a beloved girl. Directing my love to a mind study – even with the aim of doing 
something good for the world – was not enough and rather counter-productive. I was not a 
(well meaning) mind but (a) Heart in the end. 

I carried quite some potential and qualities in me that, however, for whatever reason 
and without blaming anyone – including myself – were not received by the world, by Woman. 
I don’t complain: If i had had (more) success with whatever kind of talent or quality in me, if 
therefore i had been stimulated, driven to continue on that path of success, i might very well 
not have discovered the Deepest and in the end the Only Quality in Me: (the limitless Love 
of) My Heart – and, not irrelevant next to this and not separate from nor in the End different 
from this Heart: the Fire, the Power, to Manifest this seemingly unearthly Heart on an Earthly 
Level, which doesn’t go without Recognizing the Power of Consciousness That is Embedded 
in the Heart. 

 
�  The weak point in this respect – or at least ‘weak’ from the earthly perspective – 

was, however, that my centre of gravity lay in my heart and not in my belly as it ‘should’, or 
at least ‘should’ if i wanted to function normally, healthily in society. My whole body 
functioned differently from what was normal therefore. For one thing, as i have pointed out, i 
was extremely flexible; my limbs seemed to be almost loose from the trunk, to be exaggerated 
a bit in the physical sense but hardly at all in the energetic. Altogether, i was not much 
‘formed’, as normal people were. This also meant that it took me a long time as a kid to learn 
to gain control over my muscles that the human body uses for holding pee and excrements. To 
come down to earth with an, inherently sensitive, heart-outfit instead of a body that prepares 
for the normal life, means the body has a hard time adjusting, and in fact, it can never fully 
adjust. It keeps struggling. I’ve seen more men and women with a similar struggle. Usually 
they ‘don’t make it’. They get crushed if they are not simultaneously blessed with a Spirit 
Force like mine that, in its utter dedication to a Deeper Truth, Whole-Bodily and Whole-
Heartedly Fights back against the continuous ‘attacks’ (or Resistance to Heart) of the forms(-
world) – which can be compared to a strong will to survive, but survive as Heart in this world. 
When people’s heart is ‘too’ open, the body, in that sensitivity, cannot process so many and 
overwhelming stimuli from the outside, so much heavy darkness, a too big amount of low 
energy. It can also happen that someone, if he or she is touched beyond him or herself by 
Something Deeper, or is touched by the Pain of Life, not immediately but only a certain point 
in his or her life, kind of disintegrates, or ‘un-forms’, and gets (many) physical-energetic 
symptoms in all their variety. Doctors don’t know what to do with this, if they are willing to 
take serious what they don’t understand at all. 

Although i didn’t know this yet at the time, ‘my’ flexibility made me ideally suited to 
See Woman, i mean to See Her Whole-Bodily, Directly therefore, to follow Her movements 
in my Body. I would become able to See-Feel precisely when and where i got stuck when i 
was with a woman, in which situations and in which moments this occurred, to which degree 
of intimacy – or separation – this occurred. Living Woman so intimately in my own Body, i 
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was forced to find a way out of the cramp, the again and again recurring contractions that my 
Body associated with. Or otherwise stay stuck, which was, unlike to others, no serious option 
any more to me from when i was 31 years old on. 

I could say i, my Body, was the opposite of a rock. A rock is usually preferred by 
Woman: it seems safer to rest on a rock than on a heart. It seems easier to talk and complain 
to a rock: She doesn’t need to be afraid that something comes back, something sensible or 
uncontrollable. 

Later i Saw that some body with a very open heart can only break down in this world, 
if that One Heart is not sacrificed and lost in ‘the many’. Fundamentally, and despite the 
points below, my breakdown was not mine; it was not an individual problem in the end. In 
fact, and absurd as it may seem, in Understanding the Duality of existence it can be Seen that 
everyone has a breakdown, although in most people it doesn’t manifest as such (yet), in spite 
of the fact that for instance nowadays in Holland 1 out of 7 workers report to have serious 
burn-out symptoms (2014) and this figure is still rising. Every body – since Life is Dual. One 
side is all the time tired of all the natural and unnatural striving, performing, social life, 
maintenance, children and so on, even of refreshing the body or boosting it, via doing sports 
or whatever. In serious meditation it will become clear that ‘the other side’ of life – 
breakdown, craziness, illness, disintegration, death – is always waiting, and is in fact already 
there. A Deeper Nature (Always) Wants to restore the Balance. It’s true that in sensitive 
people the dreaded ‘other side’ manifests first (in others it manifests possibly in the form of 
one of the wide spread affluence-related diseases). Not many are those who, then, when this 
manifests in someone, are willing to look in the mirror (instead of reacting with repressed 
fear). 

 
�  Another factor in ‘my’ breakdown was the fact that a girl had lived in my room 

during the eight months i had lived in Den Haag for my studies and she had ‘even’ slept in my 
bed. She didn’t do anything wrong whatsoever, but she just carried a strong Female Force in 
her nature. Indeed, one of the many things i didn’t know at the time was how energies of 
things, people, processes, events, can and often do keep hanging around somewhere, also in 
matter. 

Just so, looking back it hadn’t been a good idea to live in that house where, before us, 
an old man with a very bad energy lived for a long time. He had pictures of naked women on 
the walls upstairs that would become my room. He was an alcoholic and when drunk he 
opened the front door and shouted his bitterness out onto the streets, which was especially 
directed at students. The transition from the energy of my family, where at least some Light 
radiated, to this little room of the dark old man’s energy, was (too) big. 

 
�  My grandmother, as has been said, had died one year before the breakdown. How 

could i have known – being brought up in a rational family and having studied science – that 
when people die, their bodies die in fact, but their cramp, karma, unconsciousness, unresolved 
things, unfelt feelings and searching states of mind, do not die, do not go away from the 
earthly realm. ‘They’ are looking for and find new bodies for another try to Feel through it 
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after all, to become Conscious of what had been so far hidden in Unconsciousness. Although 
my grandmother had sent her three children away from her death bed, ‘she’ went into my 
mother who since then could no longer cry, and, in general, became much more stuck in an 
emotional sense. I, in turn, naturally regularly attuning to my mother as the first representative 
of Woman as long as there was no girl at my side, became more stuck as well. I couldn’t 
sweat any more for instance, as i have said. It became difficult to release tension. 

To say at least a bit more about this complex matter: so far i don’t haven’t found 
serious signs that reincarnation exists in the form that many spiritually oriented people (like 
to) believe in: one person taking the form of a new body after having been in the subtler 
realms for a long or shorter period. My experience is, as i have just indicated, that karma itself 
reincarnates, finds one or more bodies to be processed, felt, realized and possibly transcended, 
either very soon after someone has deceased, but usually even before that person has actually 
died. You don’t even need a very well-trained eye to see people changing when the karma of 
a dying or deceased person has entered them – as far as i know and have experienced this 
transmission happens through the crown of the head. My experience of karma itself 
incarnating and not a whole person or what people call a soul, fits with my experience and 
Insight that, in the end, there is no ‘i’, no self, no person, no individual soul. We exist as a 
constellation of Forces – and not even as a fixed pattern of Them. 

 
�  Only much later, too late, the doctors found in my blood anti-bodies against the 

Pfeiffer virus – although many people seemed to have them in their blood. Upon hearing this 
i, of course, thought of the moment i kissed the kissing disease in Fiona on her lips when i 
wanted to show that love ruled over fear of disease. Also, and probably more important, they 
found on another occasion anti-bodies against the borelia bacteria causing Lyme disease, 
which is quite a disabling – potentially deadly – disease that when it isn’t discovered on time 
often becomes chronic. 

 
�  The voltage in my room where i stayed most of the time for the six years before the 

breakdown (and afterwards during the attempt at recovery) was extremely high, ridiculously 
high, permanently at least a factor of 100 too high. During the renovation of the room the 
odd-job man had installed the electricity in the form of a circle model instead of a tree model: 
it kept running around. When many years later, in 2006, i measured my body-voltage in that 
room, it appeared to be so high – something over 1500 mV, i remember, whereas something 
in the neighbourhood of 5mV would be natural – that it would rather be strange if some body, 
or at least a sensitive body like mine, would not degrade or even break down from it, electro-
magnetic beings as we are. 

 
�  Also working whole days in the house of my father, saturated from cigar smoke and 

resistance to feeling, and sitting before the old type computer screen with the green letters 
continuously radiating a very high electromagnetic field, was much to endure for my body 
that was already so sensitive. 
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�  I worked too hard in a too short period of time. At the time i considered this a 
probable cause of my ridiculous breakdown, the only ‘normal’ explanation that was kind of 
accepted by ‘society’. 

 
�  22 years of going to school, living in an unnatural way, 22 years of society’s 

attempt to make a mind of someone is a lot for a person who is delicately strung and harder to 
bear than for a tough person. The more Heart someone carries the more or easier one becomes 
sick or ill when there are all kinds of stimuli coming in that work against the Heart. Yet, in the 
end, it was not ‘me’ who was in the mind. No, the mind, the non-manifestation of the Heart, 
that i had associated with the preceding (many) years, had to rage itself out through me – till it 
was finally cleansed, at least to a considerable extent. Despite being driven upwards to the 
mind i was still, primarily, in the Heart. It was rather that my Heart could not deal yet with the 
– not yet Seen and not yet Addressed – powerful Female Up-driving Force that strongly 
Resists Man(’s Heart). 

Sitting sitting sitting at school and even more at university, and learning learning 
learning, at home – almost exclusively directed to the mind-level – is highly unnatural and 
un-Whole, very unholy. If one is sensitive and by birth one isn’t thrown radically into 
Unconsciousness, one might easily lose contact with the earth due to this unnatural 
straightjacket. As i have read, nowadays pupils and students sit on the average for 11.5 hours 
a day, while doing this for more than 8 hours will cause health damage, as they have 
somehow managed to establish. Muscles ask for glucose, which happens through moving and, 
less, through standing – and hardly at all by sitting. Through moving the insulin comes free, 
which enhances the absorption of glucose. When you sit too long, the receptors on the 
muscles become less sensitive to insulin. Doing sports, as scientists have said, doesn’t 
compensate for sitting too much, as people assume it does. 

Earthing plays an important role in energetically getting rid of tension. If there is no 
connection or a bad connection to the earth one can – certainly when one’s close environment 
has high levels of High- and even Low-Frequency radiation – almost wait for the moment that 
the pressure in the kettle becomes too big. And if there aren’t enough ways out, like for 
instance through having sex or expressing ‘anger’ (bodily-energetic contractions), an 
implosion, a breakdown, will probably occur. In my case too, doing (a lot of) sports didn’t 
help enough, if only for the fact that the mechanism of sweating didn’t function properly any 
more. Sports rather added to the stress my body couldn’t get rid off, rather than helping 
releasing it. 

The wrong – or no – diagnosis of my groin trouble reinforced the effect of being 
pushed up to the mind. Avoiding the pain in my right groins – ‘avoidance of pain’ being a 
general but one-sided advice of the medical circuit, at least at that time (and still ‘society’ is 
afraid of pain) – added to the weakening of the right, male, side of my body: the groins rather 
weakened instead of getting healed. This weakening didn’t make it easier to stay settled in the 
body and not ‘become’ a walking mind. 
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�  In the second half of my teens there had been changes in the family constellation. A 
most important one was the fact that the relationship between my father and mother was 
under pressure. For the Heart in a child (or adolescent) the communication and love between 
father and mother is relevant. My father, at least as far as his actual deeds were concerned, 
preferred a sexual relationship with another woman to keeping a good relationship with my 
mother – not to suggest that maintaining a good, intimate relationship with a partner is easy. 
The Sexual Force can destroy much more than one may realize, even when both man and 
woman are reasonable people; it was not jealousy that drove my parents apart. Another not 
irrelevant change in the family constellation was that in her adolescence my sister became 
energetically stronger than my mother. 

 
�  Then there was the Jesus-movie i had seen when i was 20 years old. This raised my 

talent for suffering consciously and lead my life into a direction that is not so healthy from the 
normal scientific perspective: feeling humanity’s pain in my heart and in my whole body, 
even though in my twenties this was practiced mostly in an unconscious way. The more one 
feels in one’s Heart-Body, the more conscious inner work one needs to do to catch up with 
sickening Forces. 

 
�  Related was the seemingly clumsy inner decision not to become angry any more. 

This contributed to my progressive weakening during my twenties. A Heart in this world gets 
a lot of anger and aggression to deal with. In that context, such a decision not to be angry any 
more is not very clever, to say the least. The Heart needs to Fight in return, not get easily 
overrun, overpowered, overshadowed by the Dark. A dead Heart cannot Serve. 
Unconsciousness wins easily when one chooses against becoming angry and, in general, 
blocks the process of giving a form to what lives inside. Expressing the tension a Heart 
associates with here on earth through a harmless form of anger and aggression is almost a 
necessity to survive energetically. Without this and other whole-bodily ways of returning 
‘borrowed energy’ a breakdown is likely to occur. 

Anger that is allowed stimulates the diaphragm to be pressed down, and this is a most 
relevant factor in staying in touch with the earth. The ‘clumsy decision’ stimulated the lack of 
stimulation to ‘pierce downward’ by physical means of the diaphragm – the diaphragm that 
needs to be tensed, at least regularly for earthly manifestation to be possible and perceptible. 
Also, in respect of ‘girls’ this is very relevant. Without ‘pressing downward’ by the 
diaphragm, ‘woman’ cannot feel a man in Her energetic system and she won’t be attracted, 
and man’s potential gift – lousy or beautiful – gets lost. 

But at the time i didn’t know all this and i didn’t have the energy any more to use my 
diaphragm as i ‘should’ have done. The tension of the body got too big when i used it: the 
body has a self protective mechanism to release tension when it becomes too big, too 
dangerous. In my case this release was quite radical, and i couldn’t get back into the normal 
tension that is needed for the manifestation of oneself into the world. 
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�  The continuing loss of body weight may not be a causal factor of the physical-
energetic decline, indeed, but it makes it ‘worse’. The protection capability against the 
world’s inflictions, against energetic attacks, against an overdose of human karma, of the 
seemingly normal Egoic Force in people, is more and more reduced to near zero. 

 
�  The influence of the last factor i will mention here, is very difficult to estimate. 

There is a fair chance that my kundalini – a strong spiritual energy that is supposed to 
normally lie curled up at the bottom of the human spine – had been aroused, awakened. This 
awakening of the kundalini is far from a common phenomenon among people but for instance 
sensitive people seem to have a bigger chance for this. It can be brought about by quite 
diverse causes, for instance by being morally ready for it, strange as it may sound, or, 
something completely different, by electro-magnetic radiation – all factors i qualified for. At 
least my physical-energetic body was not prepared yet for dealing with the kundalini energy. 
When the kundalini is awakened and, at the same time, it cannot run freely through the spine 
and other parts of the body, this is, in principle – and reported stories of other people confirm 
this – a great recipe for a hell of serious energetic-physical trouble. 

Many years later, my master for some years Sri Sri said, out of himself, that i had 
trouble with the kundalini. Only, he seemed to place this trouble in the coming future. In 
reality, it never got so bad as in the second half of my twenties. But true, this was also due to 
the fact that in the course of time i learned better and better how to deal with it. 

 
The deeper meaning of the breakdown 

 
Altogether, with this open vulnerable Heart continually working, living, sleeping in 

and in general associating with deadness in all kinds of forms and variations here on earth, in 
society, in people, on the street, in the house, is a lot to bear, to Transcend, to catch up with 
for the Body, and all the more so if this is not supported yet by the Male Force of 
Consciousness, if one stays stuck with the inflictions therefore. If the pressure on the Heart is 
too much, a body, out of protection, lets go of the tension of the Fight between Light and 
Dark that is usually unresolved due to a lack of Consciousness. Feeling becomes less, and the 
energy goes up. For most people, who are not so much present in the Heart, in the One, a 
splitting between High and Low is the ‘solution’. In my case, with my constellation and 
(future) Work to do, this was not possible, even though on the face of it i seemed to be a good 
(or even extreme) example of this splitting. In reality, and exceptionally, my Heart was 
everywhere, also in the Lower Spheres. Making love with a girl happened wholly, by Love – 
and that’s even the background reason why ‘making love’ hadn’t actually happened yet. 

The other option, the other way to deal with the deadness, becoming it, being well 
embedded in the Dark Forces in Unconsciousness and, unlike the splitters, having no basic 
problem with this – as many people succeed in – was not my path either. My consciousness 
had to stay attuned to the Light side of life until i would be Ready to Consciously Go into or 
Touch and be Touched by the Dark. The consequence of this ‘stubborn’, but in the end 
Selfless, holding on to the (Truth of the) Heart was that my body was sacrificed – you can’t 
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have it all. In my state of oneness, i couldn’t, unlike many, physically-energetically relax on 
an earthly level in the Lower Spheres, while one’s mind set seems rather directed at the higher 
values in life. Holding on to the supposedly good side of the coin – the Light side – instead of 
relaxing in the Lie, produces a tension in the body. Whereas the common man physically-
energetically relaxes in the Dark and the – always Present – Light gives a tension in their 
consciousness, in me it was the other way round or upside down: ‘my’ consciousness (‘and’ 
conscience) was (or seemed) free but my body was – or seemed – stuck in this mode. My 
body was not separate from the Heart and couldn’t therefore accept the ‘normal’ sphere of 
heartlessness in the earthly Lower Spheres. I Lived, but couldn’t live on earth. Others lived on 
earth, but couldn’t truly Live. ‘My’ body was chosen, as some bodies are, to give a conscious 
form to the addictive and contaminating deadness ruling here on earth, that is: to the 
Heartlessness that was – and in my perception of those days seemed increasingly to be – the 
norm, the Heart scattered in many pieces, parts. It gave a form to humanity’s splitting, its 
duality, being cut into High and Low – paradoxically so, since i Myself didn’t have this 
division. 

Not saying by this, of course, that in the past it was so good in this respect. The Heart 
was never really Down here in all Consciousness. Yet, being grown up in the seventies, 
certainly if this was in Holland, and then bearing the cold eighties afterwards – and it didn’t 
improve after the eighties – this wasn’t easy for a heart. Everything got harder in society. The 
music that became dominant in the eighties and the way it was produced revealed a lot to me 
in that respect. It was a reflection of the direction society was moving into. The stupid loud 
and even deformed drum sound in most music was terrible for sensitive ears. The drum, the 
groove, became the core of a song – instead of the melody and the harmony as was more the 
case in the seventies. Low became the norm instead of High – or: the lower human realms and 
chakras became more important than the higher realms and chakras. I lost interest in new 
music, which i had never expected and this said a lot in my case, since i loved music very 
much. The eighties paid the seventies back: it should be clear who was the boss here on earth, 
the lower parts that loved the monotonous manmade drum beat that, to dramatize things a bit, 
replaced the human heartbeat. 

This societal development stimulated and reinforced the process of getting kicked out 
of the body, away from the earth, that i had got into since the eighties had started. My work in 
the ministry, society in pure form, and the subsequent confrontation of Heart and society’s 
resistance to the Heart’s interference with society’s lower economical interests, was the 
culmination point in the process of receiving an overdose society. I couldn’t maintain any 
longer. Since the breakdown especially i couldn’t put myself together again. My collagen was 
finished. I was like spaghetti – boiled spaghetti, i mean. It seemed the association with the 
Body had almost stopped – due to the Earth’s (Woman’s) huge resistance to the Heart That i 
Was and Am. Eventually, after lying on bed for some years and not or hardly yet before my 
thirties started, ‘I’ began to fight ‘myself’ a way back, Down, feeling myself a way into the 
Body. And ever since then (I Understood) ‘I’ had to keep Fighting – not as a supposed ‘i’ any 
more but ‘I’ allowed the Natural Descending Male Force That Brings the Heart to Earth. This 
is a huge struggle that never subsides, but it is no problem. I’m totally at peace with Fighting. 
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Fighting is part of Nature and without it you are done, killed. Before i started more intensely 
to associate with girls, with Woman, in my thirties, i was not aware of and didn’t Feel the 
Fight on earth that, as Man, i was supposed to Enter. Without (the Conscious) Fight between 
the Male and Female Forces deadness rules. 

In the end, the Body is the form of the Heart. ‘My’ breakdown was not mine. The 
breakdown was a Mirror for the world, if only they had wanted to look, how they, as a whole, 
Kill the Heart on earth, even though nobody seemed to be individually accountable for this. 
When the Heart, the One, is Present, when the Two, Body and Consciousness, are not utterly 
separate, not two different worlds, the body cannot hold up too long what is not real, not True, 
the body gives a form to the crushing of the Heart. 

The breakdown was not something wrong that just needed to be repaired, as i had 
thought originally. I was being prepared for a deeper level of Consciousness. The body 
shouldn’t be too solid, too compact. It should be ‘de-mattered’ and made as flexible as 
possible – even more, instead of less – so it could Feel the world, Woman, from within, 
directly, without any form of a roundabout way. The body should no longer be an ‘it’ in any 
sense. The sense of ‘I’ and the Body should ‘merge’ into Me. Things that happened in the 
outside world should have its perceptible counterpart in the Body. Outside and inside should 
no longer be seemingly divided or unconsciously one, but Consciously One. It was no longer 
enough or becoming to be and live as an unconscious Heart. The Heart Needed to Know the 
world, Know Woman, Directly. 

Wholly related to this, my years on bed in the second half of my twenties were a, long, 
preparation for Man, for Becoming, Realizing and Embodying Man – and thus, indissolubly 
interwoven with this, they were a preparation for Woman, for Meeting Her, Nearing Her, 
Seeing Her, Feeling Her, Understanding Her, Living Her Pain as Myself in My Heart and 
eventually Bringing Her (Back) into My Heart. I needed the space – no work or study, not 
even composing or playing music – to Be Prepared. I needed to Be Emptied, as thorough as 
possible, from all the ‘shit’, cramp, people’s hidden pain, and resistance (to the Heart), that i 
had associated with all these years but for the greater part in an unconscious way.  

The breakdown was related to the fact that the Man in me was thoroughly denied all 
my life, the One i Am, by Woman, by the world – even though this was just a ‘natural’ thing: 
a man needs to Find the Man in Himself by Himself, necessary without help of the world, of 
his surrounding. It was not that i was being denied. It is Man Himself Who is being Denied 
here on earth, utterly denied by Woman Who is Inherently Self-Obsessed – which includes 
being denied by the usual man who doesn’t See the Woman in himself and, unconsciously, 
thinks and acts like Her, which was something i could not wholly exclude myself from yet. I 
have always been very sensitive for this very important denial – no matter the fact that, in the 
thick blanket of delusion hanging over the earth, i was seduced by the Female Force to turn 
against what i thought was ‘man’. Deluded by the men i saw and felt i had no idea that, in the 
End, Man and the Heart are the Same. Especially after i had left the parental house at the age 
of twenty, something in me felt – though not consciously – this really huge Resistance to Man 
here on earth, to Man’s Love, throughout the whole earthly human realm. 
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Everything was upside down. ‘I’ was not being denied, indeed – Man was. And My 
Task was to leave home, to leave myself, and find the Truth and Let things naturally Turn 
upside Down into their real proportion and reality. This meant that ‘i’ should be the one to be 
denied and Man should stop from being denied. This was my True world and also, therefore, 
of My Woman, that is: the Woman in Love with Truth, with Me, with Man. For Man is the 
Truth. 

I can, in addition to what i said earlier about them, safely say that if there had been 
more Irises and Pandoras in my teens and twenties or if my love affairs with them had taken 
longer, i had been done, my Heart could not have been of a substantial value any more for 
humanity’s Process of Manifesting the Heart on an earthly level in the form of the Human 
Body – certainly not if ‘i’ had managed to have sex with the girls, or, let’s rather say, if they 
had managed to have sexual intercourse with me. But, and this is interesting, it could not go 
like in that scenario. It’s not a coincidence that, despite the fact that my energetic and physical 
body seemed to have received an overdose of no-Heart which was impossible to Transcend 
without the Heart being Conscious of Itself as Indestructible, i didn’t really get an overdose of 
Woman in the end as most men get and due to which the Man in them died, or was rather 
buried alive. The True Heart, the Man in Me, was and is Intelligent. It let me break down and 
therefore recover and resurrect from out of the hell, stronger, much better prepared than 
before. The length and intensity of my early intimate associations with girls were ‘Controlled’ 
or Guided of Itself, by a Deeper Intelligent Nature. The girls could not or no longer (try to) be 
with me as long as ‘I’, the Heart, hadn’t Gone through, transcended the current or earlier 
associations with Woman (Earth). Iris was the best example here for showing this. Two years 
after she had left me for the first time she got interested in me again after i had had enough 
space from her to recover, to let at least some Man in me resurrect by which i became 
interesting again for her – and we started our second, even shorter, love affair. 

 
If i had known all the mentioned factors and thus hadn’t kissed the kissing disease, if i 

had accepted not to finish my study on time but had been all right with a diploma worth less, 
if i hadn’t lived or had moved out from a room in which the electric wires were put by a 
bungler and so on and so on, wouldn’t my body have crushed down then? It would have. 
There would have been other factors. There are and will always be factors, circumstances, 
causes. Causes are never the real cause. My supposed fall had to happen anyway. It’s just that 
certain circumstances are created and used to let it actually happen on earth. As long as ‘i’ 
identified with an ‘i’, it was a fall, indeed, but in fact it was a long transition period. A Deeper 
Force was busy Taking ‘me’, letting ‘me’ bow, bending ‘me’ into another direction in life that 
i was not acquainted with at all and that i, without having been Forced by stronger Forces, 
couldn’t have found or taken by myself. My Body was being prepared for something that in 
the old construction it wouldn’t have been able to do or allow. 

As One Heart, whether i liked it or not, i Had to Know Woman, to Learn Duality 
therefore, Woman’s world of the Two, Joy and Pain, directly from within. Romantic kissing 
was not enough. In the End i Had to Embody Woman. The joy side of the coin was easy up to 
then. Now i was being prepared for learning the pain. I Had to Learn about life and death. 
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‘Woman’, in the broadest sense of the word, the whole world of Form, including all gross and 
subtle invisible energies, was not only ‘life as it may seem on the face of it on the ground of 
Her womb, Her form-reproducing function. She meant also ‘death’. One could not go without 
the other. She was always Two. 

‘My’ Consciousness of the time was not ready to understand these things, to 
understand Duality, Understand Woman. But in my Body the potential Understanding was 
nestling itself. Woman was nestling in my Body. Would i ever manage to Bring Man Down 
‘there’, into the Body where up to then Woman’s Unconsciousness had always ruled. Would i 
ever manage to Bring Clarity there, Overview, Consciousness, Direct Seeing from the Body 
instead of from outside looking within. 

I was Smashed, Thrown, into the Duality of Woman: Energy or Consciousness. Since 
i was in a Male Body My First Responsibility would be the latter. I had to Show that 
Consciousness is Stronger than or Primary to Energy: the Male Force of Consciousness is the 
Primal Force and the Female Force, Energy, the Secondary. For proving, Realizing, ‘My’ 
Power of the One Beyond the Two, there was no other way than to Accept ‘my’ weakness, 
Accept weakness in general as unavoidable, as integral Part of the (Whole) Truth. Not at that 
moment, however. I was too unconscious still to Accept, See weakness, too weak to See that 
‘my’ energy – that was not mine – was being killed or depleted by the Female Force. 

My body was sacrificed, indeed. At the same time, as i have said before, i finally got a 
body. I finally became aware of its existence and functioning. I was blown upwards, to 
challenge me to Fight myself a way Down, into the Body, into the world of Energy, into 
Unconsciousness. As One, one cannot Fight. One needs to be in (the world of) Duality to be 
Able to Fight. Or else there is no Impulse. By hardly meeting any people and by having space 
to Allow a lot of ‘Space’, the Male Formless side of the coin – in contrast to (the limitation 
and suffocation of) Form – ‘I’ was ‘secretly’ gathering Strength, Male Power, for the Fight 
that Had to Happen sooner or later, the Fight with what later appeared to be the Female Force, 
the Fight out to Love. How could i have Known that for Manifesting My Deep Love for 
Woman – Being a Reflection of Her Deep Love for Man, for the Male Force – i Needed to 
Fight with Her. In my naivety, in my and everyone’s state of delusion, i assumed that Love 
meant the opposite of fighting. I didn’t Know that Love wasn’t the easy side of the Coin that 
included love, joy, peace, friendship, harmony, honesty, compassion. I didn’t Know that on 
an earthly level Love meant Seeing-Feeling and Accepting the other side: hate, pain, fight, 
hostility, dishonesty and so on. I was deluded as everyone was, seduced by the Female 
Deluding Force to egoically choose the easy, nice, beautiful, free side of life. Without Really 
Meeting-Feeling Woman i could not Meet the Other Side. There should be a Woman-form on 
earth who was Willing Beyond herself to ‘Allow’ me to Be with Her, to Absorb Her, to Get to 
Know the Other Side: Pain, the Painful Side of Life. For even when people thought i had a 
very hard time in those four or six years, i didn’t feel it that way. I still laughed like crazy – or 
to whatever extent ‘my’ energy allowed this – over many things, over the absurdity of life. 
No, to get to Know Pain, i, Man, Needs to Meet Woman, to Really Meet Her from Close by, 
to Fall in Love with Her, to Love Her so much that i’d Become Her, that Her Pain of being 
stuck in the Form-Laws of the Earth Becomes Mine, will again and again be Manifested by 
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My Selfless Body. Before this, i as Man don’t Understand Pain. As Man everything is One for 
Me. I don’t Understand where suddenly, in this Oneness, Pain begins, difference. 

 
The other grandmother: “He will die” 

 
A good, perhaps the best, illustration of my state in that whole period of the second 

half of my twenties, is the moss course i attended. By taking over the interest of my mother in 
giving names to nature, to learn thus its variety of many many species, i was deluded in 
thinking it was my subject. It seemed true that, as Man, i have to learn to Distinguish, also on 
an earthly level. Distinction is part of His Nature. What i didn’t Know is that as Man i don’t 
have to learn anything, and i even cannot learn anything. I just need to Be Man, to Realize i 
Am Man – even though this is not as simple as these simple words seem to indicate. Thus, the 
capability to Distinguish Is Already There. It cannot be taught or learned. Nature – here: 
Man’s Deeper nature – cannot be learned. It Needs to Be Realized. In fact, Man’s Nature was 
and is not (to merely learn) ‘the many’, as i call it, in this case the many different species of 
the whole group of mosses. I’m not against distinguishing many forms, mosses – it has its 
own function – only, all too easily one gets absorbed by and lost in this distinguishing of 
forms forms forms, by which Man, the Overview, usually gets lost. In principle, ‘the many’ is 
Woman’s world. I mistook that world for my own: i was born in it. My mother studied 
biology and as most if not all biologists she mistakes nature for Life. Even if their object of 
study is life, they’re materialists in fact, seeing life as (a collection of) particles that 
communicate instead of Being Aware of Life Itself. As Man i had to Pierce through the Lie of 
‘the many’ – ‘Lie’ in so far as they were considered to be the substance or basis of life, while 
they were just the forms of Life, not What Formed them. Man Creates Woman’s world of the 
many. As Man, Destined to Give Man – that is: His Heart – to this world, to Woman, i wasn’t 
born to play around with the forms, to discover or even enjoy all the different forms, 
possibilities, creations. I Had to Reveal ‘Myself’, Man, the Male Force, Life Beyond what life 
seemed to be. 

I was not just a man. I Was Man. 
Contrary to how this statement sounds for ego, this was not an arrogant viewpoint, not 

part of a self-obsessed nature, but exactly the opposite: for the ones with a Heart to Listen it 
Revealed the Selflessness of Man, the Man who doesn’t find himself important and doesn’t 
have to prove himself against/opposite other examples of ‘man’ – although, it is true, inherent 
in the Process of Revelation there is a natural impulse to show the difference with what (or 
who) is not-Man – but who is Surrendered into Man Itself and is Faithful to Man no matter in 
which Body or Bodies He Appears – not for Man’s Own sake, for He is Already Whole of 
Himself, but for Woman’s sake Who doesn’t yet Realize Her Wholeness as Part of Man’s 
Heart. 

Only, because there was no Man yet Manifesting through, in or even as me, i, in my 
deadly environment of that period, meeting no girls, listening to classical music, reading good 
but in the end dry books, and despite casually visiting theatre performances and concerts now 
and then, had to go out to meet society, supposed life, in a bearable form. Only through, or 
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via, actually meeting no-life i could Find Life. A moss course came on my way and 
considering my current state it seemed an ideal option for me to be among people and to learn 
more of what i strangely enough thought was of my interest – ‘strangely enough’ and 
‘thought’, indeed, since my body didn’t show any reaction when i thought about, decided to 
attend and actually attended the course itself. The course was even drier than my life of that 
moment, drier than a bog moss that hadn’t received any water for the last two years. The 
lectures were given by a good friendly man who would never in his life hurt anyone but 
forgot to live. The lectures were, then, naturally, bereft of any life too. When Life is not 
Embodied one could try all tricks to enliven the deadness but it’s a sad affair and a dead end 
street anyway. The excursions to the actual mosses in nature – where it all was supposed to 
happen – were as dead as a column of christian celibate priests who had given up on Life long 
ago, Life that could Be Revealed through Woman by Man. 

The only time when suddenly some life seemed to happen, was when i looked through 
a microscope and to my surprise saw a particle of a male moss being shot to a female one. It 
fired and flew through the air right to her. By accident, and almost like i would be ejaculating 
myself, i screamed for enthusiasm through the dead room full of microscopes and observers 
looking with their head down into them: “Wow! Great!” 

Only now i realized again there were other people in the room. Somehow it had all 
become one big grey dead mess, the well meaning lecturer who was famous in his subject, the 
equipment, the people, the bold room walls, the absence of even one plant in the room, the 
cramped silence that was usual when people tried to drum even more knowledge into their 
already overcrowded, overworked head. And then suddenly this sign of life out of the 
dungeon that made me scream. The heads buried in their microscopes looked up to see what 
was going on. 

“Sorry”, i murmured, still enthusiastic about the sign of life, sorry to have disturbed 
the deadness that we all value so much and mistake for safety, it was not my intention, it was 
just bigger than me. Life was bigger. I was reminded of Something. 

When i came back from a holiday on the Greek island of Corfu i gave the teacher Bob 
a whole sac with many different types of mosses that could not be found in Holland. Never 
before or after i had been so impudent to just ask the guy if he would be willing to identify 
them and give me the names, since i hadn’t managed at all to do this by myself. The poor 
fellow looked strange at this request but couldn’t say no – Man was far away. I had already 
forgotten about it and the course had already finished for quite some time by then, when 
suddenly i got an envelope in the mailbox containing the whole damned list of 25 names, 
almost all in Latin, with an excuse note regarding the facts that it had taken so long but that it 
had been quite an intensive study and that the names were in Latin but there didn’t exist 
Dutch or even English names for the mosses i had found and given him. He requested in turn 
if he could keep the mosses for the moss archive belonging to the Biological Centre of the 
University of Groningen. 

When i ‘studied’ – or, let’s say, looked at – the list of incomprehensible Latin names, 
my mind stopped for a while. I was shocked by the senselessness of it all. I felt ashamed of 
my request and his kindness to agree to it. How far, how very very crazily far was all this 
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from ‘Me’, from what i should do here on earth, whatever that was, this was not clear. 
Perhaps the shooting of that reproductive particle of the male moss onto or into the female 
one could have given me a hint. But the mind is blind. And i was seduced by and, for a 
considerable part, lost in the mind. Of itself, the mind is dead, safely dead – although, and not 
contradicting this, in people it is usually an extension of and in service of their lower parts. 

My grandmother, not the one who had passed away but from my father’s side, said to 
my mother after she had seen me: “He will die.” 

My father’s family had not learned to express themselves more subtly, to more 
covertly give some hint of what they meant to say. So it was simply: “He will die.” And that 
was it. And my grandmother was a specialist here, since two of her ten children had died, one 
very early in life, another one had been stillborn. She didn’t ask about my intake of vitamins 
or proteins, as my volleyball trainers had done. I would just die. It’s true that, as i have said 
earlier, my weight decreased form 70 kilos when i was twenty years old to 57½ kilos when i 
was twenty-eight. With a length of 1.83½ metre it was understandable that my family was 
very worried about me – except for my grandmother, since she was already convinced i would 
die, no need to worry any more. The big concern of my family felt as an extra burden i had to 
carry. The transition period was, in itself, already difficult enough – certainly in the complete 
ignorance of what was going on with me. But the burden of the family was an annoying extra, 
even though they couldn’t help their worry, of course. 

The lack of intruded or real support of my well-meaning family during my years on 
bed was a blessing in a way: i got only stronger from this. Nothing better for a man to go 
through an ordeal on his own – at least if he is on his way to become and embody Man. They 
could not have done much anyway, if anything at all. Only a Consciousness that would have 
been wider than mine of that time could have been of assistance, but i didn’t meet anyone of 
that kind. The world of masters was not my world yet. The best thing my family could have 
done, they did, despite their worrying, relatively well: giving me space – which was in 
general a good quality in our family. 

Worrying about my state of that time may have been understandable but what do we 
think? That a real fundamental transition will take place without the body being involved at 
all? Do we expect that a disembodied mind can bring about a substantial change in 
Consciousness? 

No, ‘i’ had to touch the borders of death for My Ordeal. I would survive or die. 
Indeed, more and more thoughts about dying or even suicide came to me. ‘I’ – what’s in a 
name – managed, however, not to react to them. ‘I’ let these thoughts come, but never took 
them serious as if i would want to die. They happened, they came to me, but were not Me. ‘I’ 
had to See death in the Eye, but that’s not the same as wanting to die. I didn’t identify myself 
with dying, with not being here on earth any more. I didn’t want to escape. On the contrary, i, 
or Something Beyond me, Wanted me to, sooner or later, totally Go through all the 
fundamental pain that is by nature associated with the earth, with Form – Consciously. 
Feeling this Consciously – Consciousness Itself – is not helped by physical death, by the end 
of the earthly body, and in general not by reacting to mind impulses. 
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This was all a big test, a serious preparation. If i needed to Feel how people here on 
earth feel, half- or unconsciously feel, i needed this body. But the body was not of my 
concern somehow. It was my family’s concern. They assumed i – everybody – was a body. I 
took good care of ‘my’ body, ate three times a day a healthy organic meal, i still made walks, 
i didn’t smoke, drank no alcohol. If then still i had to die, it had to be so. Death was not my 
thing. Without knowing, i was busy with Something Beyond life and death. To be able to be 
with Woman, however, i as Man Had to, first, be totally alone – free from anything, free from 
past, family, friends, attachment to life. Or else, if i wouldn’t survive this way – alone – i 
could never be in Relation with Woman, not as Man, but only as a man-form who somewhere 
or even obviously would need something of Woman, who would be deluded in feeling that he 
would need something of Her, Her energy, to be able to live, to not die or shrink. 

Nevertheless, ‘my’ – or in general the – mind (that in practice is almost, even though 
not truly, the same as the Deluding Force) was stubborn. I could not totally stop looking for 
contact with Woman from outside – instead of letting ‘My’ Pure Love for Woman as Man Do 
all the Work. Due to my lack of contact with girls and because of the necessity of Duality to 
manifest itself i went a few times on holiday with my mother, like the one to Corfu for 
instance, so i could have at least some contact with Woman, with the Female Force, even 
though my mother, afraid and ignorant as she was of the Dark Forces, didn’t allow much of 
that Female Force, and even though this contact of mother and son was of course not what i 
wanted in the end. My mother, beyond herself, obviously ‘chose’ the nice soft loving side of 
life. 

We went to Limburg in the South of Holland, to Terschelling, to Corfu indeed and 
went even biking in the South of Sweden. Despite her growing age, being 55 by then, she 
went up and down the considerable hills in the South East. It might be surprising that also i in 
my energetically miserable state of that time made it too. But i felt quite fit strangely enough. 
When resting periods were long enough i had energy that, true, usually i would quickly lose 
again when i’d go into associating with the world. In general, my energy had become very 
unpredictable. It wasn’t mine any more. Only once during these holidays i exploded, on Corfu 
during some usual trip in nature. My mother taught me a lot about nature, many names of 
plants especially – getting to know birds was something i did by myself. Even though we 
were just ‘peacefully’ walking beside each other, my body could no longer bear it. The 
repressed Female Force was too much for my body and i became unreasonably angry and 
fully expressed it. I literally took her body and put it a bit away form mine so to indicate how 
far we should walk from each other, not too close, for this was a hell for me, and certainly no 
holiday. Being physically close to (a) Woman is in general hard for a man – certainly if it 
lasts long – something that strangely enough or not, is hardly known in the world. 

Of course, my mother didn’t understand a iota of my outburst and what she had done 
wrong. I can’t say i did at the time. I thought it was the ruthlessly burning sun that in that 
period was one of the many things i could hardly stand if at all. I didn’t understand that if man 
and woman are together, partners, mother and son or whatever form of relationship, the 
Inherent Fight of Male and Female Forces, the Formless and the Form, the Freeing and the 
Freedom limiting Forces, Shows itself sooner or later, no matter how much repression is used 
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to cover it up, no matter how good the relationship may be as in my and my mother’s case. As 
far as i remember this event was the only serious occasion in the period of 11 years after my 
decision never to become angry any more on which i broke my ‘promise’. 

Naturally, the Fight between Man and Woman is all the time already happening, 
everywhere, in every couple. The difference – and what i was being prepared for – was that in 
my case i had to (learn to) Fight Totally Consciously, as Heart. In Unconsciousness i would 
never be able to win the Fight, that is: i would never See that i can’t Win the Fight. 
Unconsciousness – the Dark – is Woman’s domain. She can’t be beaten there. When the Light 
of Truth is Present though, Consciously Present, everything is different.  

 
Mickey 

 
Whereas i had decided rather than promised not to be angry any more, i anyhow 

hadn’t promised not to fall in love any more. Apparently, there were limits to stupidity. First 
there was a nice barmaid in De Tempel that i had fallen in love with and that finally, having 
gathered courage after the usual and seemingly inner struggle, i invited to go out with me one 
day. ‘No’ was her simple friendly answer. She was pleasantly calm. No drama around it. This 
was the definite end of a possible beginning of a lot of trouble. 

I said ‘seemingly inner’, since, eventually, this struggle was not mine. It was the 
struggle between the Female and the Male Force, between Manifestation and Non-
Manifestation, between Form and Formless. That i was the experiencer of or the 
consciousness of the tension, of the fight between the Forces, that i could feel this in my head 
and body, didn’t make it my struggle. Claiming that, would be quite a stretch, would be quite 
acquisitive, and possessive. 

But then, and although it was a long time, seven years, since my last amorousness, 
Maja, i fell seriously and for a long period in love with a woman who was 5 years older than 
me and working in an organic food shop. As it was situated in another town i didn’t go there 
so often, but when i saw her, god, she was really terribly beautiful. She was alternative – great 
– had long hair, dark blonde like me, wore beautifully coloured dresses, had a perfectly 
shaped face, a nice skin, a loving smile, radiating a natural beauty, and was always cheerful, 
even though the latter was in itself not necessary. And, despite my state, she liked me. As 
when i was in Spain and saw that terrific woman, it appeared again there were factors ruling 
the field of attraction between man and woman that were more important than one’s energetic 
fucked up state that seemed for many not or hardly visible, noticeable. Or, at least, something 
else was able to overrule and outshine such a state. 

I squeezed my brains out for a way to come in closer contact with this beauty, beside 
the usual chat in the shop that was sometimes nice, spontaneous, and sometimes tensed. 
Everything i could possibly say i found, as usual, utterly stupid. As if i had never grown up 
since i was 15 and in love with Windala, i just wanted to say: ‘I like you. I love you.’ I was 
not allowed to say this. Or else, if i had said this, i would have taken away her space to feel by 
herself that she loved me. She would have blocked, gone in a cramp. Then i could have 
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forgotten about it, our love. And i didn’t want to screw up this unique chance, such a beautiful 
woman who was so close to me – well, that’s at least how it felt. I hated it but i had to say it: 

‘Will you join me for a drink after your work?’ 
It was so simple and innocent and i could not get it out of my throat. But the next time 

i would say it. This was an order, an order of the Heart. I would take the train to her town and 
go to the shop not long before closing time. When i arrived in her town, pre-meditating, 
attuning to the situation, my body got so very sick, however, that it was impossible or 
hilarious to present myself that way and to ask her if she felt like joining this remainder of a 
human being for a drink somewhere – if not for the hospital. Before i had reached the shop 
my energy was totally fucked up, my nervous system was in a huge war and the last drop of 
spontaneity had left me. I started running in a small park that was already close to the organic 
shop. I ran, ran and ran to and fro, to for good do something about my state. I kept running. 
Time ran out more and more. 

I was still so ‘innocently’ ignorant that i had no idea that my changed state for worse 
had to do with her state, with how she related to me when we would come closer. I didn’t get 
it that my changed state was not an isolated process. I didn’t understand that everything is and 
happens in relation, continuously, always. I had learned in our clever society that, in such a 
circumstance of inviting a girl, one is nervous. So i thought i was – extremely – nervous. My 
nervous system wasn’t separate from her state though and this fact would have revealed itself 
(to someone with Open Eye that was not me) in case we would come closer, when her energy 
state and mine would meet. There exists an inherent tendency of energies to want to become 
one – something that in some people, as in my case, was much more the case than in others. 

It is true, my state, my energy, was very ‘up’: if i met a woman with her earthly 
energies down in the dark, i got sick. Thinking about and getting in the slightest sense closer 
to the woman already meant attuning to the Dark Force5 that i could not yet deal with at all, 
but my body could not deny the meeting either. I didn’t understand, i didn’t even know this 
Low Dark Force existed – more than an intuition. And i got sick and sick again. 

The running helped a little, in the sense that, because of my restless, agitated energy i 
felt my bad state a little less. But what did 10% less matter if i was about to propose a woman 
if she wanted to be with me for the rest of her life. If i was in seriously in love, i felt like 
being with a girl for the rest of our lives, indeed, and not just for some period, let alone for the 
sake of sex. 

I asked her the stupid question, just on time. Ten minutes later i sat on her bike and 
she behind me on the carrier, with one hand loosely holding fast on me. We went to a really 
awful café-restaurant that according to her was quite nice. The first difference between us 
manifested itself. The first unbelief. How could she like this utterly boring establishment 
meant for people who had given up on life long ago but still had to put their body somewhere 

                                                
5 Put extremely, but not untrue, one could say that everything belongs to this Dark Force as long it is 

not Seen-Felt in and by the Light of Consciousness. Regarding Man and Woman, this translates 
itself in the notion that the Dark Force is active and ruling as long as Woman’s Love for Man – the 
Form for its Source the Formless – is not Revealed and Totally Clear yet. 
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for the remaining time till the end would finally relieve them. She was a very nice woman 
anyway, perfect for me being in love, although somewhere inside i felt i couldn’t get through 
to her, nor did i manage to bring us closer to any prospect for a possible relationship or any 
possible intimacy. She was always in a good mood and all smile, something that to my taste 
she could just leave behind. We started writing letters. 

This aroused something in her. Distance was safer to let feelings rise in their own way 
and tempo. Letters were a perfect way to have contact with a woman. I – or, in fact, my love 
for Woman – was too much for a woman, too much to bear in direct contact, in a direct 
confrontation. In my letters, long, hand-written, hardly hidden declarations of love, she could 
easier allow this love, be touched by it and even enjoy it. And even fall in love. Just like 
Nathali and Maja before her, also Mickey fell in love with me through my writing. My Heart 
packaged in words was bearable and attractive, better than a Live Heart right before their Eye. 
The confrontation of their own – closed – heart with the live one was too hard. How could i 
ever be introduced into the Earth, into ‘Man and Woman’ on an earthly level, by Woman, if 
she could only bear my letters, love-letters, love via a roundabout, via a form, instead of Love 
Directly, ruthlessly Radiating from my Heart into her? 

Mickey told me to have fallen in love with me when i phoned her from Terschelling 
where i camped on a very nice simple nature camping and where also my sister and her 
girlfriends camped. It seemed 150 kilometres distance between us was enough to make this 
confession possible. I invited Mickey to come over and camp with me. She really loved to, 
and very probably she would come. A few days later i phoned again, for confirmation and 
practical details. She changed her mind, she would not come. 

As is normal in woman’s head the ‘yes’ and ‘no’ had been spinning around, fighting 
like crazy and finally, tired of the inner fight, Mickey decided ‘no’: that is, or seems, always 
the safest. In fact, what had turned the scale, she said, was the circumstance that my sister was 
camping there too. I was too stupefied to object and make clear that i was not camping 
together with my sister, that she was with her friends. And anyway, i never liked it – no, i 
always hated it – to have to use arguments to defend love or the chance for love. It was 
bluntly terrible to have to defend love. If Love was not totally Clear of Itself, on the grounds 
of Nature, Reality Itself – as it was Clear in me – what could i do and why should i do 
something, anything, to persuade her or explain her or even simply elucidate her. Love was 
Pure, Clear. It shouldn’t and couldn’t be defiled, downgraded by arguments. We hung up. I 
was empty. 

So close with such a beautiful angel who i was so in love with and who even fell in 
love with me and again i failed somehow. Whether i did something wrong or, more usual, not, 
i had to fail. 

Life was such a promise with so many beautiful girls, with so many years ahead still, 
and it was again and again disappointing. The promise was again and again postponed, 
delayed, reserved. I was already 29 by now. Would it always go this way. Well, i was not so 
much busy with this that moment, as a matter of fact. There was only one Mickey. Although 
in theory nothing was lost yet, everything was lost. I lost her. Before i had her i already lost 
her. As always. Love was a strange soup, a mighty mess, a clumsy comedy, a trying tragedy. 
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I had a good intuition, my intuition was not a problem. Since that moment of almost 
but just not, something had changed, indeed. We had missed the Chance, the only chance 
given to us. The mind fools us by saying ‘maybe later, next week or whenever’. This is not 
how the Play between Forces works. One needs to strike the iron while it is hot, as the saying 
goes. Now, even though there was a correspondence between us still and Mickey even came 
to visit me in my house in Groningen, we couldn’t find the moment any more. Yes, Mickey, 
the alternative queen in my house… This was something that should have set everything, our 
hearts and certainly also my nervous system on fire. Somehow it lost its importance. 
Something was gone, even though it didn’t leave me untouched when i was biking through 
Groningen with queen Mickey behind my back, and i would still die for entering a 
relationship or whatever kind of intimacy with her. We were already in the after-period. There 
is the Promise, the Moment of the Chance, and the after-period. Although the after-period 
may still last long, it is not much more than a prolonged goodbye, not being able yet to give 
up on the Promise that was so attractive. The fire is heated up and up and up, then there is the 
moment supreme and then the fire dies. Love can still be there, it is there, the same love as in 
the beginning, but the moment to manifest it has been surpassed. Something had come in 
between, Woman’s Resistance to Melting with Man(’s Heart). And i say the latter without a 
trace of blaming. I could say as well that my Heart was not Strong enough on an earthly level 
to Outshine this natural Resistance of Woman to Man. 

Even more sad than happy i drove with Mickey on the carrier of my bike through 
Groningen. She could have been the Queen. I could have been the King. And yet we were not. 
‘We’ screwed it up. In theory we could still become the Queen and the King, and yet it was 
too late. An emptiness was there now since her inner decision not to allow me that she was 
not aware of herself. 

I just could not believe it that she chose a guy, a softy, with a consciousness of -50 and 
with a belly of +50, someone who obviously could never evoke the Queen in her, someone 
without any fire in his Heart and Body. Mickey was, as she told me, touched by his faith to 
every lunch break wait for her outside the shop to have lunch with him in every day the same 
boring restaurant of a big department store nearby. I become, in her place, sick again when i 
think of them together. The beauty and the beast. I become sick again when i imagine their 
attempts to make love. I feel again, now, the disgust that her ego refused to feel. How they 
detonated, if only for their bodies: what a world of difference. How disrespectful people could 
be to Nature… No, i was not jealous, i hated disrespect to Nature… 

Some time later, just before i’d become 30, i came to visit Mickey in her house in 
Assen somehow. Admittedly, i was a bit disappointed to see her in shorts, masculine shorts. 
What the hell happened to you, love, you were so beautifully feminine. Where were those 
beautiful long dresses that you always wore. What was wrong with being Yourself, Beautiful, 
Woman. I didn’t see the pattern yet that later, when i had finally dived into the lonely caves of 
‘Man and Woman’, would reveal itself: that women Gave up to be Woman after they had 
failed to be with ‘Me’, with Man, with the Beloved of their Heart. She even had cut off her 
long beautiful hair – well, at least half of it, as if she hadn’t definitely decided yet if she 
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would give up on her own Nature, the Nature of Man and Woman Who Unite; for, as her 
(separate, individual) self, she didn’t have a Nature. 

The meeting with Mickey was, as usual, not bad and not good either. I – nor anyone – 
could reach her on a deeper level. She kept stubbornly floating on the surface, even when 
deeper matters of life were being discussed. She didn’t let herself be truly touched by 
anything. We parted at the door. I walked away down the path to the street. And suddenly 
something in me was Fed Up. I didn’t think any more. I turned around, walked straight to her 
and was going to take her in my arms – whereas i might have better shaken her body up. My 
arms were almost around her when suddenly her whole body withdrew. This was not what 
she wanted, she said. 

“I’m sorry”, i said and walked away, leaving Mickey behind, in principle for good 
now. I felt sorry that i ‘had to’ and was supposed to say sorry. It was something in her that 
wanted me to take her in my arms, that wanted to be wholly taken, finally. I obeyed to that 
part in her, finally, and now i ‘had to’ say sorry to the other part in her that was in conflict 
with the first one. I had it. 

At least this was a breakthrough – in the energetic world into which the Heart should 
Manifest Itself after all. Never before had i done something like this, taking a woman in my 
arms just like that, even though not without preceding building up. That the breakthrough 
didn’t lead to love at all and that it even seemed to be part of a movement in the direction of a 
less loving and humble approach of Woman was not the end of the world. Home again, alone, 
i could now celebrate this success that lead to nothing. 

 
The recovery started 

 
My – at least – attempt, to take ‘woman’ in my, physical, arms, was made possible or 

at least made easier by the fact that since December 1991 i had a bit more energy than the 
years before. Someone, when he heard about my problems with energy, had said to me: “Why 
don’t you eat an egg?” The energetic state i was in had gotten so bad by that time that, added 
to the fact that i had already given up on the official health care, i decided to do it, to even eat 
an egg, despite the fact that i was a vegan. This meant quite something. My body – not ‘me’ 
somehow – was so desperate that i sacrificed, at least for that moment, my attachment to 
being morally ‘good’. Damned, i got quite a boost of energy after eating that one little organic 
egg. But my body was happy. It biked full speed, with energy that was feelable in my legs, 
through the city. This was a long time ago. I didn’t know if i had a shortage of B-12 in my 
blood or of iron. Before i had become a vegan i had done a lot of research on how safe it was 
in regard to getting the right and enough vitamins and other nutrients that were necessary for 
maintaining a normal health. It was totally safe i had to conclude. There were for instance 
world champions running who were vegan. My body had already been depleted of energy, 
however, by the time i had become a vegan – which was about nine months after my 
breakdown and not before. It seemed logical that at least i hadn’t made it easier for my body 
to recover by becoming a vegan. 
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Eating eggs was by far not enough to solve the whole misery my body was in, if it 
contributed anything at all. But i got inspired at least and another impulse for trying to get out 
of the state of minimal energy. I followed a high-calorie diet to regain weight. And i 
succeeded, strangely enough. I went up to 70 kilos, although i would lose five of the regained 
kilos again in the course of time. 

Another factor that, partly, brought me back in the land of energy, was related to an 
event that also took place by the end of my twenties. The situation had gotten so bad that i 
ended up with a visit to a rehabilitation resort. They wanted to take me there for an unlimited 
time when i agreed to it. When i only entered the building – part of a huge complex – i got 
overwhelmed by a heavy feeling on my chest and something very ‘unheimlich’, eerie. And 
when i walked and looked around more through the dark corridors, feeling choked from an 
invisible dead energy, seeing the empty and full wheelchairs everywhere and the crippled 
state of people who were ‘recovering’ – not only physically, it seemed to me, but officially 
only physically – i ‘and’ my body entered almost in a panic. These people were almost dead. 
This had got nothing to do with me. Fuck, i had to get out from there: it was almost 
claustrophobia, lying in my coffin under the ground and i was still alive and couldn’t get out. 
This visit to Zombieland was the best shock-therapy i could have received. Something started, 
finally, to dawn upon me. What had happened to me was something completely different 
from what happened there, from what they were trying to ‘heal’. That kind of therapy had got 
nothing to do with my state. I was 100% sure that staying there would make my state much 
much worse, and i might have even died there, in that low, dark, heavy, depressed energy. It 
was as if i had met the Opposite of Me, and this confrontation was such a shock, a shock of 
recognition through meeting the opposite. 

I had been seduced to believe by society, by the medical club, that if something is or 
seems wrong with someone, it must be either the body or the psyche that has problems, and 
some tried to combine these two, calling things psycho-somatic now, as if summing up the 
two make one. Myself i had not felt much affiliation with the psychological side of the 
explanation model. But anyhow, now something deeper dawned upon me. I couldn’t get it yet 
that there exist Forces that are active beyond the physical and psychological level, but my 
experience in the rehabilitation centre prepared ‘my’ consciousness for a later Seeing and 
Understanding. Something in me was shocked loose, without immediately having been put in 
a new place of understanding. In any case, on a deeper level it became clear that i didn’t 
belong to this normal world. Something completely different was going on in or happening 
through me that could not be explained by the normal, limited, explanation models. And this 
‘something’ had its consequences for my physical-energetic functioning. Asking help of the 
blind, being put away in and killed by good intentions, was a most stupid blind thing to do. 
Good intentions? ‘The system’ had no good intentions. Blindness was blindness. I had to do it 
all alone, indeed. In the Land of Truth there was no help. One could only turn to Truth, 
without reward. Truth was Truth. The deadness i saw in the faces of the people carried around 
in the wheelchairs drove me in the Arms of Truth. Truth becomes clear(er) by Seeing what is 
not True. 
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The visit to the Hell on earth made a big impression on me, even though something in 
me wanted to forget what i had seen as soon as possible, like you only want to shake yourself 
clean again after an unfortunate fall into the dirty black sand of the earth. The hell had made 
me clear that i was not part of the sick people. I was not sick. Something else was going on 
that i didn’t know, but this ignorance didn’t mean i was sick. Seeing this – as deep as it went 
at the time – was important part of and preparing ‘the Cure”, Seeing the simple fact that i was 
not sick, that there was nothing wrong with me, that energetic suffering and physical pain and 
continuous discomfort and a seemingly dysfunctional body don’t mean that something is 
wrong. Like many people i had to struggle and discover that i was not sick. I was sensitive, 
very sensitive, not sick. Being sensitive to the sickness of society, to the burden of the 
unconsciousness of the world, didn’t make me sick, didn’t make me a patient. The whole 
thing was turned upside down. Someone with a – mirroring – Heart was made into a problem, 
and i, clumsily or not, kind of accepted it, the definitions of the blind. Heartlessness was the 
norm, the no-problem. Energy was the norm. Having no or less energy – so that one could not 
meet the demands of the economy – should be fixed. But the more sensitive one is, the less 
likely it is that energy keeps being an insurmountable fort. As long as everybody was 
insensitive and could function as an energized robot in the hardness of society, everything 
seemed normal, normally dead. Having no Heart, or not Feeling it, was rather ‘sick’, however, 
if this word should be put on something by all means. Someone without a Heart, without 
Feeling it, acknowledging it, valuing it, is a patient, a heart patient. 

Lying on bed for 4 years was not a pleasure cruise but it was valuable for giving a big 
boost to freeing ‘myself’ from the definitions made by society, from the frames set by the 
Deluding Force. The medical scene was part of this Deluding Force. Before that period, but 
also afterwards still, i had tried quite some options of what the regular and, subsequently, the 
alternative medical circus had to offer. It would take still some years before i quietly stroke 
the balance and could only conclude that nothing of what i had ever tried in the medical 
circuit, no single remedy worked. Nothing helped, let alone cured the body. Not even a little 
progress had been made. I’m not exaggerating, and i’m all right with accepting that for other 
people some things, remedies, treatments, pills, seem to work, although i’m sure that a lot of 
this works via the so called placebo-effect and, also, one could ask oneself: ‘seem to work’ 
for what? I quietly distrust people’s (lack of) direct contact with and insight into their own 
bodies. But anyhow, my body was different. It could not be compared to ‘normal’ bodies. 
Once i have an injury it never really heals, not totally. I always keep feeling at least that 
something is not right. Let’s say, things become liveable again after a while, after the damage 
had been done. 

My body-consciousness had to start all over, from scratch. I had to learn that only 
when the Truth of the Heart is lived, ‘I’ – and therefore ‘also’ the Body – recover. (When later 
the (illusion of) ‘i’ had disappeared, the Body was what was left, a Heart That had become 
Body.) When, as usual, ‘my’ Body is in contact with people or patterns that to whatever 
extent or depth are associated with ‘Lie’, with Ego, the Body declines, or breaks down in case 
of prolonged contact – unless Consciousness can ‘catch up’ with the Lie. This was opposite to 
how other Bodies functioned – not all of them, however, as i saw. In general, they seemed to 
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be doing better when they could drown in the (what seemed to me:) Lie of Unconsciousness, 
in the hidden Darkness of the Ego, and they got a heavier time when they were confronted 
with Truth in whatever way a shot of it could possibly reach them. No wonder people avoided 
the Truth, scared as everybody was for the Body that seemed to be the porch of death. Truth 
would turn out to be my only Recovery, while most Bodies could even become ill from the 
confrontation with Truth. In principle – and you could call this a test – the Truth gives the 
Body a deep(er) Breath when you are confronted or embalmed with It. When the Truth 
doesn’t bring you relief, you can bet the Ego, which is inherently in a Fight with Truth, is 
active in you. 

Before my breakdown there had been still a reservoir of reserve energy. Because of 
this my Body could not register so well yet the difference between Truth and Lie that came to 
me via people and the whole society, even though Something (else) in ‘me’ had always 
noticed the difference. It was not for nothing that as a child i didn’t like most grown-ups. 
Now, since the breakdown, the reserve energy was gone, and accordingly my Body responded 
perfectly to whether a ‘particle’ of Truth (call It, for now: no Resistance to the Heart) came to 
my perception or a ‘particle’ of Lie6 – in the broadest sense of the word – was being 
meditated. From ‘Lie’ i got literally sick – regardless of the many different ways it could 
manifest. It’s true that my 6th chakra was far from developed as it was later, so that much of 
the perception of my Body happened still in a relatively unconscious way. When the 6th 
sphere of Consciousness with its (Potential) Overview was not Awakened and Integrated in 
the whole human system, one doesn’t Know what one knows. 

 
The ordeal of life and death 

 
Another, most important, factor in the sense of coming back to Life, was the ordeal 

between life and death that i have mentioned earlier. As i have said, my state got so bad in the 
end that, naturally, more and more thoughts about dying entered me. I couldn’t avoid them 
somehow, even if i wanted. It was bigger than me. It’s not only that ‘my’ mind found life 
senseless the way i lived – which consisted for a great part of just surviving and hoping for 
recovery, even though i also wrote books (manuscripts) in my ‘spare time’ – my whole 
energy was going into the direction of death. I was forced to ‘meditate’ on the issue of life 
and death. I was forced to return to the very basis of life: life itself. I didn’t know any more if 
there was a place for me amongst the living. At a certain point when death kept visiting me 
and visited me just ‘too’ often, something in me got prepared for and was, eventually, all right 
with dying, even though i felt i could or should do a lot of things here on earth. I had to face 
the facts: without energy one couldn’t live here on earth. I reached an absolute depth point in 
the whole ordeal of being depleted of energy and it getting worse instead of better. I had to 
learn: there are no rights. We come naked to the earth. Even if you have hardly done anything 

                                                
6 By the word ‘Lie’ i mean especially the supposition of (human) form that it would lead its own life 

without being Conscious of the fact that it is (Part of) Something Bigger than itself, the Heart – not 
only the supposition itself, but the actual living that way, in a self-centred way. 
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wrong, you don’t have a right for energy, for anything. Even if your Heart is meant to love, 
you don’t have a right for it. There exist no rights. 

I Saw Death in the eye. I was ready. Ready to die. After lying three and a half years on 
bed there was not any real sign of improvement, there was no future at all. I was fooled in the 
beginning of the breakdown, thinking that it would take some time to recover, and then i 
could go on with my life. This was the end. If three and a half years were not enough, why 
would the next three and a half years bring any relief, why would they bring energy back into 
my life. I had to surrender. I couldn’t fight any more against death. 

And this surrender was exactly what was ‘needed’. I had to go to the very bottom. 
And say, silently, with my Heart: “It’s up to You now. It’s not up to me any more. It’s totally 
up to You…” I was not directly talking or whispering to (a) God, but anyhow to Something 
Bigger than me, to the Forces that Rule everything. The Surrender was, in a way, the most 
important of my life – since it touched life and death themselves. It Created the basis for my 
(later) Work. I didn’t know this yet, but the surrender to a life without energy, to death in the 
most extreme sense, meant that i was Free to Go as Deep as possible, as Deep as Needed, into 
the Ordeal of Love with Woman. Without having faced death, without having accepted 
having no energy, i would always be susceptible for Woman’s normal earthly manipulation. 
Woman is the gatekeeper of the world of Energy: She Is Energy. If Man does something Her 
Ego doesn’t like, She can – and does – withhold him Her energy; this goes almost (or often 
completely) automatically. This is so in general, but this pattern manifests most obviously in 
the sexual arena: ‘man’ gets sex of a woman – Energy and Sexuality are in the end the same – 
when he is ‘sweet’, when he doesn’t upset her ego but serves it, obviously or in the dark. And 
‘man’, if he doesn’t Feel properly or not at all, assumes then that he is being received by 
Woman when he has sex with Her and that everything is all right… 

The interesting and important point in this ordeal of life and death – that took almost 
four years, but there were many preceding years of preparation, of declining, too – was that i 
was, in fact, meditating Woman’s state. That i didn’t know this in my relative 
unconsciousness of the time, made it much more difficult to pass the ordeal, but it was good 
for the Surrender to be possible at all and in all thoroughness. Woman had two sides of 
Herself: the one that wanted to live and the one that wanted to withdraw from life, to not be, 
since life was painful and as long as life went on, pain went on as well. I had no idea that i 
was meditating the latter side of Woman: Woman’s hidden Dead side. It seemed so natural to 
just want to live and that’s it. But Woman was Two. My association with girls up to then may 
have seem limited in quantitative terms, in qualitative terms it was not at all limited but 
intense. I was – and Am – a very intense being. My Heart was – and Is – intense. And as the 
One – albeit not yet Realizing His Oneness at the time – i meditated by nature the Two, the 
Two Sides of Woman. Only, because She repressed the second side, the side drawn to ‘death’ 
(or, rather, to not live), i had, at least in energetic terms, to focus on that one. If someone 
doesn’t (want to) feel what’s there inside him or her, another person with more talent for 
feeling and sensing (or more persons, or in the end everybody to whatever depth of 
consciousness) is (or are) forced to Feel what needs to be Felt anyway sooner or later. If a 
whole sex doesn’t want or is not able to feel the painful side of the coin of life – or at least not 
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on its own – the other sex must do it: Man, not to be confused with men. I was doing it. To do 
this consciously, is something else though, and i was not or seemed not Ready for this. 
‘Seemed’, since the whole period of the ordeal was already a structural part of Meditating 
Woman, even though the girls had always left the scene soon, intuitively, before they got 
aware of the fact that meditating them had started, and even though ‘my’ consciousness of 
that time was not comparable to how it developed later, in my thirties. 

As i indicated, the ordeal of life and death, or Life and Death: of Feeling as Heart and 
be(com)ing stoned (Heart), be(com)ing formed without Feeling, was not for nothing at all but 
was a necessary preparation for me to be able to, in the Relationship with Woman, in the 
Duality of Man and Woman, Take and Fulfil the Role of Man as the Free One, the One That 
cannot be manipulated. The One That is not afraid of Death – because He Knows it. The One 
That is not afraid of Woman – for He can Be without Energy: He is Beyond Her Two: energy 
or no energy. He is Always There, He cannot Die. He is Not a slave of Energy, of Woman. He 
is the One That cannot fail – because He has failed. He is the One That Fights Selflessly – for 
He Saw it is not up to him. The man who is (unconsciously) afraid of death will be Killed by 
Woman, this is the Law. 

I had meditated Woman’s repressed state of Death – Her Death in so far as She 
Separated Herself from and Resisted to Return in Man’s Heart That Provides Life. 

Of crucial importance for the Appearance and Manifestation of the Man in me is the 
fact that through the life-death experience and the involved Surrender, Energy got subordinate 
to Consciousness. The Female Force in me got subordinate to the Male Force. And this was 
not about a power fight, but about the Deeper Human (and Universal) Nature. 

It could have gone either way: life or death. And i was, eventually, all right with this. 
As Man i was Beyond Woman’s Two, Beyond a preference. ‘I’ had Freed ‘Myself’ from 
Woman into Man through the Surrender, through sacrificing Woman’s preference for one side 
of Herself, for life. I was Chosen thus. For Life – Life Beyond life and death. I hadn’t chosen. 
Since then, since the Surrender, the way back had started – or, i better say, the way forward… 

 
Maja 

 
The supreme factor in coming ‘back’ to Life was Love, not denying by this the fact 

that the other most important factor, the ordeal of life and death, was part of this same Love 
and paving the way for the manifestation of this Love in the form of my first relationship with 
a woman. The four years on bed had cleaned me considerably and coincidentally – albeit, 
without Consciousness being Present, not structurally yet – from ‘Woman’, the ‘Woman’ that 
i had associated with and absorbed unconsciously to the extent that it seemed to be ‘me’. This 
cleanse created the space for Woman to feel attracted again. After all She is attracted to Man 
and not to the Woman in a man. My lack of a woman in all those preceding years brought – or 
at least played a significant role in bringing – Woman to me. 

Love is Being in Relation. Being in Relation did me very good – since i cannot exist 
as a self. I Am Relation. Not living my Being, Being Relation, would have killed me. Many 
people try to live as a self and they seem to succeed; they survive physically. But no one 
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really succeeds. Without Being in True Contact, one Dies, or stays un-lived. Without Love 
death rules, secretly or obviously. 

With my regained kilos, all 70 of them, i went to Amsterdam for a week where i 
would stay in the house of my aunt who was gone. First half of the week my mother was also 
there. After my mother had left, i called Maja, who, hopefully, still lived in Amsterdam and, 
hopefully, hadn’t changed her phone number. During the 8½ years after Maja’s visit to my 
little room and my unfortunate yawning that i hadn’t been able to repress, not many days had 
passed by without thinking of her. She had been the best girl i had met in my life, no matter 
that she seemed not to be so special, not particularly loving, nor having the same interests as 
me. Something in her matched perfectly with me, i felt. 

If we were lucky we could meet before i would return home. But i didn’t catch her on 
the phone. Every day i tried a few times. No Maja, no low voice vibrating all through my 
body and whispering in my ear. The third and last day arrived. I would leave in the afternoon 
at 14.30. In the morning i tried several times to reach her without result. I had cleaned the 
house and now, since 14.00 i tried continuously. Nothing. Still two minutes to go. I put my 
rucksack on my back, drank some water and phoned, for the last time. Would this endless 
Heart, this big selfless love for Woman i knew inside me, then really die without being used, 
without being given? It was unbelievable but it seemed to be so. I had just become 30, a 
month earlier. Another mark in my life. The years were suddenly passing by like water in a 
rapid, while before a year seemed endless. The phone rang in her room, four, eight, twelve 
times. I imagined the phone in her room ringing, empty, no one to pick it up. Or didn’t she 
want to pick up the phone? 16 times, 20 times. I looked at my watch. Half past two… now. 
Empty from disappointment i put, slowly, the receiver down. 

 Literally two centimetres before it would touch the telephone, i seemed to hear 
something. Just on time i managed to stop the downward movement my arm was making and 
i checked if it was a fata morgana, wishful thinking, or just background noise in the phone-
connection. 

“Maja here. Hello… Hello...” 
What happened then and how i felt during the next 5½ months was something i had to 

describe in a novel named “Testament of an individual – Story of a decomposing love” that 
was published only twelve years later in February 2005. Unfortunately, it is written in Dutch, 
a language not known to many people. Perhaps there will be a decent translation in English 
one day. Here i would at least like to give a summary of that period that feels like and, in a 
way, is the big transition in my life, even though an absolute highlight that overwhelms 
everything else is in the end also ‘just’ part of a whole Process and cannot be truly isolated 
from the rest. Words, however, are so very poor in giving a realistic description of what 
happened, of how love, manifesting love, can change everything. I could also, and even 
better, say that this love-affair itself was the manifestation, the result in a form, of the four (or, 
in a way, thirteen) preceding years of declining and transition, in general of a, Deeper, 
Process of Forces Manifesting in ‘my’ body, at first noticeable in the form of a big headache 
that was there every day the whole day long, including the nights – not coincidentally 
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manifesting as headache since that was the place where the Spirit-Force entered the Body 
after which it descended. 

We’re always deluded by Form. As if the form itself would be able to and would 
actually change anything. But it is true, when the Forces are allowed to take the forms that 
they need to take instead of resisting this, the Process of Human Development can continue, 
taking new forms, destroying the old ones. The form needed to be allowed, but Love was the 
Drive, the Cause without cause, Life Itself. In this case, the love affair with Maja, the form 
was very easy to allow, simply because nothing greater, more beautiful, more overwhelming 
and i-destroying ever happened to me. 


